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Abstract

In this thesis, I have developed a tunable two-color two-stage ultrafast Yb:fiber chirped
pulse amplifier for the generation of short-pulse mid-infrared (MIR) radiation in the long-
wavelength side of the “molecular fingerprint” (2.5-25 µm) using difference frequency gener-
ation (DFG) technique. The two colors called blue and red are in the wavelengths 1.03-1.11
µm and are amplified simultaneously in the same Yb-doped fiber amplifier (YDFA) stages
in order to reduce the induced environmental noise on the phase difference of the pulses
and to minimize the complexity and system cost.

I will present numerical simulations on the two-stage YDFA system to amplify a two-
color spectrum in the wavelengths 1.03-1.11 µm. The first and second YDFA called pream-
plifier and main amplifier are single-clad, single-mode and double-clad, single-mode YDFA
respectively. From numerical simulations, the optimal length of the preamplifier to have
equal power at two colors centered at 1043 nm and 1105 nm are in agreement with exper-
imental results.

It is well known that the power of MIR radiation generated by difference frequency
mixing of two wavelengths scales up with the product of mixing powers in a fixed-field
approximation. Furthermore, for the gain narrowing effect on the short-wavelength side of
the YDFA gain profile, the spectral bandwidth of the blue color decreases resulting in pulse
broadening. In addition, for the two colors separated largely, the amplified spontaneous
emission is intensified. Considering the cited factors, I will present the modeling results
on the two-color, two-stage YDFA system that the product of the power of the two colors
is maximized for a maximized wavelength separation between the two mixing colors and
a minimized gain narrowing on the blue color in order to build an as broadly tunable and
powerful as possible ultrafast mid-infrared source by difference frequency mixing of the two
colors.

In this research, I achieved a wavelength separation as broad as 71 nm between pulses
centered at 1038 nm and 1109 nm from the two-color ultrafast YDFA system. I achieved
combined average powers of 2.7 W just after the main amplifier and 1.5 W after compressing
the two-color pulses centered at 1041 nm and 1103 nm to nearly Fourier transform limited
pulses. From autocorrelation measurements, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the compressed two-color pulses with the peak wavelengths of 1041 nm and 1103 nm was
∼500 fs. By mixing the tunable two-color pulses in a 1-mm-thick GaSe crystal using DFG
technique, I achieved tunable short-pulse MIR radiation.

In this research, I achieved short-pulse MIR radiation tunable in the wavelengths 16-20
µm. The MIR tuning range from the lower side was limited to the 16 µm because of the
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71-nm limitation on the two-color separation and from the upper side was limited to the 20
µm because of the 20-µm cutoff absorption wavelength of GaSe. Based on measured MIR
spectra, the MIR pulses have a picosecond pulse duration in the wavelengths 16-20 µm.
The FWHM of measured spectra of the MIR pulses increases from 0.3 µm to 0.8 µm as the
MIR wavelength increases from 16 µm to 20 µm. According to Fourier transform theory,
the FWHM of the MIR spectra corresponds to the bandwidth of picosecond MIR pulses
assuming that the MIR pulses are perfectly Fourier-transform-limited Gaussian pulses.

In this research, I achieved a maximum average power of 1.5 mW on short-pulse MIR
radiation at the wavelength 18.5 µm corresponding to the difference frequency of the 500-fs
two-color pulses with the peak wavelengths of 1041 nm and 1103 nm and average powers
of 1350 mW and 80 mW respectively.

Considering the gain bandwidth, Ti:sapphire is a main competitor to the YDFA to
be used in the two-color ultrafast laser systems. In the past, the broad gain bandwidth
of Ti:sapphire crystal has resulted in synchronized two-color pulses with a wavelength
separation up to 120 nm. Apart from its bulkiness and high cost, Ti:sapphire laser system
is limited to a watt-level output average power at room temperature mainly due to Kerr
lensing problem that occurs at high pumping powers. In comparison, YDFA as a laser
amplifier has a narrower gain bandwidth but it is superior in terms of average power.

Optical parametric generation (OPG) and optical parametric amplification (OPA) tech-
niques are two competitors to DFG technique for the generation of short-pulse long-
wavelength MIR radiation. Although OPG offers a tunability range as broad as DFG, the
MIR output power is lower because of the absence of input signal pulses. From the OPA
technique, the tunability range is not as broad as the DFG technique due to limitations
with the spectral bandwidth of the optical elements. Currently, quantum cascade lasers
(QCLs) are the state-of-art MIR laser sources. At the present time, the tunability range
of a single MIR QCL is not as abroad as that achieved from the DFG technique. More,
mode-locked MIR QCLs are not abundant mainly because of the fast gain recovery time.
Thus, the generation of widely tunable short-pulse MIR radiation from DFG technique
such as that developed in this thesis remains as a persistent technological solution.

The application of the system developed in this thesis is twofold: on one hand, the
tunable two-color ultrashort pulses will find applications for example in pump-probe ul-
trafast spectroscopy, short-pulse MIR generation, and optical frequency combs generation.
On the other hand, the short-pulse MIR radiation will find applications for example in
time-resolved MIR spectroscopy to study dynamical behavior of large molecules such as
organic and biological molecules.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis focuses on 1- the development of a wavelength-tunable two-color ultrafast yt-
terbium:fiber chirped pulse amplifier in which two-color laser pulses are stretched and then
amplified in the same ytterbium doped fiber amplifier (YDFA) and finally compressed, 2-
the development of a wavelength-tunable short-pulse mid-infrared (MIR) source by differ-
ence frequency mixing of the output of the two-color YDFA system as well as 3- modeling
of the two-color YDFA system.

In the two-color ultrafast YDFA system, the two laser pulses are amplified in the
same YDFA. One of the main reasons for doing this rather than amplification of the two
color pulses in separate laser amplifiers is to reduce thermo-mechanical noise on the phase
difference between the two laser pulses. The reduced thermo-mechanical noise makes it
unnecessary to control the pulse jitter by complicated electronic circuits. This adds some
other advantages such as reduction of the system size and system cost. In this thesis, the
large gain bandwidth and high average power have been in focus for using the YDFA in
this research. Large heat dissipation, compact size, high beam quality, and pumping by
high-power 975-nm laser diodes are some other advantages of the YDFA.

My goals of the research on the two-color YDFA system are defined as to achieve two-
color laser pulses with 1- a wavelength separation as broad as possible, 2- a combined
average power in the watt level optimized for the MIR generation, and 3) a sufficient
bandwidth at each color for subpicosecond pulse duration.

My goals in the modeling are defined as to find the optimum fiber length of the YDFA
in order to reach the goals set above for the two-color YDFA system. More, the modeling
has been taken as a first step in the development of the two-color ultrafast YDFA system
for understanding some of the most important behaviors and constraints of the system
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such as gain competition between the two colors, amplified spontaneous emission (ASE),
and gain narrowing.

The motivation in this research is to generate short-pulse MIR radiation with 1- as high
as possible average power and 2- as broad as possible tunablity range in the long-wavelength
range of the “molecular fingerprint”. The typical wavelength range of the “molecular
fingerprint” is between 2.5 µm and 25 µm which is useful for absorption spectroscopy.
Few laser sources with a broad tunability within this part of spectrum can be found. It
is especially challenging to generate long MIR wavelengths directly from solid-state laser
gain media because most optical materials are opaque to these wavelengths.

The application of the systems developed in this thesis is twofold: on one hand, the
tunable two-color ultrashort pulses will find applications for example in pump-probe ul-
trafast spectroscopy [1,2], short-pulse MIR generation as demonstrated in this thesis, and
optical frequency combs generation which is a hot research topic at the present time [3,4].
On the other hand, the ultrashort MIR pulses will find applications for example in time-
resolved MIR spectroscopy of large molecules. Although conventional MIR sources have
been available for conventional spectroscopy, time-resolved MIR spectroscopy requires ad-
vanced MIR sources generating tunable ultrashort MIR pulses to study dynamical behavior
of large molecules such as organic and biological molecules. More, explosive materials such
as TNT, RDX, HMX [5], and TATP [6] show clear signatures in the wavelengths 16-20
µm. Remote detection of these explosive materials by sending the MIR radiation to the
site and applying MIR spectroscopy to detected back-traveling signal is indispensable to
the home land security. The research carried out in this thesis has established a successful
approach for the generation of such tunable ultrashort MIR pulses.

In summary, In this research, I achieved a wavelength separation as broad as 71 nm
between pulses centered at 1038 nm and 1109 nm from the two-color ultrafast YDFA
system. I achieved a combined average power of 1.5 W after compressing the two-color
pulses centered at 1041 nm and 1103 nm to nearly Fourier transform limited pulses. From
autocorrelation measurements, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the compressed
two-color pulses with the peak wavelengths of 1041 nm and 1103 nm was ∼500 fs. By
mixing the tunable two-color pulses in a 1-mm-thick GaSe crystal using difference frequency
generation (DFG) technique, I achieved tunable short-pulse MIR radiation.

In this research, I achieved short-pulse MIR radiation tunable in the wavelengths 16-20
µm. Based on measured MIR spectra, the MIR pulses have a picosecond pulse duration in
the wavelengths 16-20 µm. The FWHM of measured spectra of the MIR pulses increases
from 0.3 µm to 0.8 µm as the MIR wavelength increases from 16 µm to 20 µm. According
to Fourier transform theory, the FWHM of the MIR spectra corresponds to a picosec-
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ond pulse duration assuming that the MIR pulses are perfectly Fourier-transform-limited
Gaussian pulses. I achieved a maximum average power of 1.5 mW at the MIR wavelength
of 18.5 µm corresponding to the difference frequency of 500-fs two-color pulses with the
peak wavelengths of 1041 nm and 1103 nm and average powers of 1350 mW and 80 mW
respectively.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Broadband lasers and two-color ultrafast laser

systems

The year of 1960 witnessed the discovery of the laser. In that year, the first solid state laser
by Maiman [7] and the first gas laser by Javan, Bennett, and Herriott [8] were discovered.
Since then, there has been a world-wide race to discover laser action from all possible
materials in the solid, liquid, and gas phases. Dozens of discovered laser materials have
shown a broad gain spectrum.

Lasers with a broad gain spectrum are briefly called broadband lasers. A Broadband
laser gain medium is identified by its very broad emission and gain spectra. For most
broadband lasers, the spectral width of the gain spectrum is smaller than the spectral
width of the emission spectrum because of the overlap of the absorption spectrum with
the emission spectrum as well as the bandwidth of the optical elements. Therefore, the
spectral width of the emission spectrum is the maximum gain spectrum of the laser gain
medium.

From Fourier transform theory, pulse duration and spectral bandwidth are inversely
proportional. This indicates that for the time duration of a laser pulse to decrease its band-
width must increase. Therefore, broadband laser gain media have been used in mode-locked
lasers and short pulse laser amplifiers to provide sufficient gain bandwidth for ultrashort
laser pulses.

The mode locking technique allows us to take advantage of the laser gain spectrum for
generating short laser pulses. The mechanism of the generation of the mode-locked short
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laser pulses is based on constructive interference of the laser cavity frequency modes in
the time domain. This will happen when the phase difference between each two adjacent
oscillating modes in the laser gain profile is fixed either actively or passively.

Broadband laser gain media have also been used in tunable cw lasers [9]. The combina-
tion of the two techniques has led to the development of tunable single-color mode-locked
lasers [9]. Rather than using the entire gain spectrum to generate ultrashort laser pulses,
the gain spectrum can be shaped to allow two short laser pulses having different colors to
oscillate or be amplified in a single gain medium. These laser systems are briefly called
two-color ultrafast laser systems.

In the two-color ultrafast laser systems, when the two-color laser pulses are synchro-
nized they can be used for example in pump-probe ultrafast spectroscopy [1,2] and optical
frequency combs generation [3, 4]. When the wavelengths of the two-color laser pulses are
sufficiently far apart, they can be difference frequency mixed to generate MIR radiation [10].

2.2 Ytterbium doped fiber amplifier

Etzel et al. achieved the laser oscillation in ytterbium doped silicate glass in 1962 [11]
and Hanna et al. achieved the laser oscillation in ytterbium doped silica fiber in 1988 [12].
Ytterbium doped fiber amplifier has a broad gain bandwidth between 900 nm and 1200
nm [13]. The broad gain bandwidth of the YDFA can be understood from its absorption and
emission spectra (see Fig. 2.1) [13]. YDFA exhibits homogeneously broadened absorption
and emission spectra in the wavelengths 850-1100 nm and 900-1200 nm respectively. The
broadening of the emission and absorption spectra is dominantly homogeneous because
of a homogeneous crystal field in the amorphous structure of the optical fiber [14, 15].
As a result, the absorption and emission cross sections of the YDFA are continuous and
homogeneously broadened. The absorption and emission cross sections of the YDFA are
maximum and overlapped at 975 nm. The 975-nm absorption peak is useful for pumping
the YDFA with 975-nm laser diodes. The emission cross section peaks also at ∼ 1030 nm
which is the nominal laser wavelength of some of commercial Yb:fiber lasers.

Pumping at 975 nm, a gain bandwidth as broad as 210 nm for wavelengths above 990
nm is feasible from the YDFA. This large gain bandwidth has been used for the generation
and amplification of ultrashort laser pulses [16–18], tunable short laser pulses [19], and
tunable cw lasers [20,21]. From mode-locked Yb:fiber lasers: laser pulses with durations of
36 fs [16], 33 fs [17] and 28 fs [18] have been reported. From tunable Yb:fiber laser systems
a tunability as broad as 125 nm at the watt level from mode-locked Yb:fiber lasers [19],
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Figure 2.1: Absorption and emission cross sections of a single ytterbium ion in silica fiber.
(Reproduced with permission from Ref. [13]. c©1997 IEEE.)

152 nm at the milliwatt level [20] and 110 nm at the watt level [21] from cw Yb:fiber lasers
have been reported.

Another interesting characteristic of YDFA is its capability of delivering high average
output powers. For example, from ultrafast YDFA systems average powers of 131-W from
220-fs, 73-MHz, 1040-nm laser pulses [22], 325 W from 375-fs, 40-MHz, 1031-nm laser
pulses [23] and 830-W from 640-fs, 78-MHz, 1042-nm laser pulses [24] and from cw Yb:fiber
lasers output powers of 2.1 kW at 1100 nm [25] and 10 KW [26] have been reported.

The high level of output power relies on specific properties of the YDFAs such as
[13, 27–30]: low quantum defect between pump and signal wavelengths (e.g. quantum
defect η is ∼ 5% for the 975-nm pump and 1030-nm signal wavelengths which is calculated
from η = 1 − λp/λL where λp and λL are the wavelengths of the pump laser and laser
oscillation respectively) resulting in the generation of low amount of heat at high pump
powers, the very low intrinsic absorption of the silica fiber by less than 1 dB/km in the
wavelengths 900-1200 nm [31], the possibility of doping the silica fibers with ytterbium to
a relatively high level of concentrations by more than 1026 m−3 [32] resulting in the high
gain values from a short fiber length, the large heat dissipation due to a large surface to
volume ratio [33–35] resulting in reduced thermal effects such as thermally induced phase
shift [36] and refractive index change [30] for maintaining the beam propagation quality
at high powers, the long upper state fluorescence life time in the order of 1 ms (∼ 1.5
ms in phosphorous-codoped fibers but shorter lifetimes in germanium-codoped fibers [13])
resulting in a very good energy storage medium. Moreover, in the YDFAs, the pump
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and signal powers are not wasted by the excited state absorption or ion-ion concentration
quenching mechanisms. This is due to the simple two-level energy structure of ytterbium
ions in the silica fiber prohibiting the occurrence of these mechanisms [27] (see Appendix A
for more details). The high level of output power from the YDFA systems is also grateful
to double-clad Yb:fiber technology which have made it possible to guide several multi-
mode high-power laser diodes in the large area of the first fiber cladding while the fiber
core provides the single mode guiding property for the amplification of the single mode
signals [29].

In conclusion, YDFA offers 1- a gain bandwidth as broad as 210 nm when pumped at
the wavelength 975 nm and 2- a high output average power in the kilowatt level. These
properties are the most important reasons for using YDFA in the development of the
tunable two-color ultrafast system in this thesis.

2.3 Two-color ultrafast Yb:fiber amplifiers

From two-color ultrafast YDFA systems at the sub-watt level, wavelength separations of 60
nm [37], 65 nm [38], 67 nm [39], and 39 nm [40] and from a dual-wavelength mode-locked
Yb:fiber laser at the milliwatt level a maximum wavelength separation of 35 nm [41] have
been reported.

In 2003, Liu et al. reported a 60-nm wavelength separation from a two-color, two-
stage, double-clad ultrafast Yb:fiber amplifier counter-pumped with 2-W, 965-nm laser
diodes [37]. The Yb:fiber lengths were 6 m and 10 m in the preamplifier and main amplifier
respectively. Liu et al. generated a super-continuum spectrum after injection 10-fs, 200-
mW Ti:sapphire laser pulses into a 0.5-m-long photonic crystal fiber (PCF) and selected
a two-color seed with an average power of 0.4 mW from the super-continuum using a
grating and two-slit setup. Liu et al. reported a large amount of amplified spontaneous
emission between the two colors after the preamplifier because the two-color seed spectrum
had a power less than the noise equivalent power of the ASE. Liu et al. seeded the
main amplifier with a 15-mW two-color spectrum (after filtering the ASE) and achieved a
combined average power of 450 mW at the two colors.

In 2008, Romero-Alvarez et al. reported a 65-nm wavelength separation from a two-
color ultrafast double-clad Yb:fiber amplifier [38] after improvements made in the setup by
Liu et al.. Romero-Alvarez et al. scaled the power of the two-color seed spectrum to 5 mW
by using a 5-m-long PCF pumped with a 1030-nm, 200-fs, 50-MHz, 200-mW Yb:fiber laser.
The two-color spectrum was simply created by passing the super-continuum through a 50-
nm-bandwidth notch filter. Romero-Alvarez et al. also pumped the Yb:fiber amplifiers
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with more powerful, 6-W laser diodes and utilized the longer Yb:fiber in the preamplifier
stage to increase the gain on the long wavelength. The main amplifier was seeded with
an ASE-filtered two-color output from the preamplifier with a 60-mW average power. The
authors achieved a 300-mW average power (with very little ASE) at the two short-pulse
colors centered at 1038 nm and 1103 nm with a 4.5-ps FWHM at the output of the main
amplifier.

In 2009, Al-Kadry and Strickland reported a 67-nm wavelength separation from a two-
color ultrafast Yb:fiber chirped pulse amplifier centered at 1038 nm and 1105 nm [39] after
improvements made in the amplifier setup by Romero-Alvarez et al and incorporating
Chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique. Al-Kadry and Strickland stretched the 200-
fs super-continuum pulses using a single-mode, normal-dispersion fiber and then stretched
the two-color laser pulses to a ∼ 40-ps pulse duration using a two-color three-grating
pulse stretcher [39]. Al-Kadry and Strickland did not use a double-clad Yb:fiber in the
preamplifier but used a 2.7-m single-clad Yb:fiber seeded with a 3-mW two-color spectrum
and pumped from both ends with 150-mW, 976-nm laser diodes. As a result, the ASE
after the preamplifier reduced noticeably. The main amplifier was a double-clad Yb:fiber
amplifier counter-pumped with a 4-W, 972-nm laser diode. The authors achieved a total
power of 1.1 W after the amplification stage. Al-Kadry and Strickland achieved picosecond
two-color pulses with an average power of 260 mW on the 1038-nm pulses and 20 mW
on the 1103-nm pulses after compressing the pulses using a two-color three-grating pulse
compressor.

In 2009, Budz et al. reported a 39-nm wavelength separation from a two-color ultrafast
Yb:fiber amplifier consisting of a 6.7-m-long polarization maintaining double-clad Yb:fiber
amplifier which was counter-pumped with a 4-W, 975-nm laser diode and was seeded
with two electronically-synchronized 1-ps, 577-MHz, 100-µW mode-locked external-cavity
semiconductor oscillators operated at wavelengths 1040 nm and 1079 nm [40]. The authors
achieved an average power of 500 mW and a pulse duration of 5 ps at each color after
amplification. Budz et al. could not examine a larger wavelength separation because of
the limited tuning range of the seed sources.

In 2012, Bai et al. reported a dual-wavelength operation of a passively mode-locked
Yb:fiber using semiconductor saturable-absorber mirror (SESAM) for mode locking [41].
A SESAM is a Bragg mirror of quarter-wave layers whereas the layers are selected from
large-band-gap semiconductor materials such as AlAs and GaAs grown on a semiconductor
substrate such as GaAs and over-coated with a fast saturable absorber layer such as InGaAs
[42]. The authors achieved two mode-locked wavelengths one tunable in the 1010-1058 nm
and the other one tunable in the 1053-1012 nm. They achieved a wavelength separation
of 35 nm with an equally distributed gain number. The authors shared an 80-cm-long
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polarization maintaining Yb:fiber and a SESAM between two branch linear cavities. The
Yb:fiber was pumped with a 975-nm laser diode. Each branch cavity utilized a volume
Bragg grating to selectively adjust the wavelengths and reflect the beams into the cavities.

In conclusion, generating a two-color spectrum with the two colors separated as broad as
possible from watt-level ultrafast Yb:fiber amplifier systems is an ongoing research. From
these systems, achieving a wavelength separation as broad as the full gain bandwidth of
the YDFA, i.e. 210 nm, is a challenging task because of gain competition between the
two colors in the homogeneous gain medium of the YDFA and the very low emission cross
section at long wavelengths (see Fig. 2.1). Generally, in homogeneously broadened laser
gain media there exits a strong gain competition between laser wavelengths [9]. Thus, a
wavelength with a lower gain coefficient is suppressed by a wavelength with a higher gain
coefficient.

2.4 Tunable two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire lasers

There are dozens of broadband laser gain media which can be used in the tunable two-color
ultrafast laser amplifiers. So far, few of them have received attention for the reasons such
as the gain bandwidth. Among which, Ti:sapphire for its large gain bandwidth is the main
competitor to the two-color ultrafast Yb:fiber amplifier.

The laser emission from Ti:sapphire was discovered by Moulton in 1982 [43]. The ab-
sorption band of the Ti:sapphire crystal spans the wavelengths 400-630 nm which peaks
around 490 nm [43]. Therefore, the blue-green lasers have been used for pumping Ti:sapphire
lasers. Ti:sapphire crystal as a laser gain medium offers a broad gain bandwidth between
670 nm and 1070 nm which peaks at 790 nm [9, 43]. From this large gain bandwidth,
ultrashort laser pulses with a duration of . 6 fs have been reported [44,45].

The broad gain bandwidth of the Ti:sapphire crystal has resulted in the development
of the tunable two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire oscillators [46–49] and tunable two-color
ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser amplifiers [50–53]. The two-color laser amplifiers have amplified
either two-color laser pulses generated from the output of the two-color oscillators [50,51]
or a spectrally-shaped ultrashort-pulse single beam [52,53].

2.4.1 Tunable two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire oscillators

Two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire oscillators have been developed in order to generate two
synchronized ultrashort laser pulses with different wavelengths from one single Ti:sapphire
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oscillator [46–49].

de Barros et al. achieved two-color short-pulse laser oscillations centered at 780 nm
and 840 nm with a 20-nm tunability and an average power of 120 mW at each color from a
two-color Ti:sapphire oscillator [46]. A Ti:sapphire rod was located between two focusing
mirrors and pumped by an argon laser. The cavity was folded in a way that from one end
it aimed toward a dispersion line of a prism pair and from the other end it aimed toward
a saturable absorber. To achieve a two-color oscillation from the loss control method, two
slits with a thin glass fiber as an obstacle in between were used between the end prism
and a high-reflector mirror to shape the spectrum into a two-color spectrum. The tunable
two-color operation was achieved by adjusting the prisms and end mirrors. Using one single
saturable absorber, the two colors became synchronously mode locked after adjusting the
distance between the two slits. Authors achieved a pulse duration . 70 fs at the two colors
with a timing jitter < 20 fs.

Dykaar and Darack achieved two-color short-pulse laser oscillations centered at 760 nm
and 780 nm with a 20-nm tunability from a two-color Ti:sapphire oscillator [47]. A single
Ti:sapphire rod was located between two focusing mirrors in a Z-folded dual-cavity setup
and was pumped by two spatially separated and angled argon laser beams. The Z-folded
cavity ended with two D-shaped mirrors for each color. The two D-shaped mirrors at each
cavity end were vertically separated by 1 mm to separate the Ti:sapphire rod into two
gain regions. Authors succeeded to cancel the mode competition between the two colors
by allocating each region to only one of the two colors. This was achieved by sending the
two angled laser beams into the two different regions of the Ti:sapphire rod. Mode-locking
at each color was achieved by Kerr lens mode locking and resulted in a pulse duration
. 100 fs . Kerr lensing (or self focusing) produces an artificial saturable absorber by the
nonlinear Kerr effect due to the nonlinear refractive index change at the beam center of
a high intensity laser beam [9]. The two colors were synchronized through cross phase
modulation effect. In this technique , two high intensity laser pulses interact with each
other by slightly overlapping in the Ti:sapphire crystal through the nonlinear Kerr effect
induced by the pulses [54]. Authors used an intracavity prism pair to compensate group
velocity dispersion for both colors and the wavelength tuning was achieved by using a
movable slit between the end prism and the end mirror.

Evans et al. demonstrated a dual-wavelength ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser [48]. Authors
achieved two-color laser pulses centered at 760 nm and 850 nm with an average power of
150 mW at each color and a pulse duration . 100 fs. The timing jitter was recorded ' 50 fs
between the two-color laser pulses. Authors used a Ti:sapphire rod in a dual-cavity setup.
They pumped the Ti:sapphire rod by one single argon laser beam in a similar way that
Dykaar performed. Mode locking was achieved by self focusing. The two cavities shared
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the Ti:sapphire crystal and the cavity lengths were matched to obtain similar repetition
rates from both cavities. Thus, simultaneous mode locking was achieved at the two colors
as a result of cross phase modulation. Authors used three intracavity prisms thereby they
could tune each color independently.

The method used by Dykaar et al. [47] was a successful approach to remove gain compe-
tition and at the same time to minimize the timing jitter between the two-color laser pulses
from a two-color Ti:sapphire laser. However, they could not obtain a large wavelength sep-
aration between the two colors because of sharing the intracavity prism pair between the
two colors. On the other hand, the method used by Evans et al. [48] was successful to
independently tune each color because of using three intracavity prisms. Leitenstorfer et
al. synthesized the systems of the two-color lasers by Dykaar and Evans [49].

Leitenstorfer et al. achieved two-color ultrafast laser pulses with a time duration < 30
fs and a wavelength separation as large as 100 nm from a two-color Ti:sapphire laser [49].
The average power in each color has been as high as 500 mW. A single Ti:sapphire rod
was shared between two asymmetric X-folded cavities and was pumped by two spatially
separated and angled argon laser beams. For each color, a set of intracavity prism pair, slit,
and output coupler was used. The two colors were synchronized by the cross phase mode-
locking when the cavity lengths were matched as well as the two colors overlapped in a small
region of the Ti:sapphire crystal. They obtained a timing jitter < 2 fs between the two-
color laser pulses. Authors observed that when the pumped regions were largely overlapped
the two-color oscillation was unstable because of the mode competition between the two
colors. However, they observed that it was necessary to bring the two pumped regions close
enough, by a fine adjustment of the two pumping beams, for an exact synchronization via
cross phase modulation.

In conclusion, the laser pulses from the two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire oscillators have
been synchronized by the cross-phase mode locking technique. From these laser systems,
a combined output average power up to 1 W has been achieved. In order for the two
oscillating colors being tunable, the method of adjusting intracavity prisms and slits has
been successful and resulted in up to a 100-nm wavelength separation between the two
colors. However, the two-color oscillators are more complicated than single color oscillators.
Another approach to generate synchronized two-color pulses has been demonstrated by
selecting two colors from the spectrum of ultrabroadband laser pulses from a single-color
Ti:sapphire oscillator [52,53]. Yamakawa and Barty achieved synchronized two-color pulses
with wavelength separations up to 120 nm by spectrally shaping 10-fs, 790-nm laser pulses
from a single-color Ti:sapphire oscillator [53].
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2.4.2 Tunable two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser amplifiers

Two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire chirped pulse amplifiers have been developed to simulta-
neously amplify the energy of the two-color laser pulses [50–53]. These two-color ultrafast
Ti:sapphire laser amplifiers have been seeded by either the output of a two-color mode-
locked Ti:sapphire oscillator [50, 51] or spectrally-shaped ultrashort laser pulses from the
output of a single-color mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator [52,53]. The two-color seed has
been amplified either in a regenerative laser amplifier [50,52,53] or a combination of regen-
erative and multi-pass laser amplifiers [51]. From these laser systems, ultrashort two-color
laser pulses have been stretched before the Ti:sapphire amplifiers to 200 ps using a standard
all-reflective single-grating stretcher [50,51] and to 900 ps using an all-reflective, cylindrical
mirror-based pulse stretcher [53]. After amplification, the two-color laser pulses have been
compressed to ∼ 150 fs using a three-grating pulse compressor [50, 51, 53]. Wavelength
separations as large as 90 nm [50, 51], 55 nm [52], and 120 nm [53] and a total energy of
1.5 mJ [50], 15 mJ [51], 1 mJ [52], and 10 mJ [53] have been reported.

In a two-color Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier, a Ti:sapphire crystal was placed inside
a two-color folded laser cavity [50–52] or a ring laser cavity [53] and was pumped by a
multiwatt green laser. To control the loss between the two colors, an intracavity three-
prism setup in the folded cavity or an intracavity notch filter in the ring cavity was used.
An intracavity polarizing beam splitter (PBS) was used to inject the seed pulses into the
cavity. To control the number of passes, an intracavity Pockel cell was used to rotate
the polarization of the pulses by 90◦ after activating the Pockel cell at a half-wave voltage
thereby the laser pulses were trapped in the cavity as there was no reflection from the PBS.
After a number of passes, the amplified beam was dumped from the laser cavity when a
half-wave voltage was again applied on the Pockel cell. At this time, the polarization of
the beam was the same as input seed (after a total rotation of 180◦) and the amplified
beam was reflected off from the same PBS in the two-color folded laser cavity [50–52] or a
second PBS after the Pockel cell in the ring laser cavity [53].

The regenerative laser amplifier is used to amplify low energy laser pulses [9]. A regen-
erative laser amplifier allows us to control the number of passes of the seed beam through
a laser gain medium which is pumped by another laser. After each pass the energy of the
laser pulses increases by extracting more energy from the laser gain medium. The regener-
ative laser amplifier enables us to achieve a large gain factor by providing a large number
of passes through the laser gain medium. However, the energy extraction is limited with
the damage threshold and self focusing in the laser crystal. For this, after the regenerative
laser amplifier, a multi-pass laser amplifier is used whereas the laser beam size is increased
in each pass thereby the laser intensity remains below the damage threshold and self focus-
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ing threshold. Thus, more energy can be extracted from the laser crystal. In a two-color
multi-pass Ti:sapphire laser amplifier, the input pulses traversed a laser gain medium five
passes in different angles and resulted in an output pulse energy of 15 mJ [51]. For this,
the laser crystal was placed symmetrically between a number of separated beam reflectors
whereas each reflector guided the input pulses and pump beam into the laser crystal in a
different angle.

In conclusion, the two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire oscillators discussed previously have
provided a technical approach to generate tunable two-color synchronized ultrashort laser
pulses. The output energy from these two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire oscillators have been
amplified by two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser amplifiers. The extent of amplification
of the ultrashort laser pulses in the Ti:sapphire laser amplifiers is limited with detrimental
effects such as crystal damage, Kerr lensing, and self phase modulation. The chirped pulse
amplification technique [55] has been used successfully to safely amplify the two-color
ultrashort laser pulses in the two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser amplifiers to the pulse
energy up to 15 mJ with a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz [51]. A wavelength separation up to
120 nm has been realized from these two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire amplifier systems [53].

2.4.3 Limitations with the output power from Ti:sapphire lasers

The average output power from conventional Ti:sapphire oscillators and Ti:sapphire laser
amplifiers is in the order of several watts [56,57]. This is mainly because of the limitations
with the power of pump lasers and more importantly with thermal lensing problem.

Pumping the Ti:sapphire is efficiently achieved by green lasers such as argon lasers (514
nm) or frequency-doubled Nd:YAG lasers (532 nm) and more recently by frequency-doubled
Yb:fiber lasers [58]. The conventional laser sources of these types have an output power
of several tens watts. Thermal lensing is the result of the temperature gradient induced
by the absorbed pump laser. In fact, due to a large quantum defect, while pumping with
the green lasers a substantial amount of heat is generated in the Ti:sapphire crystal. For
example, for pumping at 532 nm and lasing at 800 nm, the quantum defect is 33%. As
a result, a temperature gradient is created from the Ti:sapphire crystal axis toward the
outer crystal surface where it has contact with its ambient environment. The temperature
gradient induces a refractive index gradient resembling a lens-like medium which focuses
the laser beam into the Ti:sapphire crystal axis. The focused pump laser does not pump
the whole Ti:sapphire crystal, and therefore, the pumping efficiency will decrease and in
severe cases the Ti:sapphire crystal will damage [57].

For Ti:sapphire lasers, thermal lensing puts a 7-watt limit on the pump power at room
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temperature [56]. An average power of 2 W for the 10-KHz 160-fs laser pulses has been
reported from a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier at room temperature [59]. In order to
increase the pump power limit of the thermal lensing effect, some other techniques such
as cryogenic cooling have been used. Yang and Walker achieved an average power of
9.4 W of 2-KHz, 46-fs laser pulses from a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ti:sapphire laser in a ring
resonator setup while pumping at 30 W. More recently, Matsushima et al. have reported an
average power of 26 W of 10-KHz, 58-fs-FWHM laser pulses from a single-stage Ti:sapphire
amplifier by incorporating 180-W pump power from two frequency-doubled Nd:YAG lasers
and using the Yang-Walker’s ring resonator scheme at liquid nitrogen temperature [60].

In conclusion, Ti:sapphire as a laser gain medium offers a broad gain bandwidth to
simultaneously amplify two-color laser pulses with a large wavelength separation. However,
Ti:sapphire laser systems are limited to a watt-level output average power. One must use
expensive high-power green lasers as well as cryogenic cooling systems to achieve several
ten-watt output power. In comparison, YDFA as a laser amplifier has a narrower gain
bandwidth but it is superior in terms of average power.

2.5 Short-pulse mid-infrared generation

Difference frequency generation, optical parametric oscillation (OPO), optical parametric
generation (OPG), and optical parametric amplification (OPA) are four routinely used
techniques to generate tunable short-pulse MIR radiations where ultrafast lasers are not
available or a wide tunability is desired [61]. From these techniques, MIR radiation is
generated from frequency down conversion process where three optical pulses of pump,
signal, and idler with frequencies ωp, ωs, and ωi, respectively, are interacting with each
other in a χ(2) nonlinear crystal, where ωp > ωs > ωi. The process is a result of the
induced second order polarization P (2) oscillating with a frequency of ωp − ωs [61]

P (2)(ωp − ωs) = 4ε0 deffEpEs, (2.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of the free space, deff is the effective 2nd-order nonlinear optical
susceptibility, and Ep and Es are, respectively, the magnitudes of the pump and signal
optical fields. From energy conservation, a simple relation is hold among the frequencies
of the three optical fields [61]

ωi = ωp − ωs, (2.2)

From Eq. 2.2, the process can be understood from the virtual-energy-level description
whereas by absorption one photon with a frequency ωp, one atom is excited to the highest
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virtual energy level [61]. Between the ground state and the highest virtual level, it is
assumed another virtual energy level through which the excited atom decays from the
highest virtual level to the ground state in a two-step process resulting in the emission of
signal and idler photons. This decaying process is stimulated by the presence of the signal
photons. Thus, for the idler frequency takes place in the MIR range, one needs to tune the
frequencies of the pump or signal fields appropriately.

For the three interacting optical fields, the wavevector mismatch ∆k under collinear
condition is given by [61]

∆k = kp − ks − ki, (2.3)

where k’s are the magnitude of corresponding wavevectors of the optical fields. In the
plane wave approximation, for the energy extraction takes place most efficiently, the three
waves have to be phase matched that means ∆k = 0 [61]. Now, the energy is transfered
efficiently from the pump optical field to the signal and idler optical fields, otherwise,
the energy would be exchanged back and forth to the pump optical field. Substituting
k = nω/c into Eq. 2.3, the perfectly phase matching under collinear condition for the
plane waves is given by [61]

ni ωi = np ωp − ns ωs, (2.4)

where n’s represent the frequency-dependent index of refraction of the NLO crystal for the
three optical fields. For ordinary optical materials and in the normal dispersion regime,
refractive index increases as the frequency increases. In this case, the perfect phase match-
ing condition from Eq. 2.4 cannot be satisfied [61]. However, for example birefringent
NLO crystals can used to achieve the phase matching condition. In a birefringent crystal,
the refractive index is dependent on the polarization of the incident beam. Under proper
orientation of the crystal respect to the polarized pump and signal beams, the refractive
indices are adjusted so that the three interacting fields are perfectly phase matched.

2.5.1 Phase matching in GaSe

The GaSe crystal has been used for second harmonic generation [62, 63], sum frequency
generation [63], and difference frequency generation [38,39,52,64,65]. The GaSe crystal be-
longs to the point group 6m2 crystals [62]. It has only one non-zero second-order nonlinear
optical coefficient d22 with a value of 54 pm/V [63]. The large second-order nonlinearity, a
broad transparency rage of 0.65-20 µm [62, 63], and a large birefringent (∆n ∼ 0.35) [66]
(useful for the angle phase matching) make the GaSe crystal an attractive NLO crystal.
On the negative side, the large birefringent of the GaSe crystal causes a large walk-off angle
of ∼ 3.6◦ resulting to a large walk-off distance of 63 µm/mm, i.e. the extraordinary beam
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Figure 2.2: Top view of GaSe crystal and the polarizations of the pump and signal pulses
respect to the principal plane. The phase matching angle is θt for both waves. The external
angles θi1 and θi2 are slightly different. The azimuthal angle is φ. The p-polarized beam
is the e-beam and the s-polarized beam is the o-beam.

becomes separated from the ordinary beam by 63 µm from a 1-mm-thick crystal. This
dramatically decreases the interaction length for mixing tightly-focused pump and signal
beams.

For a birefringent crystal, the crystal’s refractive indices are classified into ordinary
refractive index no and extraordinary refractive index ne whereas no is independent from
θ but for the e-beam ne(θ) is a function of θ according to [61]

1

n2
e(θ)

=
sin2(θ)

n2
e

+
cos2(θ)

n2
o

, (2.5)

where θ is the angle between the optic axis and the refracted beam in the crystal (shown
as θt in Fig. 2.2), ne is the wavelength-dependent principle value of the extraordinary
refractive index and no is the wavelength-dependent ordinary refractive index.

For the GaSe crystal, two types of phase matching are realized by angle tuning [62,63].
Type-I phase matching is achieved for the polarization orientations of the high frequency
pump, low frequency signal and idler radiations being (eoo) respectively and type-II phase
matching is achieved for the polarization orientations being (eoe) respectively where (e)
denotes the p-polarization and (o) denotes the s-polarization according to Fig. 2.2. In both
phase matching types, the polarizations of the pump and signal pulses are perpendicular.
By rotating the crystal about the axis perpendicular to the principal plane (the plane
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of an ultrafast DFG-based MIR generation setup.

containing the optic axis and wavevector of the incident beam), the value of ne(θ) from
Eq. 2.5 for the high-frequency pump pulses in the type-I phase matching and for the high-
frequency pump pulses as well as the idler pulses in the type-II phase matching is adjusted
such that the phase matching equation 2.4 is satisfied.

2.5.2 DFG-based short-pulse mid-infrared generation

Fig. 2.3 depicts the schematic of the setup for the generation of ultrafast DFG-based MIR
pulses under the collinear condition. From this figure, synchronized ultrafast pump and
signal laser pulses with frequencies ωp and ωs are focused into a nonlinear optical (NLO)
crystal. The pump and signal laser pulses can be the output from two-color ultrafast
laser systems such as two-color ultrafast YDFA systems [38, 39] and two-color ultrafast
Ti:sapphire laser systems [52,64]. Also, the signal and idler pulses from optical parametric
oscillators have been difference frequency mixed [65, 67]. The pump and signal optical
beams have to be spatially overlapped in the NLO crystal. This is achieved by perfectly
aligning the two laser beams. Also, the pump and signal pulses have to be overlapped in
time in order to interact efficiently. This is usually achieved by using a variable delay line
(for example a movable mirror) in the optical path of one of the pump or signal pulses.
When the phase matching condition for the pump, signal and idler frequencies is fulfilled,
for example by rotating the NLO crystal, the pump and signal fields can be difference
frequency mixed resulting in the generation of the idler pulses with the frequency ωi.
After the NLO crystal, a long-wave-pass infrared filter such as germanium plate is used to
filter out the pump and signal frequencies. By tuning the pump and/or signal frequencies
appropriately and rotating the NLO crystal, tunable ultrafast MIR pulses can be generated.
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2.6 DFG-based short-pulse mid-infrared generation

from two-color ultrafast YDFA systems

Difference frequency generation as a proven technique for the generation of the MIR wave-
lengths offers a practical approach to produce tunable short MIR pulses. By frequency
mixing of the two-color output from two-color ultrafast YDFA systems, MIR pulses have
been reported [38,39].

From these laser systems, Romero et al reported short MIR pulses at 18 µm with an
average power of 20 µW by difference frequency mixing of the two-color pulses centered at
1038 nm and 1103 nm in a 1-mm GaSe crystal [38] and Al-kadry and Strickland reported
picosecond MIR pulses at 17.5 µm with an average power of 400 µW by difference frequency
mixing of the two-color pulses centered at 1038 nm and 1105 nm with a combined average
power of 280 mW in a 1-mm GaSe crystal [39].

2.7 Tunable DFG-based short-pulse mid-infrared gen-

eration from ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser systems

Synchronized two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser systems have been used for the gener-
ation of tunable ultrashort MIR pulses using DFG technique. Here, two systems will be
reviewed for the generation of the long-wavelength range of the “molecular fingerprint”
which can be compared with the MIR results from the two-color ultrafast YDFA system.

In 1998, Kaindl et al reported tunable ultrashort mid-IR pulses in the 9-18 µm with
a maximum average power of 1 µW at 15 µm by focusing broadband 20-fs laser pulses
centered at 830 nm from a Ti:sapphire oscillator with a 88-MHz repetition rate and an
average power of 100 mW into a 1-mm-long GaSe crystal [64]. The authors difference
frequency mixed the different spectral components of the ultrashort Ti:sapphire pulses by
the angle-tuning phase matching technique and achieved up to 0.02% photon conversion
efficiency. Kaindl reported a 140-fs pulse duration for MIR pulses centered at 11.5 µm.

In 2002, Fraser et al. achieved tunable short MIR pulses in the wavelengths 10-20 µm
with a pulse duration less than 1 ps by direct difference frequency mixing ultrashort laser
pulses from a two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier operated at 500 Hz in
a GaSe crystal [52]. The authors achieved as high as 0.6-µJ pulse energy (equivalent to
300 µW average power) from MIR pulses near 14 µm after difference frequency mixing the
600-µJ ultrashort two-color pulses in a 3-mm-long GaSe crystal.
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2.8 Tunable DFG-based short-pulse mid-infrared gen-

eration from ultrafast OPO systems

In an ultrafast OPO system, an intense pulsed laser is injected into an OPO cavity [68].
After interaction of the pump laser with the in-cavity NLO crystal, the signal and idler
pulses are generated. The cavity may be resonant at a) signal, b) signal+idler, or c)
signal+pump resulting in the amplified signal pulses. The pump laser will be more depleted
by the amplified signal pulses resulting in the generation of intensified idler pulses. By
continuously tuning the OPO cavity length so that being resonant at signal frequency
and synchronized with the pump pulse train as well as by satisfying the phase matching
condition in the NLO crystal, tunable short-pulse MIR radiation is generated.

The OPO technique is favorable for the generation of high-average-power pulses in the
MIR wavelengths < 5 µm [69]. The MIR tunability range is limited to the above range
because of the transparency range of suitable NLO crystals and bandwidth of the optical
mirrors of the resonator. Quasi phase matching (QPM) crystals such as periodically poled
lithium niobate (PPLN) are favorable NLO crystals in the OPO systems because of offering
a large nonlinear response and not being selective to the propagation direction [68]. The
transparency range of the PPLN lies between 0.33 and 5 µm. Currently, the QPM NLO
crystals with a broader MIR range are not available commercially [70].

However, the signal+idler output pulses from ultrafast OPO systems have been used
in the DFG technique in order to generate the long-wavelength range of the “molecular
fingerprint”. From the OPO-DFG systems, Fraser et al. reported subpicosecond MIR
pulses tunable between 8 and 18 µm with an average power of 1 µW from a 1-mm-thick
AgGaSe2 crystal [67] as well as Ehret and Schneider achieved subpicosecond MIR pulses
tunable between 5.2 and 18 µm with an average power of ∼ 100 µW in the wavelengths
16-18 µm from a 1-mm GaSe crystal [65].

In conclusion, although short-pulse MIR radiation with a broad tunability has been
generated from two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser systems as well as OPO-DFG systems,
from the two-color ultrafast YDFA systems the average power at the very long-wavelength
MIR radiation is noticeably higher. More, the average power of the two-color YDFA
systems can be increased by incorporating high-power YDFA systems to scale up the MIR
power.
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2.9 Tunable short-pulse mid-infrared generation from

OPG and OPA systems

In an ultrafast OPG system, an NLO crystal is pumped by laser short pulses [71]. The
signal and idler optical pulses are generated when phase matching condition is satisfied.
The signal optical pulses are generated in the very beginning of the process and then
amplified in the presence of the pump laser pulses as they propagate and interact in the
NLO crystal. As a result, the idler optical pulses are intensified too. However, the idler
is still weak. In the OPG technique, the threshold pump power is high because of the
absence of the input signal and that can be close to the surface damage threshold of the
NLO crystal. For example from an OPG system pumped by 100-ps pulses at 2.8 µm, the
threshold pump intensity has been demonstrated as high as 1.1 GW/cm2 for a 1.4-cm-long
GaSe [66] while the damage threshold intensity of GaSe has been demonstrated to occur
at 7 GW/cm2 for 70-ps laser pulses [72]. From an OPG setup, Vodopyanov demonstrated
short-pulse, 3-Hz, MIR radiation in the wavelengths 3.3-19 µm using a 14-mm-long GaSe
crystal with a typical photon conversion efficiency of 10% [66].

In an ultrafast OPA system, the output from a short-pulse intense laser such as Ti:
sapphire is divided into two or more branches [69]. One pump laser beam with a smaller
power is used to generate a seed signal of the kind of either super-fluorescence or white
light. The super-fluorescence is generated from the same process as in the OPG using
an NLO crystal such as β-barium borate (BBO) and the white light is generated through
self phase modulation by focusing the short-pulse intense laser beam into a glass medium
such as sapphire. In the next stage, the seed signal is preamplified by the parametric
amplification process in an NLO crystal which is pumped by the second pump pulses.
Then, the preamplified signal may be sent into a main optical parametric amplifier pumped
by the third pump pulses. In all amplifiers, the pump laser, signal and idler optical fields
are phase matched. Finally, the pump, signal, and idler optical beams are separated
by dichroic mirrors or filters and an optical compressor may be used for compressing
the output pulses. Rotermund and Petrov have reported 200-fs, microjoule-level, 1-kHz
(milliwatt-level average power) pulses in the wavelengths 5-9 µm [73].

In conclusion, the OPG technique offers a tunability range for the MIR pulses as broad
as DFG technique, however, the MIR output power is lower because of the absence of the
input signal pulses. From the OPA technique, the tunability range for the MIR pulses is
not as broad as the DFG technique due to the spectral bandwidth of the optical elements.
One has to replace the optical elements to switch to different wavelength ranges. Overall,
the DFG technique has been proven to be a practical method for the generation of widely
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tunable ultrashort MIR pulses with a moderate average power in the milliwatt level.

2.10 Quantum cascade lasers

Quantum cascade laser (QCL) was invented by J. Faist, F. Capasso and colleagues in
1994 [74]. Quantum cascade laser is one kind of semiconductor laser with an emission
wavelength located in the spectral region of MIR to terahertz radiations. Quantum cascade
laser is engineered by constructing multi-quantum-well structure and quantized energy
levels buried in the quantum wells by stacking several nanoscopic scale layers from varying
semiconductor materials [75]. The quantized energy levels are formed in conduction band of
the chosen materials making possible intersubband transitions for the generation of narrow
linewidth MIR radiation. By varying the thickness of the layers, the energy levels are
engineered. In QCLs, there is only one type of charge carrier, i.e. electron, in contrast with
semiconductors. Upon applying current, the electron travels perpendicular to the layers
and tunnels to the quantum wells which accompanies with an intersubband transition and
emission of a photon. A single electron can generate many photons in a cascading fashion
by tunneling into stacking quantum wells. Laser action in QCLs is typically realized from a
three-level energy structure [75]. In order to achieve population inversion and laser action,
life time of the energy levels is engineered to obtain a laser upper energy level with a longer
life time.

Quantum cascade lasers have been developed for their vast commercial applications
such as remote gas sensing and MIR spectroscopy. A MIR wavelength range between 3
µm and 16 µm at room temperature has been demonstrated from QCLs [76]. Generally,
the linewidth of conventional QCLs is narrow because of the intersubband transition [77].
Currently, constructing widely tunable single-mode QCL is an active area of research. For
this, there are two main requirements: to achieve broadband QCLs and to implement a
method to tune the output radiation over the gain spectrum. One may take a technological
path involving in incorporating different cascade designs to achieve a broad gain spectrum
in the MIR spectral range. Hugi et al. incorporated five cascades and achieved a widely
tunable MIR wavelength range between 7.6 µm and 11.4 µm (a 432-cm−1 tuning range)
with an average power of 15 mW at room temperature [78]. Each of five active cascade
regions had a different gain peak which was continuously tailored to the gain spectrum
of the next active cascade region resulting in a “gap-free tunable QCL”. Authors used an
external cavity (EC) setup in the “Littrow” configuration for tuning the output wavelength.
The EC configuration is the most popular method for tuning the laser wavelength in widely
tunable single-mode QCLs [77]. In the Littrow-configuration EC-QCL, the laser cavity is
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constructed between the back surface of QCL and a grating at the Littrow angle. An anti-
reflection collimating lens is used between QCL and the grating. At the Littrow angle, the
first-order diffraction returns to the laser gain medium and the zero-order diffraction is the
laser output. By angle-tuning the grating, a tunable laser is achieved.

Achieving mode-locked pulses from MIR QCLs is a challenging task mainly because of
picosecond time scale of gain recovery time as a result of the fast optical phonon scattering
process [79]. Consequently, cw operation becomes a dominant process in most QCLs. In
2009, Mode-locked MIR pulses with a FWHM of 3 ps were generated from a liquid-nitrogen-
cooled QCL by increasing the relaxation time of intersubband transitions [79]. This was
achieved by gain modulation of the QCL at a RF frequency to suppress the lasing.

In conclusion, quantum cascade lasers are the state-of-art compact size coherent MIR
sources. Currently, the tunability range of a single MIR QCL is not as abroad as that
achieved from nonlinear frequency down conversion processes such as DFG. More, mode-
locked MIR QCLs are not abundant mainly because of the fundamental problem of the fast
gain recovery time. Therefore, the generation of widely tunable short-pulse MIR radiation
from DFG technique such as that presented in this thesis remains as a current technological
solution for the applications such as ultrafast MIR spectroscopy.

2.11 Chirped pulse amplification

In 1985, chirped pulse amplification technique for ultrafast laser amplifiers was invented
by Strickland and Mourou to amplify ultrashort laser pulses to high peak powers [55]. In
the CPA technique, ultrashort laser pulses are temporally stretched to laser pulses with
longer durations (more than tens of picoseconds) after traversing dispersive elements such
as prisms, gratings, and optical fibers. The spectral components of a stretched laser pulse
travels one after another based on group delay dispersion (GDD) in the stretcher from
chromatic dispersion [80, 81]. The GDD in the prism and grating pulse stretchers is a
result of optical path difference between spectral components of the pulse. The GDD
in optical fibers is a result of the refractive index change with wavelength thereby the
spectral components of the pulse travel at different speeds. The stretched laser pulses have
now lower peak powers and can be safely amplified in laser gain media before nonlinear
detrimental effects such as absorption-induced crystal damage, Kerr lensing, and self phase
modulation take place. In the realm of fiber CPA, the laser pulses are stretched to avoid
the SPM on the laser pulses as well as to prevent the absorption-induced damage to the
fiber. Due to very small core area of a single mode fiber, even with moderate average-power
laser pulses, the laser peak intensity is very high in the fiber core. In the SPM effect, the
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intense laser pulses acquire nonlinear pulse broadening through Kerr effect which makes it
difficult to be recompressed to the initial pulsewidth. After amplification in the laser gain
media, the laser pulses are compressed using gratings or prisms in a reciprocal manner [82].
In a two-color CPA system, one may use separate laser pulse stretchers and separate laser
pulse compressors for each color to have a better control on the laser pulses at each color.

2.12 Chirped laser pulses

Laser pulses are electromagnetic wave-packets [83]. The magnitude of the electric field in
the pulse envelope varies with time. The temporal dependence of the electric field of the
pulse in the complex from is described by [83]

E(t) = A(t) eiφ(t), (2.6)

where A(t) is the time-dependent electric field amplitude and φ(t) is the time-dependent
phase function.

From Fourier transform theory, a laser pulse consists of oscillating electromagnetic
waves of different frequencies. The constituting frequencies form a continuum around
a central frequency called carrier frequency. For a laser pulse that all the constituting
frequencies travel simultaneously, the laser pulse is known as an unchirped laser pulse. For
a laser pulse that the constituting frequencies travel one after another, the laser pulse is
known as a chirped laser pulse. For the frequency components spread along the chirped
pulse envelope, the pulse is stretched in time decreasing the peak power. This can be readily
understood from the fact that the pulse energy E is constant and the Ppeak decreases by
increasing the pulsewidth t from Ppeak = E/t.

The variations of the phase function of the laser pulse with time gives us useful infor-
mation about the time-dependent instantaneous frequency of the laser pulse. The time-
dependent instantaneous frequency of the laser pulse is obtained by the time derivative of
the phase function [83]

ω(t) =
dφ

dt
. (2.7)

For unchirped laser pulses, the phase function changes linearly with time such that
φ(t) = φ0 + ω0 t where ω0 is the constant carrier frequency. Thus, the instantaneous
frequency ω0 (using Eq. 2.7) is constant along the pulse envelope for the unchirped laser
pulses. For the chirped laser pulses, the phase function can be any arbitrary function of
time. In the realm of stretching and compressing laser pulses, the special interest is on the
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quadratically time-dependent phase function in the sort of φ(t) = φ0 +ω0 t+ a t2 resulting
to linearly-chirped laser pulses. For the linearly chirped laser pulses, the instantaneous
frequency changes linearly along the pulse envelope (using Eq. 2.7, ω(t) = ω0 + 2 a t). The
instantaneous frequency along the pulse envelope increases for the positive-chirped laser
pulses and that decreases for the negative-chirped laser pulses.

From Fourier transform theory, the product of pulse duration and spectral bandwidth is
minimum for unchirped laser pulses. For this, the unchirped laser pulses are usually called
Fourier transform limited laser pulses and have the minimum pulsewidth. For Fourier
transform limited Gaussian laser pulses with a spectral bandwidth of ∆ν and a pulsewidth
of ∆t, the product of the two quantities is 0.441 [83]

∆ν ∆t = 0.441. (2.8)

It is proved that for a quadratically time-dependent phase function, the phase function
in the frequency domain is a quadratic function as well [83]. Now, the phase function in
the frequency domain is expanded in a Taylor’s series up to the 2nd order

φ = φ0 +
dφ

dω

∣∣∣∣
ω0

∆ω +
1

2

(
d2φ

dω2

∣∣∣∣
ω0

∆ω

)
∆ω, (2.9)

where the first derivative is the time of flight of the oscillating electromagnetic wave with the
frequency component ω0 after traveling a distance L in a dispersive system and d2φ

dω2 |ω0∆ω
is the time delay between two waves with a difference frequency of ∆ω after traveling the
distance L. The group delay dispersion is another name for the 2nd derivative of the phase
function, that is

GDD =
d2φ

dω2
. (2.10)

For initially Fourier transform limited laser pulses, the pulse broadening for the pulses
traveled in a dispersive system and acquired chirp is approximated by [83]

∆τ = GDD ∆ω. (2.11)

In this thesis, for the sake of simplicity, Eq. 2.11 have been used for the calculations
of pulse broadening and pulse compression of initially chirped laser pulses in the pulse
stretcher and pulse compressor.

In the field of fiber optics, ∆τ is conveniently calculated from [84]

∆τ = D∆λL (2.12)
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where ∆λ is the spectral bandwidth in terms of wavelength, L is the propagation distance
and D is dispersion coefficient and is given by [84]

D = −λ
c

d2n

dλ2
(2.13)

which is a measure of the pulse spreading. In this thesis, Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 have been
used in order to find the amount of pulse broadening in optical fibers. In Eq. 2.13,
the wavelength-dependent refractive index of silica optical fiber n can be replaced by an
empirical equation that can be found in many handbooks and textbooks such as Ref. [84].

To relate the GDD to the dispersion coefficient D, we substitute ∆ω from

∆ω = −2πc
∆λ

λ2
(2.14)

into Eq. 2.11 and equate Eq. 2.11 to Eq. 2.12, thus the GDD is given by

GDD =
−λ2

2πc
DL. (2.15)

In this thesis, Martinez setup has been used to stretch the laser pulses [81]. The
Martinez pulse stretcher consists of a 1:1 telescope placed between two anti-parallel gratings
to impose positive GDD on the laser pulses. The telescope consists of two similar lenses
sharing the focal plane. The two gratings are placed within the focal distance of the
lenses outside the telescope. The positive GDD from the Martinez pulse stretcher using
transmission gratings under “the ideal paraxial wave-propagation conditions and negligible
dispersion of the lens material” is given by [81,85]

GDD =
λ3

0

πc2d2cos2θd
(2f − s1 − s2), (2.16)

where λ0 is the central wavelength of the pulse, c is speed of light in vacuum, d is the
grating period, θd is the diffraction angle, f is the focal length of the gratings, s1 is the
distance between the first grating and the first lens, and s2 is the distance between the
second grating and the second lens. In this equation, a factor of 2 has been included in
the original equation for a double transmit. After the second grating, the laser pulses are
laterally expanded depending on the bandwidth of the laser pulses. In a double transmit
setup, the frequency components of the laser pulses are collimated back to the input beam
size after a retroreflection from a flat mirror.
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In this thesis, Treacy setup has been used to compress the laser pulses [82]. The Treacy
pulse compressor consists of two parallel gratings to impose negative GDD on the laser
pulses. The GDD for the transmission grating pulse compressor is given by [82,85]

GDD =
−λ3

0L

πc2d2[1− (λ0
d
− sin θi)2]3/2

(2.17)

where λ0 is the central wavelength of the pulse, L is the pulse compressor length, c is speed
of light in vacuum, d is the grating period, and θi is the incident angle to the grating.
Again, a factor of 2 has been included in the original equation for a double transmit for a
retroreflection configuration in order to remove the lateral beam expansion.

2.13 Two photon absorption

In two photon absorption (TPA) process, two photons of the same wavelength are absorbed
simultaneously or sequentially along the absorption gap of an atomic system and it arises
from the imaginary part of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility [61]. Note that, in
general, an optical absorption is related to the imaginary part of the optical susceptibility
of the medium. The TPA process is a nonlinear process therefore the absorption rate scales
with the product of the intensities of the incoming fields interacting in the medium that
is the square of the laser intensity. This is similar to second harmonic generation (SHG)
because two same photons are involved from the same laser. For this, the TPA process
becomes efficient with high intensity lasers. On the other hand, the TPA process does not
require phase matching condition because only two fields are interacting unlike the SHG
or DFG processes where three electromagnetic fields are interacting. To avoid the TPA
process in the DFG-based MIR generation, the two pumping wavelengths have to be more
than double of the band gap wavelength λgap of the nonlinear optical crystal [61, 86]. For
other wavelengths close to the 2λgap, the intensity threshold of the laser beam for the TPA
to get started increases as the laser wavelength increases. With the YDFA operated at
the wavelengths & 1 µm we obtain a higher TPA intensity threshold compared with the
Ti:sapphire lasers operated at the wavelengths & 0.8 µm.

2.14 Supercontinuum generation

In this method, the broadband spectrum from a mode-locked laser is further broadened into
a spectrum called “supercontinuum” by injecting short laser pulses into a photonic crystal
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fiber [87]. The supercontinuum is generated through the nonlinear effect from interaction
of the intense short laser pulses with the fiber because the light is tightly confined by the
PCF structure. A supercontinuum generated in this way can be used in many applications
such as ultrashort pulse generation through pulse compression [88] and two-color ultrafast
YDFA system [37–39]. In a two-color ultrafast YDFA system, a supercontinuum is sliced
into two short-pulse colors and will be used as a two-color seed source in the system.

A standard fiber mainly consists of core, cladding, and a protective coating. The re-
fractive index of the core is larger than that of the cladding resulting in guiding light
through internal reflection. A single-mode optical fiber is engineered to guide only the fun-
damental mode by adjusting the core size and refractive indices of the core and cladding
in the manufacturing stage. A new class of optical fibers called photonic crystal fibers are
engineered by implementing air holes running all along the fiber to achieve: single-mode
guiding property over a broad range of wavelengths, controlled dispersion behavior, and
excellent mode confinement. These properties yield to the enhancement of nonlinearity
in PCFs [87]. Generally, a supercontinuum is a continuous spectrum that can be gener-
ated by interaction of intense laser pulses with various materials through nonlinear optical
processes such as self phase modulation, cross phase modulation, four wave mixing, and
Raman scattering [87]. For the supercontinuum generation be effective, an optical fiber is
preferred for its guiding property and offering a large interaction length. In highly nonlin-
ear PCF with a solid core surrounded by air holes, a propagating mode is confined in a
smaller effective area (usually by two orders of magnitude) compared with standard fiber
resulting in an increased intensity in the fiber [87]. A tighter mode confinement is achieved
because of a large contrast between the refractive index of the core and cladding due to the
implemented air holes in the cladding. The increased intensity will result in enhancement
of the nonlinear optical processes. For this, using highly nonlinear PCF for the generation
of supercontinuum requires pulse energies noticeably small [87]. In this thesis, injecting
nanojoule energy laser pulses from the output of a 200-mW, 200-fs, 50-MHz, 1030-nm fiber
laser into a 2-m PCF has resulted in the generation of a supercontinuum extended from
950 nm to 1150 nm.

2.15 Polarization maintaining YDFA

Even a perfectly circular optical fiber contains some randomly distributed birefringent is-
lands along the fiber due to for example randomly distributed local mechanical stress/tension
forces. Thus, for a linearly polarized optical beam, the polarization plane changes randomly
as the beam propagates in the fiber core. One practical way to maintain the polarization
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of the beam in the fiber core is to introduce a strong mechanical stress force along the
fiber core to create a strong birefringence which is not affected very much by the randomly
distributed birefringence. This is usually performed by including two glass rods in the
fiber cladding. The glass rods are from different material compared to the fiber cladding
and they are aligned on the opposite sides of the fiber core. Fig. 2.4 depicts a Panda
structure of the DC-YDFA used in this thesis. For a linearly polarized beam launched
into the fiber core, the polarization will be preserved when the polarization of the beam is
aligned with one of the birefringent axes shown with arrows in Fig. 2.4. The polarization
of the light launched into the fiber is preserved based on the eliminated mode coupling
between two polarization modes of the sort of LP01x and LP01y in the fiber core due to
a large difference between the propagation constants of the two polarization modes [84].
Using the PM YDFA is beneficial as it reduces the optical loss from polarization-dependent
optical elements such as Faraday isolators, gratings, prisms, and so on.

Figure 2.4: The Panda structure of the polarization maintaining DC-YDFA.

2.16 Theory and modeling

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 2.16.1 to 2.16.4 provide a mathe-
matical background on the amplification of a laser beam in the Yb:fiber as a laser amplifier
based on existing laser theory. Sections 2.17 to 2.17.2 specify the Yb:fibers modeled in this
research. Sections 2.18 to 2.18.1 explain the approach which has been taken for modeling
of amplification of a two-color spectrum in the Yb:fiber amplifier system. Section 2.19
explains a LabVIEW program which has been created in this research for the simulation
of the two-color YDFA system based on the modeled equations.
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2.16.1 Effective absorption and emission cross sections of Yb3+

in Yb:fibers

For the energy states of Yb3+ in crystalline structures, there have been assigned a ground
state 2F7/2 manifold of four Stark sub-levels and an excited state 2F5/2 manifold of three
Stark sub-levels under a symmetrical crystal field of neighboring ions (see Appendix A.1).
For the Yb3+ in the silica fiber, the sub-level energy states in each manifold are not sharp
but they become broadened under an asymmetrical crystal field due to amorphous structure
of the silica fiber. The broadened sub-level energy states in the ground state and excited
state manifolds constitute two energy bands. This reduces the ytterbium silica system to
a two-level system. For this, effective emission and absorption cross sections are assigned
to the two energy bands.

The effective absorption cross section is the probability of absorption of one photon
by one ion. Similarly, the effective emission cross section of an ion is a measure of the
probability of stimulated emission of a photon. These effective cross sections are not
necessarily equal but they are related to each other. A relation between the two cross
sections is very helpful when one of which is available as well as when extrapolation of
the cross sections is necessary. These concepts will be discussed in this section and will be
applied to the Yb:fiber amplifier.

Generally speaking, the absorbed power Pabs by one ion is proportional to the intensity
I incident upon it. For a two-level energy system and when the incident intensity is low,
Pabs is given by Pabs = σaI up to the first order where σa is the effective absorption cross
section for transition from a ground state labeled by 1 to an excited energy level labeled
by 2 for one ion. Obviously, for N1 identical ions, the absorbed power can be written [14]

Pabs = N1σaI. (2.18)

For a two level system , the rate equation for the change in the population of the ground
state N1 due to the absorption is obtained from dividing Eq. 2.18 by hν where h is the
Planck constant and ν is the photon frequency

dN1

dt abs
= −σa

I

hν
N1, (2.19)

where the negative sign is for the depletion of ions in the energy level 1 due to the absorp-
tion. Equation 2.19 is also written in the form

dN1

dt abs
= −B12ρN1, (2.20)
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where ρ is the energy density of photons per unit volume and B12 is the Einstein B coeffi-
cient that gives the absorption rate. From Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20 and invoking I = ρc where
c is the speed of light in vacuum, we obtain the relation

σa =
h

λ
B12, (2.21)

where λ is the wavelength of the absorbed photon. Similar equations are obtained for the
stimulated emission

dN2

dt em
= −σe

I

hν
N2. (2.22)

dN2

dt em
= −B21ρN2, (2.23)

σe =
h

λ
B21. (2.24)

From Eqs. 2.21 and 2.24 and under thermodynamic equilibrium we have B12 = B21

resulting to σe = σa. However, this relation is not valid when the ground and excited states
include sub-energy states.

For an ion with degenerate energy states, when the degeneracy is lifted by some interac-
tions such as the crystal field interaction in Yb:fibers (see Appendix A.1 for more details),
the rate equations for the absorption and stimulated emission are given by [14]

dN1

dt abs
= −

∑
m1,m2

R(a)
m1m2

Nm1 , (2.25)

dN2

dt em
= −

∑
m1,m2

R(e)
m2m1

Nm2 , (2.26)

where m1 and m2 indicate, respectively, the sub-level indices in the ground state manifold
and the excited state manifold, and R is the transition rate between the sub-levels in each
manifold.

For equally populated sub-levels in the given manifolds, we have Nm1 = N1/g1 and
Nm2 = N2/g2 where g1 and g2 are respectively the degeneracy of the ground state and
excited state manifolds. Moreover, assuming that the transition between the two channels
m1 → m2 is reciprocal, i.e. R

(a)
m1m2 = R

(e)
m2m1 , Eqs. 2.25 and 2.26 are reduced to

dN1

dt abs
= −N1

g1

∑
m1,m2

Rm1m2 = −σa
I

hν
N1, (2.27)
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dN2

dt em
= −N2

g2

∑
m1,m2

Rm1m2 = −σe
I

hν
N2, (2.28)

From Eqs. 2.27 and 2.28 we obtain a reciprocity relation between σa and σe∑
m1,m2

Rm1m2 = g1σa
I

hν
= g2σe

I

hν
, (2.29)

σe =
g1

g2

σa (2.30)

From experimental evidence, it turns out that the reciprocity relation given by Eq.
2.30 is not valid for Yb:fibers and many other rare-earth doped fiber amplifiers. D. E.
McCumber derived a satisfactory reciprocity relation between broadband σe and σa spectra
[89] which works very well for many rare-earth doped fiber amplifiers, e.g., the Yb:fiber.
Here, I will follow the derivation of the McCumber relation from Ref. [14]. From McCumber
theory, the transition between two energy manifold is much slower than the transition
between sub-levels in each manifold. Thus, in steady state , the distribution in each
manifold is assumed to be just thermal obeying the Boltzmann statistics

Nm1 =
N1e

−Em1/kT

Z1

,

Nm2 =
N2e

−Em2/kT

Z2

,

(2.31)

where Em1 and Em2 are the energy of the sub-levels in the ground state and the excited state
manifolds respectively and they are measured from the lowest sub-level in the corresponding
manifold (see Fig. 2.5) and Z1 and Z2 are partition functions of the ground state and the
excited state manifolds and they are given by

Z1 =
∑
m1

e−Em1/kT

Z2 =
∑
m2

e−Em2/kT

(2.32)

Substituting Eqs. 2.31 in Eqs. 2.25, and 2.26, we obtain

dN1

dt abs
= −N1

Z1

∑
m1,m2

R(a)
m1m2

e−Em1/kT , (2.33)
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Figure 2.5: A two-level system with two sub-levels in each manifold useful for McCumber
theory.

dN2

dt em
= −N2

Z2

∑
m1,m2

R(e)
m2m1

e−Em2/kT , (2.34)

Comparing Eq. 2.33 with Eq. 2.19 and Eq. 2.34 with Eq. 2.22 we obtain

σa(ν) =
1

Z1

∑
m1,m2

hν

I
R(a)
m1m2

e−Em1/kT =
1

Z1

∑
m1,m2

σ(a)
m1m2

e−Em1/kT (2.35)

σe(ν) =
1

Z2

∑
m1,m2

hν

I
R(e)
m2m1

e−Em2/kT =
1

Z2

∑
m1,m2

σ(e)
m2m1

e−Em2/kT (2.36)

In order to find the McCumber reciprocity relation between σa(ν) and σe(ν) from Eqs.
2.35 and 2.36, Em2 is expressed in terms of Em1 . Fig. 2.5 illustrates a simple case that the
ground state manifold and the excited manifold have two sub-levels. From this figure, we
can write

Em2 = (hν − hν0) + Em1 , (2.37)

where ν indicates the frequency corresponding to transition between channels m1 and m2,
and ν0 called the crossing frequency and is the frequency for transition between the lowest
sub-levels in the two manifolds. Substituting Eq. 2.37 in Eq. 2.36, we obtain

σe(ν) =
e−(hν−hν0)/kT

Z2

∑
m1,m2

σ(e)
m2m1

e−Em1/kT (2.38)

Dividing Eq. 2.38 by Eq. 2.35 and invoking the reciprocity of absorption and emission
cross sections of sub-levels, i.e. σ

(a)
m1m2 = σ

(e)
m2m1 , we obtain the McCumber reciprocity
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Figure 2.6: Absorption and emission cross sections of Yb3+ in silica fibers used in the mod-
eling. The red dotted line shows the emission cross section calculated from the absorption
cross section (black line) using Eq. 2.40. The green dotted line above 1000 nm shows the
absorption cross section calculated from the emission cross section (blue line) using Eq.
2.40.(Absorption cross section (black color) and emission cross section (blue color) spectra
are reproduced with permission from Ref. [13]. c©1997 IEEE.)

relation between σe(ν) and σa(ν) [14, 89,90]

σe(ν) =
Z1

Z2

e(hν0−hν)/kTσa(ν). (2.39)

After scaling the two cross sections such that σ′e = σe/Z1 and σ′a = σa/Z2, Eq. 2.39 is
reduced to

σ′e(λ) = e(1/λ0−1/λ)hc/kTσ′a(λ). (2.40)

From Eq. 2.40, the following relations are valid for the crossing wavelength λ0

σ′e(λ) < σ′a(λ) for λ < λ0

σ′e(λ) = σ′a(λ) for λ = λ0 (2.41)

σ′e(λ) > σ′a(λ) for λ > λ0
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Fig. 2.6 shows absorption and emission cross sections of Yb:fiber used for modeling of
the Yb:fibers in this thesis. The crossing wavelength λ0 = 975 nm is the result of transition
between the lowest stark sub-levels in the ground state and excited state manifolds of Yb3+.
From Yb+3 energy levels (see Fig. A.1 and Table A.1 in Appendix A.1) and using Eqs. 2.32
we obtain Z1 = 1.063 and Z2 = 1.030 for Yb3+ in the silica fiber at room temperature. With
Z1
∼= Z2

∼= 1 for Yb:fiber, we will have σe(ν) ∼= σ′e(ν) and σa(ν) ∼= σ′a(ν) and, therefore,
from Fig. 2.6 we can see that all relations given by 2.41 are valid for λ0 = 975 nm. From
Fig. 2.6, σe(λ) (the red dotted line) has been calculated from the experimental σa(λ) (the
black line) and σa(λ) (the green dotted line) has been calculated from the experimental
σe(λ) (the blue line) using Eq. 2.39. As can be seen, the calculated spectra reasonably
agree with the experimental spectra.

In this thesis, the McCumber reciprocity relation given by Eq. 2.39 has been used to
extrapolate the spectrum of the experimental effective absorption cross section (given in
Ref. [13]) for λ > 1100 nm. The extrapolated absorption spectrum has been used for the
modeling of amplification of these wavelengths. The extrapolation of the spectrum of the
experimental effective emission cross section (given in Ref. [13]) for λ < 900 nm has been
used for the calculation of effective spontaneous emission time of Yb+3 in the silica fiber.
This will be discussed in the next section. The effective spontaneous emission time has
been used in the modeling.

2.16.2 Spontaneous emission and decay time of Yb3+ in Yb:fiber

By assuming that there is no life time quenching effect (see Appendix A.3), the change in
the population density Nm2 of the stark sub-level m2 in the excited state manifold to all
sub-levels in the ground state due to spontaneous emission is described by [14]

dNm2

dt
= −

∑
m1

Am2m1Nm2 , (2.42)

where Am2m1 is the rate of spontaneous emission for the channel m2 → m1 and the sum
goes over all stark sub-levels in the ground state manifold. By summing over m2 of all
Stark sub-levels in the excited state and using Eq. 2.31 and N2 =

∑
m2
Nm2 , Eq. 2.42

becomes
dN2

dt
= −N2

Z2

∑
m1,m2

Am2m1e
−Em2/kT . (2.43)
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The effective spontaneous emission rate is defined as the statistical weighted sponta-
neous emission rate and is given by

A21 =
1

Z2

∑
m1,m2

Am2m1e
−Em2/kT . (2.44)

Using Eq. 2.44, the rate equation for the spontaneous emission given by Eq. 2.43
reduces to

dN2

dt
= −A21N2. (2.45)

Einstein applied Boltzman statistics for an ensemble of atoms which are statistically
in thermodynamical equilibrium with electromagnetic waves, i.e. black body, [91]. From
this, σe(ν) is given by [91]

σe(ν) =
λ2A21

8πn2(ν)
S(ν), (2.46)

where n(ν) is the index of refraction of the medium and S(ν) is the normalized lineshape
of the stimulated emission. By integrating Eq. 2.46 from both sides and the fact that∫∞

0
S(ν)dν = 1, we obtain the Fuchtbauer-Ladenburg equation [14]

1

τ
= A21 = 8π

∫ ∞
0

n2(ν)σe(ν)

λ2
dν = 8πc

∫ ∞
0

n2(λ)σe(λ)

λ4
dλ. (2.47)

The limit of the integral for ytterbium doped silica fibers, with a good approximation,
lies between 850 nm and 1150 nm because σe(λ) is very small outside this wavelength range
(see Fig. 2.6). Also, the index of refraction of the silica fibers is approximately 1.45 in the
850-1150 nm wavelength range [92]. Thus, n2(λ) is taken out from the integral. Invoking
the extrapolated σe(λ) from Fig. 2.6 in Eq. 2.47, we obtain τ = 0.8 ms for the effective
spontaneous emission decay time of Yb3+ ions in the Yb:fiber. In this thesis, this number
has been used in the modeling of the Yb:fiber laser amplifiers.

2.16.3 Population and propagation equations

In this thesis, amplification of the wavelengths between 1030 nm and 1110 nm from short
laser pulses with a repetition rate of 50 MHz in the Yb:fiber have been studied. In order
to find the appropriate laser equations of the amplification in the Yb:fibers, we first need
to determine the number of involved energy levels. To achieve a high absorption rate of
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the atomic transitions for the amplification process in the
Yb:fibers.

the pump laser, the Yb:fiber is pumped at ∼ 975 nm because the absorption cross section
peaks at this wavelength (see Fig. 2.6). Pumping at 975 nm, the amplification in above
wavelength range is understood based on a quasi three-level scheme. The quasi three-level
system in the Yb:fiber is simplified to a two-level system and will be explained as follows.

Firstly, as explained in Section 2.16.1 (see Appendix A.1 for more details), in the
wavelengths 900-1200 nm, Yb+3 in the silica fiber shows two energy bands, i.e. the 2F7/2

ground state manifold and the 2F5/2 excited state manifold. Furthermore, in the Yb:fibers
as explained in Appendix A.2: a) there is no excited state absorption in the 900-1200 nm
and b) for a ytterbium concentration up to ∼ 8×1025 m−3, the multi-phonon non-radiative
decay rate is negligible. Thus, the population and propagation equations will include only
optical transitions between the sub-levels of the two energy bands.

Fig. 2.7 (a) illustrates the amplification process with the two involved energy bands
and Fig. 2.7 (b) illustrates the amplification process with the three involved energy levels
hidden in the two energy bands. From Fig. 2.7 (b), after absorption a photon from the
pump laser at 975 nm, an electron will be excited from the energy level 0 to the energy
level 2. Then, the excited electron will undergo a transition to the energy level 1 by the
seed signal. As a result of that, one stimulated emission photon is added to the incident
seed photon. Finally, under fast thermalization, the electron in the energy level 1 will
rapidly relax to the energy level 0. Because of this fast thermalization, the population and
propagation equations can be simplified to a two-level energy scheme. Nevertheless, this
process is a quasi three-level scheme because in the actual three-level laser scheme the fast
relaxation takes place between the level 2 and the level 1 and the amplification takes place
between the level 1 and the level 0.

Secondly, the 50-MHz repetition rate of the seed laser pulses is more than four order
of magnitude faster compared to the spontaneous emission rate of Yb+3 ions (∼ 1 kHz).
Therefore, the seed signal is considered as a cw input.
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From above simplifications, the Yb:fiber amplifier system is modeled by using a two-
level energy scheme in the cw regime. However, effective emission and absorption cross
sections will be used to describe all optical transitions between all sub-levels of the two
energy bands.

For the two-level laser system, the total population density Nt is given by

Nt = N1 +N2. (2.48)

Because the total population density is constant, we have dN2

dt
= −dN1

dt
. Thus, from Eqs

2.19, 2.22 and 2.45, the total change in the population density N2 of the energy level 2 is
given by

dN2

dt
= −N2

τ
− I

hν
(σeN2 − σaN1), (2.49)

where the first, second and third terms are contributions from spontaneous emission, stim-
ulated emission and absorption respectively. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that
the Yb:fiber is homogeneous, i.e., the ytterbium concentration is constant everywhere in
the fiber core as well as the fiber core radius is constant over the fiber length. In this
case, the mode intensity I is the confined power in the fiber core divided by the core area
A [14]. The confined power is expressed by ΓP where Γ is the mode confinement factor
(see Section 2.17.1) and P is the total power of the fiber mode. Thus, Eq. 2.49 is written
as [14]

dN2

dt
= −N2

τ
− λΓP

Ahc
(σeN2 − σaN1). (2.50)

In order to obtain the actual rate equation for the population density, the two last terms
in Eq. 2.50 must include all type of propagating fields in the fiber core. The first type is
the field from the pump laser. The second type is the field from the seed laser. The third
type is the field from amplified spontaneous emission. The mechanism of the generation
of the ASE will be discussed in Section 2.16.4. By adopting the positive direction for the
propagation of the seed signal in the fiber and taking into account all kinds of propagating
fields in the fiber core from the pump laser, seed signal, and ASE , the rate equation for
the upper state population density is given by [40,93]
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dN2(z, t)

dt
=− N2(z, t)

τ
(2.51)

− 1

Ahc

Pump∑
i

λi Γp(λi)[N2(z, t)σe(λi)−N1(z, t)σa(λi)][uP
+
p (λi : z, t) + vP−

p (λi : z, t)]

− 1

Ahc

Seed∑
j

λj Γs(λj)[N2(z, t)σe(λj)−N1(z, t)σa(λj)]Ps(λj : z, t)

− 1

Ahc

ASE∑
k

λk ΓASE(λk)[N2(z, t)σe(λk)−N1(z, t)σa(λk)][P+
ASE(λk : z, t) + P−

ASE(λk : z, t)],

where i, j, and k indices go over all wavelengths in the pump laser, seed signal and
ASE respectively. P+

p (λi : z, t) and P−p (λi : z, t) are the power of the pump lasers at the
wavelength λi, distance z, and time t for the co-pumping scheme and counter-pumping
scheme respectively. For example, for the co-pumping scheme, the pump laser is injected
with the seed signal from the same fiber side. We take u = 1 and v = 0 for the co-pumping
scheme, u = 0 and v = 1 for the counter-pumping scheme and u = 1 and v = 1 for the
two-sided pumping. The population densities N1(z, t) and N2(z, t) are dependent on z and
t. Ps(λj : z, t) is the power of the seed laser at the wavelength λj , time t and distance
z. The ASE propagates in the fiber in both directions independently from the direction of
propagation of the pump laser and the seed signal. Therefore, the last two terms containing
the ASE power P+

ASE(λk : z, t) and P−ASE(λk : z, t) will stay in Eq. 2.51 no matter what
pumping scheme is used.

Γp(λi), Γs(λj), and ΓASE(λk) are the wavelength-dependent confinement factors of the
pump laser, seed signal and ASE respectively. In general, the mode confinement factor Γ
is dependent on wavelength. However, the variation of Γ for the SM Yb:fibers is negligible
in the 1-1.1 µm because the V number of the fiber core does not change noticeably. Thus,
the Γ factors are taken out from the sum operations. For the future use in the modeling,
by removing the independent variables λ, z, and t from all dependent variables as well as
using N1 from Eq. 2.48, Eq. 2.51 is written in a more compact size as
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dN2

dt
= −N2

τ
− Γ

Ahc

Pump∑
i

λi
[
(σi

e + σi
a)N2 − σi

aNt

]
(uP p+

i + vP p−
i ) (2.52)

− Γ

Ahc

Seed∑
j

λj
[
(σj

e + σj
a)N2 − σj

aNt

]
P s
j

− Γ

Ahc

ASE∑
k

λk
[
(σk

e + σk
a)N2 − σk

aNt

]
(PASE+

k + PASE−
k ).

For each propagating field in the fiber, there is a change in its power due to the interac-
tion with Yb3+ ions as well as attenuation by the glass matrix. The propagation equations
define the variation of power of each propagating field as a function of fiber length. First,
we consider the variations of the fields of the pump laser and the seed laser. The change in
the flux of one photon ∆φ from these fields due to the stimulated emission after traveling
a distance ∆z in the fiber is given by

∆φ = (N2∆z)σe, (2.53)

where N2∆z is the surface density of the excited ions in the fiber core and σe is the
probability of interaction of one photon with one ion of the sort of stimulated emission.
Obviously, for a beam of photons with a flux number Φ, the change of flux is given by

∆Φ = (N2∆z)σeΦ (2.54)

and because the power P of the propagating field is proportional to the photon flux, the
change in the power ∆P due to the stimulated emission is given by [14]

∆P = (N2∆z)σe(ΓP ), (2.55)

where Γ is the confinement factor and ΓP is the confined power in the fiber core. A similar
equation for the change in the power due to the absorption by ytterbium ions can be
written as [14]

∆P = −(N1∆z)σa(ΓP ), (2.56)

where N1∆z is the surface density of the ions in the ground state and the negative sign is
because of the reduction of power due to the absorption.

For the attenuation by the background of the fiber, the reduction of the power of each
propagating field is given by

∆P = −αP∆z, (2.57)
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where α is the wavelength-dependent attenuation factor of the silica fiber. Putting Eqs.
2.55, 2.56, and 2.57 all together and invoking Eq. 2.48, we obtain the propagation equation
for the pump laser and seed signal in the plane wave approximation [40,93]

± dP p±
i

dz
= Γp(σ

i
e + σia)N2P

p±
i − (Γpσ

i
aNt + αi)P

p±
i (2.58)

dP s
j

dz
= Γs(σ

j
e + σja)N2P

s
j − (Γsσ

j
aNt + αj)P

s
j , (2.59)

where, the subscripts i and j go over all wavelengths in the pump laser and seed signal
respectively. The pump and seed powers as well as the upper state population density are
functions of z and t. The power of the seed laser and the co-propagating and counter-
propagating pump lasers are denoted by P s, P p+, and P p− respectively. For the counter-
propagating pump laser, a negative sign is included in the left side of Eq. 2.58 because dz
is negative in this case.

2.16.4 Propagation equation of the ASE

The ASE photons in the Yb:fiber are generated primarily from zero-field spontaneous pho-
tons. These initial photons are the spontaneous emission noise in the fiber. If we divide the
fiber into a number of sections, each section generates a zero field of the spontaneous emis-
sion noise independently from the other sections in the forward and backward directions.
In each section, the arrived parasitic photons from the backward and forward directions
are amplified by the stimulated emission process. The amplified parasitic spontaneous
photons are added to the zero field parasitic spontaneous photons from the section itself.
This process continues until the last section of the fiber. From this, the ASE noise becomes
strong in the fiber output for highly-doped, long Yb:fibers which are pumped with powerful
lasers (large number of excited Yb3+ ions) and seeded with low power signals because of
available large gain values for the ASE.

The ASE depletes the stored energy in the Yb:fiber amplifier and therefore one needs
to achieve an appropriate design to suppress it in the amplifier system. In the design, the
key parameters of the Yb:fiber amplifier such as pump power, fiber length, the type of
the Yb:fiber such as single clad or double clad, and seed power are investigated. This will
be presented in Chapter 3. The propagation equation of the ASE in the Yb:fiber will be
discussed as follows.

The first step to derive an appropriate propagation equation for the ASE power in the
Yb:fiber is to find an equation for the power of the zero field spontaneous emission for each
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frequency mode. Suppose that ∆V is the volume of an infinitesimal cavity in the fiber core
where ∆V = A∆x and A is the fiber core area and ∆x is an infinitesimal distance in the
fiber. The total zero field ASE power for all modes in the frequency interval ν to ν + ∆ν
in the volume ∆V is [91, 94]

∆P 0
ASE = [A21N2∆V ] [hν] [S(ν)∆ν] , (2.60)

where A21N2∆V is the creation rate of spontaneous photons into all frequency modes, hν
is the energy of the spontaneous photon, and S(ν)dν is the fraction of transitions in the
frequency interval ν to ν + ∆ν where S(ν) is the spontaneous emission lineshape.

The total number of frequency modes in the frequency interval ν to ν + ∆ν and in the
volume ∆V considering two polarized modes in each cavity mode is given by [91,94]

m = (8πn3ν2)∆ν/c3∆V. (2.61)

The zero field ASE power into the frequency mode ν in the volume ∆V is obtained by
dividing the total power in the frequency interval ν to ν + ∆ν to the total modes in this
frequency interval. This is obtained by dividing Eq. 2.60 by 2.61, that is

∆P 0,ν
ASE =

A21N2hνS(ν)∆ν∆V

(8πn3ν2)/c3∆ν∆V
. (2.62)

Substituting σe(ν) = λ2A21

8πn2 S(ν) from Eq. 2.46 into Eq. 2.62, we obtain

∆P 0,ν
ASE = σe(ν)N2

hνc

n
. (2.63)

The frequency interval ∆ν between two longitudinal modes in the cavity with the
volume ∆V and the length ∆z is given by ∆ν = c

2n∆z
[91, 94]. Thus

1

∆z
=

2n

c
∆ν. (2.64)

Multiplying both sides of Eq. 2.63 by Eq. 2.64, we obtain

∆P 0,ν
ASE

∆z
= σe(ν)N2

hνc

n

2n

c
∆ν = σe(ν)N2(2hν∆ν), (2.65)

or in terms of wavelength [91]

∆P 0,λ
ASE

∆z
= σe(λ)N2

2hc2∆λ

λ3
. (2.66)
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The total change in the ASE power at each frequency mode after traveling a section
of fiber with the length ∆z in the fiber core is obtained by taking into account a) the
contribution of the Yb:fiber amplifier gain as well as the attenuation by the silica host
such as Eq. 2.58 and b) the zero field spontaneous emission of that same fiber section
given by Eq. 2.66. Thus, the propagation equation of the ASE field at the wavelength λk
is given by [40,93]

± dP
ASE±
k

dz
= ΓASE(σke +σka)N2P

ASE±
k − (ΓASEσ

k
aNt +αk)P

ASE±
k +σkeN2

2hc2∆λk
λ3
k

, (2.67)

where, the subscript k is accounted for all wavelengths in the ASE field. The positive and
negative signs in the left side of the equation above are accounted for the co-propagating
and counter-propagating ASE fields respectively. Note that the ASE power P±k and the
population density of the excited state N2 are functions of distance z and time t.

In this thesis, Eqs. 2.52, 2.58, 2.59, and 2.67 have been used for the modeling of the
Yb:fiber as a fiber laser amplifier.

2.17 Single-clad and double-clad Yb:fibers

In this thesis, two types of Yb:fiber have been used: 1) a single-clad (SC) single-mode
Yb:fiber as a preamplifier and 2) a double-clad (DC) single-mode polarization maintaining
(PM) Yb:fiber as a main amplifier. In both fibers, only the fiber core is doped with Yb3+

ions.

Fig. 2.8(a) illustrates a simple schematic of the propagation of the seed signal and
pump laser in a SC-YDFA. As can be seen, the seed signal counter-propagates with the

Figure 2.8: Schematic of single-clad and double-clad YDFAs. (a) Single-clad structure, (b)
double-clad structure. Also it is shown, Gaussian beam profiles of the seed signal (green
line) and pump laser (red line).
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pump laser in the fiber core. During the propagation of the pump laser and seed signal in
the fiber core, ytterbium ions become excited by absorption of the pump laser and they
become de-excited by interaction with the seed signal thereby the seed signal is amplified
by the stimulated emission process. The transverse mode of both seed signal and pump
laser has to be a single TEM00 Gaussian mode in order to be launched into the SC-YDFA.
The TEM00 mode is transformed to the LP01 fiber mode after confining in the SM fiber.

An optical fiber is characterized by a number called V number that is a measure for the
number of guided modes supported by the fiber. The V number is found to be less than
2.405 for a SM fiber guiding only the lowest order LP01 fiber mode [84]. For a fiber with
the fiber core radius a, the V number is related to the wavelength-dependent numerical
aperture (NA) by [84]

V =
2πa

λ
NA, (2.68)

where λ is the wavelength of the propagating mode. The fiber NA is defined as sin θ in
Fig. 2.8 where θ is the maximum angle in air respect to the fiber axis within which the
light will be guided in the fiber core by an internal reflection.

In this thesis, the fiber core diameter of the SC-YDFA is 4 µm which is surrounded by
a round cladding of diameter 125 µm. From manufacturer’s datasheet, the fiber NA of this
fiber is 0.2 at 1060 nm which agrees with the calculated NA from Eq. 2.68 by taking the
cutoff value for the V number (2.405) for guiding only the LP01 mode at 1060 nm. The V
number value 2.405 will be used for finding the confinement factor in Section 2.17.1.

Fig. 2.8(b) illustrates a simple schematic of the propagation of the seed signal and
pump laser in a DC-YDFA. From this figure, the seed signal propagates in the fiber core
and the pump laser counter-propagates in the fiber inner cladding. The pumping process
can be easily understood from ray tracing. That is, the pump laser travels in the inner
cladding on a zig-zag path whereas it crosses the fiber core numerously. For each time the
pump laser passes through the fiber core it pumps the ytterbium ions. The DC-YDFA
allows us to use powerful multi-mode laser diodes to pump the DC-YDFAs. Thus, the
DC-YDFA is used in the main amplifier stage. In this thesis, the fiber core diameter of
the DC-YDFA is 6 µm which is surrounded by an inner cladding. The nominal NA of the
fiber core of the DC-YDFA fiber is 0.15 according to the manufacturer’s datasheet which
agrees with the calculated NA from Eq. 2.68 by taking the cutoff value for the V number
(2.405) for guiding only the LP01 mode at 1060 nm.
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2.17.1 Confinement factor of the propagating fields in the YD-
FAs

It is proved that the general solutions of the wave equation for the guided modes in circular
fibers are Bessel functions [84]. The Bessel functions are decaying oscillatory functions.
For this reason, part of a guided mode is not confined in the fiber core but it travels in
the fiber cladding and it eventually will escape from the fiber. For the fiber amplifiers is
the same and only part of the power of the amplified seed signal, pump laser, and ASE is
confined in the fiber core because of this partial mode confinement. To find the confined
power, the confinement factor Γ is defined as the fraction of the power flowing in the fiber
core. Here, I will present the approach for finding the confinement factor for the seed laser,
pump laser, and ASE in the single-mode SC-YDFA and DC-YDFA used in the modeling.

After solving the wave equation in the cylindrical coordinate system, the confinement
factor Γ for the fiber core is given by [84]

Γ =
y2

V 2
[1− J2

l (x)

Jl−1(x)Jl+1(x)
], (2.69)

where J is the Bessel function of the first order, V is the V number, and x and y are
defined by [84]

V 2 = x2 + y2. (2.70)

The lowest-order confined mode in an optical fiber is LP01 and it is the only allowed
fiber mode in a single mode fiber. To find the confinement factor for the LP01 mode, we
substitute the y value from Eq. 2.70 and l = 0 in Eq. 2.69 and invoke J1(x) = −J−1(x).
Thus, we obtain

Γ =
V 2 − x2

V 2
[1 +

J2
0 (x)

J2
1 (x)

]. (2.71)

To solve Eq. 2.71 for Γ, one more equation is needed to relate the x value to the V
number. This is given by the mode condition [84]

x
Jl+1(x)

Jl(x)
= y

Kl+1(y)

Kl(y)
, (2.72)

where K is the Bessel function of the second order. By substituting the y value from Eq.
2.70 and l = 0 in Eq. 2.72 we obtain

x
J1(x)

J0(x)
=
√
V 2 − x2

K1(
√
V 2 − x2)

K0(
√
V 2 − x2)

. (2.73)
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Figure 2.9: Graphical method to determine x value of the LP01 mode for V = 2.405.

Table 2.1: Fiber parameters of the SC-YDFA and DC-YDFA used in the modeling.

Type Core Core Cladding Cladding Cladding Nt Γs,ΓASE Γp
Diameter (µm) NA Diameter (µm) NA Geometry (m−3)

SC-YDFA 4 0.2 125 – Round 8× 1025 0.83 0.83
DC-YDFA 6 0.14 125 0.46 Round 8× 1025 0.83 2.304× 10−3

The x value for a specified V number is determined by solving Eq. 2.73 numerically.
The V number is 2.405 for the SM YDFAs used in this thesis (see section 2.17). Fig. 2.9
shows the plot of the left hand side and right hand side of Eq. 2.73 using Mathematica
program. From this figure, we find x=1.646 where the two curves intersect. Substituting
this x value in Eq. 2.71, we obtain Γ = 0.83.

In this thesis, the 0.83 value has been used in the modeling for the confinement factor
of the pump laser, seed laser, and ASE in the single mode SC-YDFA as well as the seed
laser and ASE in the single mode DC-YDFA.

For the DC-YDFA, the confinement factor of the pump laser to the fiber core can be
easily determined by the ratio of the areas of the fiber core and the fiber cladding. For
the DC-YDFA with the core diameter 6 µm and the inner cladding diameter 125 µm, the
confinement factor is found to be 2.304×10−3. In this thesis, this value has been used in the
modeling of the single mode DC-YDFA. Table 2.1 summarizes all the key fiber parameters
discussed in Sections 2.17 to 2.17.1.
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2.17.2 Concentration of ytterbium in the YDFAs

In both SC and DC Yb:fibers used in this thesis, the fiber core is highly doped with Yb3+.
Because the data sheets give us pump absorption rates rather than Yb3+ concentration we
use Beer-Lambert law to determine concentration

P (z) = P0e
−αz, (2.74)

where Pz and P0 are the power of the transmitted and the incident light, respectively,
α is the absorption coefficient per unit length and z is the propagation distance. The
absorption coefficient L defined in terms of (dB/m) is given by

L(dB/m) =
10

z
log10(

P (z)

P0

) (2.75)

From Eqs. 2.74 and 2.75, we obtain

L(dB/m) = 4.343α (1/m). (2.76)

For a low-power signal which is propagating in a medium with two energy levels, the
is absorption rate is much higher than the stimulated emission, so we can write

α = σaNt, (2.77)

where Nt is accounted for the concentration of Yb3+. From Eqs. 2.76 and 2.77 we obtain

Nt =
L(dB/m)

4.343σa
(2.78)

According to the manufacturer’s datasheet, the average absorption coefficient of the fiber
core of the two types of Yb:fiber is L = 280 dB/m at 920 nm. In addition, from Fig. 2.6
we find σa = 7.73 × 10−25 m−3 at 920 nm. Substituting L and σa in Eq. 2.78, we obtain
Nt
∼= 8× 1025 m−3 for the concentration of Yb3+.

This value has been used in the modeling of the SC and DC Yb:fibers used. In the
modeling, it is also assumed that the Yb3+ concentration in the fiber core is uniform both
radially and along the fiber core.
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Figure 2.10: The fiber core of the Yb:fiber and the propagating fields of the pump laser,
seed signal, and ASE.

2.18 Modeling of the two-color ultrafast YDFA sys-

tem

In this thesis, for modeling the two-color ultrafast YDFA system, Eqs. 2.52, 2.58, 2.59,
and 2.67 have been solved numerically. These equations have also been used for modeling
a dual-wavelength, ultrafast double-clad YDFA system [40], heat dissipation in high power
Yb:fiber amplifiers [33,34], and Yb:fiber lasers [95].

These equations are coupled in a way that there are many coupled electronic oscillators
(Yb+3 ions) along the Yb:fiber core. Each oscillator with its own natural frequency has
a chance to be excited with a wide range of frequencies with different amplitudes from
the two-color seed signal, ASE and pump lasers. Therefore, these equations need to be
solved for all fields in each segment of the fiber core simultaneously. In modeling, we are
seeking a set of numerical solutions to these equations in the steady state. In the steady
state, the upper state population density and the power of each propagating field do not
change with time in each segment of the Yb:fiber core. In programing, this means that
an adequate number of iterations should be performed between the propagation equations
and the population equations in each segment of the fiber until the numerical solutions to
the equations are stabilized with a well defined accuracy.

Fig. 2.10 shows the fiber core of the Yb:fiber and the propagating fields. The Yb:fiber
can be of the sort of single clad (SC) or double clad (DC). In this figure, as a general case,
the Yb:fiber is pumped from both ends. In the pumping process, the pump lasers deliver
energy to ytterbium ions. A fraction of the pump power may exit from the opposite side.
This depends on the fiber length, pump power, dopant density, and fiber type (SC or DC).

From this figure, a two-color seed signal propagates from the input side toward the
output side. A fraction of the absorbed pump power is transfered to the propagating seed
signal. The seed signal achieves more gain as it travels further in the Yb:fiber core if it sees
a positive gain. Unfortunately, some of the pump power is wasted with the generation of
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the ASE in both forward and backward directions. The ASE is initiated from a zero-field
parasitic spontaneous emission photons from the beginning of the Yb:fiber and is amplified
as it travels further in the pumped fiber core (see section 2.16.4). The forward-traveling
ASE+ and the backward traveling ASE− are generated in both one-sided and two-sided
pumping schemes. The problem is that the ASE competes with the seed signal. This is
because of gain competition in Yb:fibers due to the homogeneously broadened gain profile
of the Yb:fiber [9]. The outcome of this competition depends on a number of factors such
as fiber length, wavelengths of the two-colors seed signal, and input power of the two-color
seed signal. One of the major goals in the modeling has been to find the optimum condition
of the two-color YDFA system with a reduced ASE power.

Fig. 2.11 shows the Yb:fiber divided into n segments of equal length δz used in the
modeling. The population density and the power of each field are functions of distance and
time. In order to find all of these time-distance-dependent functions in the fiber core, we
let the fields propagate from the fiber ends. To achieve the steady state in all segments,
one may find the steady state in each segment before letting the fields enter into the

Figure 2.11: The Yb:fiber divided into equidistant segments used in the modeling.

next segment. The major problem with this method is the large number of mathematical
operations for long fibers. In a more time-effective method that will be called stable output
power (SOP), we let the fields propagate to the fiber end. The output from each segment
of the fiber is an input to the next segment of the Yb:fiber core. Then, the power of each
propagating field and the upper state population density are found in each segment of
the Yb:fiber core. The iteration between the propagation and population equations are
performed until the state of SOP is achieved in the last segment of the Yb:fiber core with a
meaningful stability. For example for a 10 mW output power, 0.05 % stability is equivalent
to 5 µW which is a reasonable approximation in order to compare the modeling results with
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Figure 2.12: Variation of the number of iterations as a function of Yb:fiber length to achieve
0.05 % stability in the output power. Note, the unit for the fiber length in the main frame
is meter and in the inset graph is centimeter.

measurements using standard laser power meters. Upon achieving the specified stability,
calculations are terminated. In this thesis, I have devised and used this method.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the SOP method, Fig. 2.12 shows the simulation result
to the number of iterations as a function of fiber length after the amplified output power has
been stabilized by 0.05 %. In the simulation, the fiber has been a SC Yb:fiber pumped from
both ends with 45 mW at 975 nm and seeded with a 4-mW two-color spectrum centered at
1035 nm and 1105 nm. The fiber has been divided into 1-mm-long segments and the output
power is calculated after each 2 µs time increment. As can be seen, the number of iterations
grows up with the fiber length and more importantly it does not change very much above
4 m. The flat area confirms that the SOP is a time efficient method for modeling the long
Yb:fibers. The inset graph is a close-up graph for the fiber lengths up to 5 cm. From this
graph, the number of iterations for a 1-cm-long Yb:fiber is 20. That means, it would be
needed, more or less, 20,000 iterations between the propagation and population equations
for a 10-m-long fiber if in the programming the steady state was calculated from segment
to segment at each 1-cm length increment. However, from the SOP method shown in the
main frame of Fig. 2.12, the number of iterations for a 10-cm-long fiber is only 900.
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2.18.1 The systematic approach in the programming

In this thesis, the Yb:fiber core is divided into 1-mm-long equidistant segments [40] to
obtain the output at each 1-cm length increment. From Fig. 2.11, it becomes obvious that
in the segmented fiber, the local upper state population density and the local field powers
can be grouped into appropriate matrix forms. This has facilitated the programming.

For the n-segment Yb:fiber, the upper state population density is expressed in terms
of an n-element array N (z, t) such as

N (z, t) = [N(0, t), N(δz, t), · · · , N((n− 2)δz, t), N((n− 1)δz, t)] . (2.79)

The power spectra of the pump laser, seed signal, and ASE are divided into i, j, and
k channels respectively whereas to each channel is assigned a wavelength. Accordingly, we
will write the n-element-array forward-traveling pump power Pp+i (z, t) at wavelength λi

Pp+i (z, t) =
[
P p+
i (0, t), P p+

i (δz, t), · · · , P p+
i ((n− 2)δz, t), P p+

i ((n− 1)δz, t)
]
, (2.80)

the n-element-array backward-traveling pump power Pp−i (z, t) at wavelength λi

Pp−i (z, t) =
[
P p−
i (0, t), P p−

i (δz, t), · · · , P p−
i ((n− 2)δz, t), P p−

i ((n− 1)δz, t)
]
, (2.81)

the n-element-array seed power Psj (z, t) at wavelength λj

Psj (z, t) =
[
P s
j (0, t), P s

j (δz, t), · · · , P s
j ((n− 2)δz, t), P s

j ((n− 1)δz, t)
]
, (2.82)

the n-element-array forward-traveling ASE power PASE+
k (z, t) at wavelength λk

PASE+
k (z, t) =

[
PASE+
k (0, t), PASE+

k (δz, t), · · · , PASE+
k ((n− 2)δz, t), PASE+

k ((n− 1)δz, t)
]
,

(2.83)

and the n-element-array backward-traveling ASE power PASE−k (z, t) at wavelength λk
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PASE−k (z, t) =
[
PASE−
k (0, t), PASE−

k (δz, t), · · · , PASE−
k ((n− 2)δz, t), PASE−

k ((n− 1)δz, t)
]
.

(2.84)

By defining five wavelength-dependent variables, the matrix forms of the population
Eq. 2.52 and the propagation Eqs. 2.58, 2.59, and 2.67 can be written in a more compact
size. For the population equation, the two variables ζ and η are given by

ζ = − λΓ

Ahc
(σe + σa), (2.85)

η =
λΓ

Ahc
σa, (2.86)

and for the propagation equations, the three variables κ, µ, and ξ are given by

κ = Γ(σe + σa), (2.87)

µ = −(Γσa + α/Nt), (2.88)

ξ = σe
2hc2∆λ

λ3
, (2.89)

where ξ is used only in the ASE propagation equation. Substituting ζ and η from Eqs.
2.85 and 2.86 into Eq. 2.52 , we obtain

dN2

dt
= −N2

τ
+

[
Pump∑
i

(ζpiN2 + ηpiNt)(uP
p+
i + vP p−

i )

]
(2.90)

+

[
Seed∑
j

(ζsjN2 + ηsjNt)P
s
j

]

+

[
ASE∑
k

(ζASEk N2 + ηASEk Nt)(P
ASE+
k + PASE−

k )

]
,

and by substituting κ, µ, and ξ into Eqs. 2.58, 2.59, and 2.67, we obtain

± dP p±
i

dz
= (κpiN2 + µpiNt)P

p±
i , (2.91)

dP s
j

dz
= (κsjN2 + µsjNt)P

s
j , (2.92)
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± dPASE±
k

dz
= (κASEk N2 + µASEk Nt)P

ASE±
k + ξkN2. (2.93)

Eqs. 2.90 to 2.93 constitute a system of coupled differential equations. In this thesis,
the finite-difference method up to the first order Taylor’s expansion is used to solve each
differential equation. For example, for a differential equation given by

dP

dz
= f(z, P,N), (2.94)

where both P and N are functions of z, the value of P at the point zn+1 is approximated
by

Pn+1 = Pn + f(zn, Pn, Nn) ∆z, (2.95)

where ∆z = zn+1 − zn.

Applying Eq. 2.95 to the differential equation 2.91, we obtain a system of coupled
nonlinear equations for the forward-propagating pump laser at the pump wavelength λi

P p+
i (δz, t) = P p+

i (0, t) + δz(κpiN2(0, t) + µpiNt)P
p+
i (0, t)

P p+
i (2δz, t) = P p+

i (δz, t) + δz(κpiN2(δz, t) + µpiNt)P
p+
i (δz, t)

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·

P p+
i ((n− 1)δz, t) = P p+

i ((n− 2)δz, t) + δz(κpiN2((n− 2)δz, t) + µpiNt)P
p+
i ((n− 2)δz, t)

P p+
i,out(L

+, t) = P p+
i ((n− 1)δz, t) + δz(κpiN2((n− 1)δz, t) + µpiNt)P

p+
i ((n− 1)δz, t).

(2.96)

Note that, P p+
i (0, t) is the forward input pump power. This system of equations is

solved from top to bottom in a manner that the input power to each equation is the
output power from the previous equation. For the first equation, the input power is the
amount of pump power injected into the Yb:fiber core at the wavelength λi. The upper
state population density at each segment of the fiber is different from each other and it is
derived from the population equation. However, it is zero at all segments of the fiber in
the beginning of running the iteration between the propagation and population equations.
The solution P p+

i,out(L
+, t) to the last equation is the output power from the fiber. In

the programming, the number of system of equations given by Eq. 2.95 is equal to the
number of assigned pump wavelengths. After solving for m number of pump wavelengths,
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a pump-power matrix for the forward-propagating pump laser is obtained
P p+

1 (0, t) P p+
1 (δz, t) · · · P p+

1 ((n− 1)δz, t) P p+
1,out(L

+, t)

P p+
2 (0, t) P p+

2 (δz, t) · · · P p+
2 ((n− 1)δz, t) P p+

2,out(L
+, t)

· · ·
· · ·

P p+
m (0, t) P p+

m (δz, t) · · · P p+
m ((n− 1)δz, t) P p+

m,out(L
+, t)

 . (2.97)

For the backward-propagating pump laser, the system of coupled nonlinear equations
starts from the last segment of the fiber. For this, the transpose array of the population
density array N (z, t) is derived such that

N T (z, t) = [N((n− 1)δz, t), N((n− 2)δz, t), · · · , N(δz, t), N(0, t)] . (2.98)

The N T (z, t) array is fed into the propagation equation for the backward-propagating
pump laser. Applying Eq. 2.95 to the differential equation 2.91, the system of coupled
nonlinear equations for the backward-propagating pump laser at the pump wavelength λi
is given by

P p−
i ((n− 2)δz, t) = P p−

i ((n− 1)δz, t) + δz(κpiN2((n− 1)δz, t) + µpiNt)P
p−
i ((n− 1)δz, t)

P p−
i ((n− 3)δz, t) = P p−

i ((n− 2)δz, t) + δz(κpiN2((n− 2)δz, t) + µpiNt)P
p−
i ((n− 2)δz, t)

· · ·
· · ·

P p−
i (0, t) = P p−

i (δz, t) + δz(κpiN2(δz, t) + µpiNt)P
p−
i (δz, t)

P p−
i,out(L

−, t) = P p−
i (0, t) + δz(κpiN2(0, t) + µpiNt)P

p−
i (0, t),

,

(2.99)
where P p−

i ((n − 1)δz, t) is the backward input pump power and P p−
i,out(L

−, t) is the out-
put power from the seed side. Accordingly, the pump-power matrix for the backward-
propagating pump laser of an m-wavelength channel pump laser is given by

P p−
1 (0, t) P p−

1 (δz, t) · · · P p−
1 ((n− 1)δz, t) P p−

1,out(L
−, t)

P p−
2 (0, t) P p−

2 (δz, t) · · · P p−
2 ((n− 1)δz, t) P p−

2,out(L
−, t)

· · ·
· · ·

P p−
m (0, t) P p−

m (δz, t) · · · P p−
m ((n− 1)δz, t) P p−

m,out(L
−, t)

 . (2.100)

Similarly, a system of coupled nonlinear equations for the two-color seed at the seed
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wavelength λj is given by

P s
j (δz, t) = P s

j (0, t) + δz(κsjN2(0, t) + µsjNt)P
s
i (0, t)

P s
j (2δz, t) = P s

j (δz, t) + δz(κsjN2(δz, t) + µsjNt)P
s
j (δz, t)

· · ·
· · ·

P s
j ((n− 1)δz, t) = P s

j ((n− 2)δz, t) + δz(κsjN2((n− 2)δz, t) + µsjNt)P
s
j ((n− 2)δz, t)

P s
j,out(L

+, t) = P s
j ((n− 1)δz, t) + δz(κsjN2((n− 1)δz, t) + µsjNt)P

s
j ((n− 1)δz, t),

(2.101)
and the seed-power matrix consisting of n wavelengths is given by

P s
1 (0, t) P s

1 (δz, t) · · · P s
1 ((n− 1)δz, t) P s

1,out(L
+, t)

P s
2 (0, t) P s

2 (δz, t) · · · P s
2 ((n− 1)δz, t) P s

2,out(L
+, t)

· · ·
· · ·

P s
n(0, t) P s

n(δz, t) · · · P s
n((n− 1)δz, t) P s

n,out(L
+, t)

 . (2.102)

The system of coupled nonlinear equations for the propagation of the ASE is obtained
by adding the zero-field ASE term ξN2 in the propagation equations given previously. For
the forward-propagating ASE field, the system of coupled propagation equations at the
ASE wavelength λk is given by



PASE+
k (δz, t) = PASE+

k (0, t) + δz[(κASEk N2(0, t) + µASEk Nt)P
ASE+
k (0, t) + ξkN2(0, t)]

PASE+
k (2δz, t) = PASE+

k (δz, t) + δz[(κASEk N2(δz, t) + µASEk Nt)P
ASE+
k (δz, t) + ξkN2(δz, t)]

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·

PASE+
k ((n− 1)δz, t) = PASE+

k ((n− 2)δz, t) + δz[(κASEk N2((n− 2)δz, t) + µASEk Nt)

×PASE+
k ((n− 2)δz, t) + ξkN2((n− 2)δz, t)]

PASE+
k,out (L+, t) = PASE+

k ((n− 1)δz, t) + δz[(κASEk N2((n− 1)δz, t) + µASEk Nt)

×PASE+
k ((n− 1)δz, t) + ξkN2((n− 1)δz, t)].

(2.103)

From these equations, in the first run of the iteration, the ASE power at all wavelengths
and in all segments of the Yb:fiber is zero because N2(z, 0) is zero at time zero in all
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segments of the fiber. However, in the second run where N2 is not zero, the ASE starts
building up from the zero-field ASE term in the first equation of 2.103. The ASE-power
matrix for the forward-traveling ASE field consisting of l wavelengths is given by



PASE+
1 (0, t) PASE+

1 (δz, t) · · · PASE+
1 ((n− 1)δz, t) PASE+

1,out (L+, t)

PASE+
2 (0, t) PASE+

2 (δz, t) · · · PASE+
2 ((n− 1)δz, t) PASE+

2,out (L+, t)
· · ·
· · ·

PASE+
l (0, t) PASE+

l (δz, t) · · · PASE+
l ((n− 1)δz, t) PASE+

l,out (L+, t)


. (2.104)

For the backward-propagating ASE field, the transpose array N T (z, t) is fed into the
propagation equation 2.93, thereby, the system of coupled propagation equations at the
ASE wavelength λk is given by

PASE−
k ((n− 2)δz, t) = PASE−

k ((n− 1)δz, t) + δz(κASEk N2((n− 1)δz, t) + µASEk Nt)

×PASE+
k ((n− 1)δz, t) + ξkN2((n− 1)δz, t)

PASE−
k ((n− 3)δz, t) = PASE−

k ((n− 2)δz, t) + δz(κASEk N2((n− 2)δz, t) + µASEk Nt)

×PASE+
k ((n− 2)δz, t) + ξkN2((n− 2)δz, t)

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·

PASE−
k (0, t) = PASE−

k (δz, t) + δz(κASEk N2(δz, t) + µASEk Nt)P
ASE−
k (δz, t) + ξkN2(δz, t)

PASE−
k,out (L−, t) = PASE−

k (0, t) + δz(κASEk N2(0, t) + µASEk Nt)P
ASE−
k (0, t) + ξkN2((0, t)

(2.105)

The ASE power matrix for the backward-propagating ASE field consisting of l wave-
lengths is given by
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PASE−
1 (0, t) PASE−

1 (δz, t) · · · PASE−
1 ((n− 1)δz, t) PASE−

1,out (L−, t)

PASE−
2 (0, t) PASE−

2 (δz, t) · · · PASE−
2 ((n− 1)δz, t) PASE−

2,out (L−, t)
· · ·
· · ·

PASE−
l (0, t) PASE−

l (δz, t) · · · PASE−
l ((n− 1)δz, t) PASE−

l,out (L−, t)


. (2.106)

After finding the distribution of power of each propagating field in the Yb:fiber core,
the population equation given by Eq. 2.90 is solved by the use of power matrices given by
Eqs. 2.97, 2.100, 2.102, 2.104, and 2.106. For this, the population equation is written for
each segment of the fiber by invoking the corresponding column of the power matrices and
the corresponding element of the population array 2.79. Using the finite-difference method
given by Eq. 2.95, the population equation in the matrix form is given by

N2(0, (t+ δt))
N2(δz, (t+ δt))

·
N2((n− 2)δz, (t+ δt))
N2((n− 1)δz, (t+ δt))

 =


N2(0, t)
N2(δz, t)
·

N2((n− 2)δz, t)
N2((n− 1)δz, t)

− δtτ


N2(0, t)
N2(δz, t)
·

N2((n− 2)δz, t)
N2((n− 1)δz, t)

 (2.107)

+δt


∑Pump

i (ζpiN2(0, t) + ηpiNt)(uP
p+
i (0, t) + vP p−

i (0, t))∑Pump
i (ζpiN2(δz, t) + ηpiNt)(uP

p+
i (δz, t) + vP p−

i (δz, t))
·∑Pump

i (ζpiN2((n− 2)δz, t) + ηpiNt)(uP
p+
i ((n− 2)δz, t) + vP p−

i ((n− 2)δz, t))∑Pump
i (ζpiN2((n− 1)δz, t) + ηpiNt)(uP

p+
i ((n− 1)δz, t) + vP p−

i ((n− 1)δz, t))



+δt


∑Seed

i (ζsiN2(0, t) + ηsiNt)P
s
i (0, t)∑Seed

i (ζsiN2(δz, t) + ηsiNt)P
s
i (δz, t)

·∑Seed
i (ζsiN2((n− 2)δz, t) + ηsiNt)P

s
i ((n− 2)δz, t)∑Seed

i (ζsiN2((n− 1)δz, t) + ηsiNt)P
s
i ((n− 1)δz, t)
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+δt


∑ASE

i (ζASEi N2(0, t) + ηASEi Nt)(P
ASE+
i (0, t) + PASE−

i (0, t))∑ASE
i (ζASEi N2(δz, t) + ηASEi Nt)(P

ASE+
i (δz, t) + PASE−

i (δz, t))
·∑ASE

i (ζASEi N2((n− 2)δz, t) + ηASEi Nt)(P
ASE+
i ((n− 2)δz, t) + PASE−

i ((n− 2)δz, t))∑ASE
i (ζASEi N2((n− 1)δz, t) + ηASEi Nt)(P

ASE+
i ((n− 1)δz, t) + PASE−

i ((n− 1)δz, t))


The population array obtained from the left side of the matrix equation 2.107 is updated

in the program using the power matrices of the propagating fields in the fiber core and
taking δt = 2 µs and τ = 0.8 ms. The new population array is substituted in Eqs. 2.96,
2.99, 2.101, 2.103, and 2.105 to obtain new power matrices of the propagating fields in
the Yb:fiber core. This routine continues until the SOP condition is satisfied. From the
simulation results, a reasonably SOP has been achieved when the variation of the output
power is less than 0.05%.

2.19 The LabVIEW program

In this thesis, I have created a LabVIEW program to simulate the amplification of high-
repetition-rate two-color laser pulses in the YDFA based on the modeled equations pre-
sented in section 2.18.1. LabVIEW is more importantly popular for its versatile data ac-
quisition tools to communicate with a wide collection of digital equipment for monitoring,
signal processing, as well as controlling purposes. In this thesis, however, other potential
benefits of LabVIEW such as graphical programming and visualization have been found
very useful. Therefore, the main effort has been concentrated on the mathematical model
and algorithm.

Fig. 2.13 shows the flowchart of the LabVIEW program. In the ‘Modeling Mode’ block,
one of the two operating modes can be selected: 1) fiber length variation and 2) pump
power variation. In the fiber length variation mode, the power spectra of the propagating
fields are calculated as a function of fiber length while the input pump powers are constant.
In the pump power variation mode, the power spectra are calculated as a function of pump
power while the fiber length is constant.

The next block in the flow chart is the ‘Two-color Seed, Pump Laser, ASE ’ block.
Although pump, seed and ASE fields have continuous spectrum, in order to solve the rate
equations numerically each field is divided into channels with a corresponding wavelength.
For this, the input power spectra are created as two-dimensional (2D) arrays consisting
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Figure 2.13: The flowchart of the computer program for the Yb:fiber simulation.
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of wavelengths in the first column and the attributed powers in the second column. The
input 2D arrays are prepared in the *.txt file format and are called into the program.
Ideally, the input power spectrum of the two-color seed and the pump lasers are prepared
from measured power spectra, otherwise, the 2D arrays are built from arbitrary powers at
specified wavelengths. The input two-color seed and pump power spectra are plotted once
the programs gets started.

The input power spectrum of the ASE is generated by a subroutine in the program
after taking input values from user. For this, the input power spectrum of the ASE is
constructed by the minimum ASE wavelength, the maximum ASE wavelength and the
bandwidth of the channels. In total, there are five 2D-array power spectra of the sort
P p+
λ (0, 0), P p−

λ (L, 0), P s
λ(0, 0), PASE+

λ (0, 0), PASE−
λ (L, 0) where in the parentheses, the

first number is the distance z and the second number is the time t. In the flowchart, the
red, blue, and magenta colors are assigned to show the 2D arrays of the pump power,
two-color seed, and ASE power spectra respectively.

The next block is the ‘Calibration’ block. In this part of the program a created Cal-
ibration subroutine is called into the program to determine the emission and absorption
values at the wavelengths of the pump laser, two-color seed, and ASE. For this, 2D arrays
of σe(λ) and σa(λ) containing the cross section values for wavelengths from 850 nm to 1140
nm with a 0.1 nm resolution are called into the subroutine. σe(λ) and σa(λ) are displayed
in Fig. 2.6. The Calibration subroutine extracts the σe(λ) and σa(λ) values for the 2D
arrays of the pump laser, two-color seed, and ASE by looking up the wavelengths in the
2D arrays of σe(λ) and σa(λ). In the output of the calibration block, new 2D arrays of
σe(λ) and σa(λ) are constructed for each propagating field. The new 2D arrays are shown
with the grey line for the σe(λ) and the green line for the σa(λ).

Other values given to the program are the confinement factors: Γp, Γs, ΓASE, the dopant
density Nt, the effective core area A, florescence life time τ , background absorption α, and
time increment δt. The fiber segment δz has been preset to 1 mm in the program. In the
length variation mode, the initial fiber length, final fiber length and fiber length increment
are input values to the program. In the pump power variation mode, a subroutine is
used to construct a Gaussian profile of the pump power as a function of wavelength. In
this mode, three input values are given to the program to construct the Gaussian profile:
central pump wavelength, bandwidth, and channel bandwidth and three other parameters
are given to control the change of power: initial pump power, final pump power, and pump
power increment.

A 1D array N (z, t) is constructed to store the upper state population density at each
segment of the Yb:fiber. The N (z, t) array is zero in the beginning but it changes after
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each iteration. The array dimension of N (z, t) increases as the fiber length increases.

In the ‘Propagation Equation’ block, Eqs. 2.96, 2.99, 2.101, 2.103, and 2.105 are solved
for each wavelength of the propagating pump, seed, and ASE fields. The output of this
block is the power matrices given by Eqs. 2.97, 2.100, 2.102, 2.104, and 2.106. These power
matrices are input to the ‘Population Equation’ block where Eq. 2.107 is used to derive
the upper state population density N (z, t) array.

In the ‘Total Seed Power ’ decision making block, the total output power of the seed
signal is calculated by summing all elements in the last column of the seed-power matrix
from Eq. 2.102. If its current value shows a variation by more than 0.05% compared to the
previous value then the loop will start over again from the ‘Propagation Equation’ block.
Otherwise, all quantities shown in the flowchart will be stored in local variables and then
plotted.

In the last decision making block, i.e. the ‘Final Fiber Length or Final Pump Power ’
block, the final fiber length (or the final pump power) is checked. If the current value is
less than the input value, a move is carried out in the amount of fiber length increment
(or pump power increment) and the program will start from the beginning. Otherwise, all
plots are saved in the *.txt file format and the program will stop.

2.20 Conclusion

Two-color ultrafast laser systems with two synchronized output pulses are useful for exam-
ple in pump-probe ultrafast spectroscopy and optical frequency combs generation. More,
when the wavelengths of the two-color laser pulses are sufficiently far apart, they can be
difference frequency mixed to generate short-pulse MIR radiation.

Yb:fiber amplifier offers 1- a gain bandwidth as broad as 210 nm when pumped at
the wavelength 975 nm and 2- a high output average power. These properties are the
most important reasons for using YDFA in the development of tunable two-color ultrafast
system in this thesis.

Amplification of a two-color spectrum with the two colors separated as broad as the
210-nm gain spectrum in the watt-level from two-color ultrafast YDFA is a challenging
task because of gain competition between the two colors and the amplified spontaneous
emission. The gain competition becomes dramatic for the long wavelength side because of
its very low emission cross section. A wavelength separation as large as 67 nm has been
achieved between two amplified pulses from a two-color ultrafast YDFA system while the
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average power on the long wavelength has been 20 mW [39]. As will be demonstrated in
this thesis, a more carefully designed two-color Yb:fiber amplifier system will result in a
larger wavelength separation (71 nm) between the two colors with a higher average power
(more than 100 mW) on the long-wavelength pulses.

Considering the gain bandwidth, Ti:sapphire is a main competitor to the YDFA to
be used in the two-color ultrafast laser systems. The broad gain bandwidth (670-1070
nm) of Ti:sapphire crystal has resulted in synchronized two-color pulses with a wavelength
separation up to 120 nm [53]. Apart from its bulkiness and high cost, Ti:sapphire laser
system is limited to a watt-level output average power at room temperature mainly due to
Kerr lensing problem that occurs when it is pumped with high power lasers. Although this
problem is resolved by cooling Ti:sapphire crystal, one has to use a cumbersome cryogenic
system to obtain several ten-watt average power. In comparison, YDFA as a laser amplifier
has a narrower gain bandwidth but it is superior in terms of average power. An astonishing
average power of 830-W has been achieved from ultrafast YDFA systems with 640-fs, 78-
MHz, 1042-nm output laser pulses [24].

Mid-infrared ultrafast laser sources that can be tuned over a large portion of spectrum
of the molecular fingerprint (2.5-25 µm) are few. It is especially challenging to generate
the long MIR wavelengths directly from solid-state laser gain media because most optical
materials are opaque to these wavelengths. Alternatively, for the generation of tunable
short-pulse MIR radiation up to the long-wavelength side, applying the difference frequency
generation technique has resulted in: a maximum tunability range of 10-20 µm with a
maximum average power of 300 µW from two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser systems [52]
and a maximum tunability range of 5.2-18 µm with a maximum average power of ∼ 100
µW from ultrafast optical parametric oscillator systems [65]. On the other hand, from
mixing the output of two-color ultrafast YDFA systems, an average power of 400 µW
on the short-pulse MIR radiation at the wavelength 17.5 µ has been reported [39] which
is noticeably higher than that from the reported results from Ti:sapphire systems and
OPO+DFG systems cited above. More, the average power of the two-color YDFA systems
can be increased conveniently by incorporating high-power YDFAs in these systems to
scale up the MIR power. Other techniques such as optical parametric generation and
optical parametric amplification, are two competitors to the DFG-based short-pulse MIR
generation. Optical parametric generation offers a tunability range for the MIR pulses as
broad as DFG technique, however, the MIR output power is lower because of the absence
of the input signal pulses. From the OPA technique, the tunability range for the MIR
pulses is not as broad as the DFG technique due to the spectral bandwidth of the optical
elements.

Currently, quantum cascade lasers are the state-of-art MIR laser sources. At the present
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time, the tunability range of a single MIR QCL is not as abroad as that achieved from
nonlinear frequency down conversion processes such as DFG. More, mode-locked MIR
QCLs are not abundant mainly because of the fast gain recovery time. The generation
of widely tunable short-pulse MIR radiation from DFG technique such as that presented
in this thesis remains as a persistent technological solution for the applications such as
ultrafast MIR spectroscopy.

In this chapter, a systematic approach was provided to model amplification of two-
color ultrafast laser pulses in YDFA. The modeling is based on cw rate and propagation
equations from existing laser theory. Also, McCumber theory was successfully used to
extrapolate the experimental emission and absorption cross sections of ytterbium ions in
the YDFA of Ref. [13] to be used in modeling. In the modeling, two types of Yb:fibers
of the sort of single-clad and double-clad were considered differing in mode confinement
factor for the pump lasers to the fiber core of the YDFAs. A LabVIEW program that has
been created for this research was described in that the modeled equations are solved for
digitized spectra of the two-color, pump laser, and the ASE fields. The program has a
main task to calculate the power at each wavelength for each 1-mm-long segment of the
YDFAs.
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Chapter 3

Results of the modeling

This chapter is based on the following publications:

1. M. Hajialamdari, A. M. Alkadry, and D. Strickland. Modeling of a two-color,
two-stage, ultafast Yb-doped fiber amplifier. Opt. Commun., 284, 2843, 2011.

2. M. Hajialamdari and D. Strickland. Tunable mid-infrared source from an ultrafast
two-color Yb:fiber chirped-pulse amplifier. Opt. Lett., 37, 3570, 2012.

3.1 Introduction

This chapter includes the results of modeling to the amplification of a two-color seed signal
in a two-stage two-color Yb:fiber amplifier system. The first amplifier stage consists of a
single-clad single-mode Yb:fiber as of preamplifier and the second amplifier stage consists of
a double-clad single-mode Yb:fiber as of main amplifier. For the modeling results presented
in this chapter, I have used the LabVIEW simulation program for the complicated case of
considering digitized spectra for the two-color seed signal, the pump laser, and the ASE. In
Appendix B, I have also presented an analytical approach to obtain the saturation power
of the seed signal in both single-clad and double-clad Yb:fiber amplifiers pumped at 975
nm considering a simple case that the pump and signal fields are single wavelength laser
sources and there is no ASE. The seed saturation power from the analytical approach is
used as a target value for the input two-color seed power to the main amplifier.
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3.2 The preamplifier and main amplifier setup

Before presenting the modeling results, I explain the experimental setup of the preampli-
fier and main amplifier that have been modeled. Fig. 3.1 depicts the schematic of the
experimental setup of the preamplifier stage. The preamplifier is a single-clad single-mode
Yb:fiber amplifier. It is pumped from both ends by 975-nm laser diodes. There are four
dichroic mirrors DM1 which are highly reflective at 975 nm and highly transmissive for
wavelengths above 1030 nm. There are also two dichroic mirrors DM2 which are highly
transmissive at 975 and highly reflective for wavelengths above 1030 nm. The laser diodes
are collimated by the 10X microscope objective lenses. On the left hand side of the figure,
after the DM2 mirror, the pump laser and a two-color seed signal are colinear and then
focused into the fiber core by a 20X microscope objective lens. On the right hand side
of the figure, the amplified seed signal is collimated by the 10X objective lens and then
directed out of the amplifier setup by the DM2 mirror.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the preamplifier stage.

The schematic of the experimental setup of the main amplifier is illustrated in Fig.
3.2. The main amplifier is a polarization maintaining double-clad single-mode Yb:fiber
amplifier. It is counter-pumped by a 975-nm multimode laser diode at 6 W. The pump
laser is collimated by the first 10X microscope objective lens and focused into the first
cladding by the second 10X microscope objective lens. The two-color seed signal, output
from the preamplifier stage, is injected into the fiber core using a 20X microscope objective
lens.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the main amplifier stage.

3.3 Results of modeling of the preamplifier

In this section, I will present the modeling results on the two-color single-clad Yb:fiber as a
preamplifier using the LabVIEW program. The key fiber parameters used in the modeling
were given in Table 2.1. Furthermore, the fiber is divided into 1-mm-long segments [40],
the time increment δt between iterations is 2 µs, the effective spontaneous emission time τ
is 0.8 ms, the background absorption α of the fiber is 0.009 m−1 [40], the spectral range of
the two color seed signal is within 1020 - 1115 nm, the spectral range of the ASE is from
1000 nm to 1130 nm, and the ASE spectrum is divided into 1-nm-bandwidth channels.
The modeling is based on using single-mode 975-nm laser diodes with output powers of
150 mW and 500 mW. The modeling results on the 150-mW and 500-mW laser diodes will
be presented in subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively.

3.3.1 Pumping by 150 mW laser diodes

We consider a single-clad Yb:fiber pumped from both ends by 975-nm, 150-mW laser
diodes. The coupling efficiency of the pump lasers to the fiber is ∼ 30%, from experimental
measurements, reducing the launched pump power to 45 mW for each laser diode. The
coupling efficiency was low because of poor quality focusing lenses. Fig. 3.3(a) illustrates a
4-mW flat-top two-color seed spectrum centered at 1032:1108 nm. Each color has a 15-nm
bandwidth and a 2-mW power. Fig. 3.3(b) illustrates the amplified seed spectrum from
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Figure 3.3: (a) The 4-mW flat-top two-color seed signal and (b) amplified seed spectrum
from the single-clad YDFA pumped by 150-mW, 975-nm laser diodes from both ends.

fiber lengths 0.2, 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, and 4 m. As can be seen, the short-wavelength color (will
be called blue color) experiences gain narrowing as the fiber length increases from 0.2 m
to 4 m. The short-wavelength side of the blue color is amplified in the beginning of the
fiber, however, as the fiber length increases due to a high absorption cross section it is
absorbed. Therefore, the gain is pulled toward the gain center. Eventually, the amplified
blue color is almost absorbed from a 4-m fiber and the absorbed power is delivered to
the long-wavelength color. From this figure, the long-wavelength color (will be called red
color) is amplified as the fiber length increases from 0.2 m to 4 m and it experiences the
gain pulling toward the gain center. The red color bandwidth decreases as the fiber length
increases, however, the gain narrowing effect is dramatic for the blue color.

Fig. 3.4(a) depicts the pump transmission as a function of fiber length. As can be
seen, the co-propagating and counter-propagating pump lasers are completely absorbed
after traveling 40 cm in the fiber core. Fig. 3.4(b) depicts the amplified seed power at
the wavelengths 1035 nm and 1105 nm as a function of fiber length. From this figure,
the 1035-nm signal power increases to a maximum power of 3.6 mW from amplification
in a 40-cm Yb:fiber and thereafter it decreases as the fiber length increases because of
the absence of pump power. Also from this figure, the 1105-nm signal power increases
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Figure 3.4: Variations of (a) the power of pump lasers (b) the power of the 1035-nm and
1105-nm amplified signals (c) the product of the power of the blue and red colors (d) the
power of the blue and red colors as a function of fiber length from the single-clad Yb:fiber
amplifier with launched pump power of 45-mW from each end.

monotonically to a maximum power of 1.5 mW. Fig. 3.4(d) depicts the total power at
each color as a function of fiber length. From this figure, the power of the blue color is 57
mW from a 20-cm-long Yb:fiber and then it decreases as the fiber length increases. The
power of the red color is 4.7 mW from a 20-cm-long Yb:fiber and it increases as the fiber
length increases. Also from this figure, the blue color and red colors are amplified to the
same power of 14.7 mW from a 2.8-m-long Yb:fiber. Fig. 3.4(c) depicts the product of the
powers of the two colors, i.e. P1P2, as a function of fiber length. From this figure, P1P2

is maximized from a 1.4-m-long Yb:fiber. The 1.4-m-long Yb:fiber could be useful for the
DFG-based MIR generation because the MIR power scales up with the P1P2.

Fig. 3.5(a) illustrates the forward-traveling ASE in the direction of the seed signal.
From this figure, as the fiber length increases the ASE is gain pulled toward the gain
center and it is intensified (note the increased FWHM of the spectrum). The backward-
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Figure 3.5: Variations of the (a) forward-traveling and (b) backward-traveling ASE spectra
for different Yb:fiber lengths from the single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped by 150-mW
laser diodes from both ends.

traveling ASE is shown in Fig. 3.5(b). From this figure, as the fiber length increases, the
generated ASE is intensified on the short wavelength-side of the spectrum. This is because
of high pump power in the beginning of the fiber as well as high emission cross section for
the short wavelengths resulting to a high gain value at left shoulder of the ASE spectrum.

Fig. 3.6(a) shows the variations of the total amplified power of the two-color spectrum
as a function of fiber length. From this figure, the total power decreases almost linearly
from 60 mW to 30 mW and then it exponentially decreases very slowly. This behavior
is a result from the net behavior of the blue and red colors shown in Fig. 3.4(d). From
Fig. 3.6(b), the total ASE power increases to ∼ 0.7 mW from a 4-m-long Yb:fiber. From
this figure, from a 2.8-m-long Yb:fiber, the total generated ASE is 2% of the amplified
two-color signal.
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Figure 3.6: Variations of the total (a) amplified power of the two-color seed spectrum and
(b) ASE power as a function of fiber length from the single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped
by 150-mW laser diodes from both ends.

In order to model the preamplifier under real conditions, an experimental two-color seed
spectrum has been used instead of the flat-top two-color spectrum. Fig. 3.7(a) depicts a 3-
mW experimental seed signal with 1:1 peak power at wavelengths of 1035 nm and 1105 nm
used in the numerical simulations of the preamplifier fiber. From this figure, the short and
long wavelength spectra extend from 1020 nm to 1042 nm and from 1101 nm to 1118 nm
respectively. Fig. 3.7(b) depicts the preamplified power spectra obtained from simulation
(red line) and experiment (blue line) from a 2-m-long, single-clad, Yb:fiber. The average
power including ASE in both spectra is ∼30 mW. As can be seen, the power spectrum
obtained from the simulation matches that from experiment with some more significant
deviations around 1105 nm. These deviations are mainly related to the variations of
the input seed signal in the course of time. Simultaneous measurements of the seed and
amplified signal could be carried out with angled glass slides to achieve an exact match
between spectra. From this figure, long wavelengths centered at 1105 nm are less amplified
than short wavelengths centered at 1035 nm from the 2-m-long fiber. Because of a higher
re-absorption rate for short wavelengths, fiber lengths longer than 2 m are suggested to
lower the short-wavelength intensities for the generation of a two-color amplified spectrum
with an equally distributed power between the two colors. This can be seen more clearly
from variations of gain at the two center wavelengths as a function of fiber length in Fig.
3.7(c). As can be seen, the gain of the short wavelength at the beginning of the fiber is
almost three times bigger than that of the long wavelength. However, the preamplifier
gain increases for the long wavelengths and decreases for the short wavelengths as fiber
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Figure 3.7: Simulation results to the single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped by 150-mW
laser diodes from both ends and seeded by an experimental two-color seed spectrum; (a)
Experimental two-color seed spectrum used in the simulations, (b) preamplified two-color
seed spectrum from a 2-m-long Yb:fiber, (c) simulation to gain profile at 1035 nm and 1105
nm as a function of Yb:fiber length, and (d) simulation to the preamplified power spectrum
of the two-color seed spectrum from a 2.7-m-long preamplifier. (published in Ref. [93]).

length increases. This trend continues until at the fiber length of 2.7 m where the two
gain numbers are identical. Fig. 3.7(d) shows the simulation to the preamplified power
spectrum from a 2.7-m-long preamplifier with the same pumping and seeding parameters
of the 2-m simulation. As can be seen, the two colors have been amplified to the same peak
power at this fiber length. This panel also shows that the short wavelength spectrum has
been red-shifted as expected from the increased gain at the longer wavelengths. The total
preamplified power for the 2.7-m-long fiber has decreased to 23 mW from 30 mW for the
2.0-m-long fiber, agreeing with the experimental results [93]. We also notice that there is
an agreement on the simulation results to the optimum fiber length between seeding with
an experimental two-color seed spectrum and with a flat-top two-color seed spectrum.
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From crude calculations (see Appendix B), the saturation power on the 1035 nm is 14
mW and on the 1105 nm is 51 mW nm in the main amplifier. Thus, the 23-mW average
power from the preamplifier is not sufficient to extract maximum power from the main
amplifier. In practice, between the preamplifier and main amplifier, there exist a notch
filter to remove the ASE from the preamplified signal and a Faraday isolator to protect the
preamplifier from backward-traveling ASE originated from the main amplifier. In our setup,
this combination reduces the preamplified power by 70%. Due to this power reduction, we
have obtained a nominal 6-mW average power on the seed signal before the main amplifier
which is less than the seed saturation power by one order of magnitude. Increasing the
two color seed power to the main amplifier dramatically lowers the generated ASE from
the main amplifier. In the following, I will present the modeling results on the preamplifier
using 500-mW laser diodes. Furthermore, the simulation results will be compared with
experimental results.

3.3.2 Pumping by 500 mW laser diodes

In the improved setup of the preamplifier pumped by single-mode 500-mW 986-nm laser
diodes, the pump power coupling efficiency increased after replacing the focusing lenses.
For the simulation to give us reliable results, it was required to determine the pump power
coupling efficiency. Here, I will present the simulation and experimental results by which
I have determined the pump power coupling efficiency to the preamplifier.

Fig. 3.8 depicts the total power of the backward-traveling ASE as a function of
launched pump power from simulation and experimental results from a 7.5-m-long single-
clad Yb:fiber when there is no input signal and in a single-sided pumping scheme. For
the simulation, the LabVIEW program mode is the power mode. In order to match the
modeled ASE power with the experimental ASE power, the output power of the laser diode
was multiplied by 1/2 giving us a coupling efficiency of 50% for the pump laser.

Figs. 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) compare the ASE power spectra from simulation and experiment
with no input seed. Fig. 3.9(a) depicts the simulation and experimental results to the
power spectrum of the forward-traveling ASE with a launched pump power of 220 mW in
a single-sided pumping scheme from a 7.5-m-long single-clad Yb:fiber. Fig. 3.9(b) depicts
the simulation and experimental results to the power spectrum of the backward-traveling
ASE with a launched pump power of 80 mW in a single-sided pumping scheme from a
7.5-m-long single-clad Yb:fiber. As can be seen, the modeled power spectra agree very well
with the experimental power spectra.

Figs. 3.10(a) and 3.10(b) illustrate the variations of pump power transmission as a
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Figure 3.8: The simulation and experimental results to the total power of backward-
traveling ASE from a 7.5-m-long single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped from one end by
a 500-mW, 986-nm laser diode with no input seed. The horizontal axis is the launched
pump power in the modeling.

Figure 3.9: The simulation and experimental results to the power spectra of the (a) forward-
traveling ASE and (b) backward-traveling ASE from a 7.5-m-long single-clad Yb:fiber
amplifier pumped from one end by a 500-mW, 986-nm laser diode with no input seed.
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Figure 3.10: Simulation results to the pump power transmission as a function of Yb:fiber
length from a single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped from (a) one end and (b) both ends
by 500-mW, 986-nm laser diodes with no input seed. The inset graph shows the measured
power spectrum of the laser diodes.

function of fiber length in the single-sided and double-sided pumping schemes respectively
pumped by 500-mW, 986-nm laser diodes with no input seed. As can be seen, the pump
power is largely absorbed for fiber lengths longer than 1 m. From these figures, the pump
absorption is slightly different for the fiber lengths shorter than 0.6 m for the two pumping
schemes. From these short fiber lengths, for the double-pumping scheme, the forward-
traveling pump laser experiences less absorption because of the backward traveling pump
laser. The inset graph shows measured power spectrum of the laser diode operated at 500
mW which has been used in the modeling. From this figure, the peak wavelength of the
pump laser is 986 nm.

When a long preamplifier is operated without an input seed signal, the output is merely
ASE. The power of the generated ASE gives a good estimate of a preamplified seed signal
when the seed signal is high enough because of the gain competition in Yb:fibers. Fig. 3.11
depicts the simulation results to the ASE power as a function of Yb:fiber length from a
single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped by 500-mW, 986-nm laser diodes in single-sided and
double-sided pumping schemes without seeding. From this figure, the generated powers
of the forward- and backward-traveling ASE in the double-sided pumping scheme are the
same because of the symmetrical pumping scheme, assuming identical pump power in the
fiber from each laser diode. In the double-sided pumping scheme, the ASE power is 193
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Figure 3.11: Simulation results to the ASE power as a function of fiber length from a
single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped by 500-mW, 986-nm laser diodes in single-sided
and double-sided pumping schemes without seeding. (SSP: single-sided pumping, DSP:
double-sided pumping.)

mW from each fiber end from a 1.5-m-long single-clad Yb:fiber and it decreases to 153
mW from a 7.5-m-long fiber. In the single-sided pumping scheme, the output power of
the forward-traveling ASE is much lower than the output power of the backward-traveling
ASE for the fiber lengths above 1 m. This is because of depletion of the pump power as the
fiber length increases. From this figure, the output power of the backward-traveling ASE
in the single-sided pumping scheme shows a plateau of 130 mW for fiber lengths above 2
m.

Figs. 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) display the simulation results to the power spectra of the
forward-traveling and backward-traveling ASE respectively, from a single-clad Yb:fiber
amplifier pumped by a 500-mW, 986-nm laser diode in a single-sided pumping scheme
without seeding. From Fig. 3.12(a), the peak maximum of the forward-traveling ASE
shifts from 1029 nm to 1034 nm as the fiber length increases from 0.5 m to 2 m. From this
figure, the froward-traveling ASE spectrum is almost diminished from a 7.5-m-long fiber
because of depletion of pump power. From Fig. 3.12(b), the location of the 1033-nm peak
maximum of the backward-traveling ASE spectrum is not sensitive with the fiber length.
From this figure, the backward-traveling ASE spectrum from a 7.5-long fiber is almost the
same as that from a 2-m-long fiber resembling the 130-mW plateau in Fig. 3.11.

Figs. 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) display the simulation results to power spectra of the forward-
traveling and backward-traveling ASE respectively, from a single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier
pumped by 500-mW, 986-nm laser diode in a double-sided pumping scheme without seed-
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Figure 3.12: Simulation results to the power spectrum of the (a) forward-traveling ASE and
(b) backward-traveling ASE from a single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped by a 500-mW,
986-nm laser diode in a single-sided pumping scheme without seeding.

ing. As can be seen, the power spectra of the forward-traveling ASE is the same as
backward-traveling ASE, an expected result from the symmetrical pumping scheme. From
these figures, the peak maximum shifts from 1029 nm to 1034 nm as the fiber length in-
creases from 0.5 m to 2 m. For the 7.5-m-long fiber, the spectrum centered at 1034 nm has
largely decreased because of the large re-absorption at these wavelengths. More interest-
ingly, a new spectrum centered at 1060 nm has appeared which is a consequence of gain

Figure 3.13: Simulation results to power spectra of the (a) forward-traveling ASE and (b)
backward-traveling ASE from a single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier pumped by 500-mW, 986-nm
laser diodes in a double-sided pumping scheme without seeding.
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Figure 3.14: (a) An experimental two-color seed spectrum. (b) Preamplified seed spectrum
from a 7.5-m-long Yb:fiber pumped from both ends. (Published in Ref. [96].)

shifting toward the gain center. The 1060 spectrum was not observed in the single-sided
pumping scheme because of depletion of the forward traveling pump laser. Now, with the
backward-traveling pump laser, a large portion of the YDFA gain profile shows up.

Fig. 3.14(a) depicts an experimental two-color seed spectrum with an average power of
2.5 mW distributed at a ratio of 4:1 between the blue and red colors. The blue color extends
from 1030 nm to 1047 nm and the red color extends from 1100 nm to 1120 nm. The blue
color peaks at 1043 nm and the red color peaks at 1106 nm. This two-color seed spectrum
has been used in the numerical modeling of the two-color single-clad Yb:fiber amplifier in
order to find the optimized fiber length of the preamplifier. Fig. 3.14(b) depicts the simu-
lation and experimental power spectra from a 7.5-m-long single-clad Yb:fiber co-pumped
by 350-mW and counter-pumped by 500-mW from 986-nm laser diodes. Lasing action
occurred in the preamplifier at higher pump powers. From Fig. 3.14(b), the amplified blue
color peaks at 1043 nm and the red color peaks at 1105 nm. The spectrum between 1048
nm and 1100 nm is ASE. As can be seen, the simulated power spectrum conforms suitably
with the experimental power spectrum. From simulation, the total power including ASE
is 200 mW with a power distribution of (95:95) mW on the blue:red colors and 10 mW
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Figure 3.15: Simulation results to variations of the preamplified power of the blue and red
colors as well as their product as a function of fiber length. (Published in Ref. [96].)

on the ASE extending from 1048 nm to 1100 nm agreeing very well with the 200-mW
measured total power. From this figure, we observe gain narrowing on the blue color. The
gain narrowing on the blue color is because of the steep gain profile of the YDFA at the
blue-color side. The spectrum of the red color has been blue shifted toward the gain center.
The pronounced gain narrowing on the blue color becomes more problematic by increasing
the preamplifier fiber length or increasing the pump power imposing a limitation on the
bandwidth of the blue color.

Fig. 3.15 shows the simulation results to variations of the preamplified power of the
blue and red colors as well as their product (curved line) P1P2 as a function of fiber length.
As can be seen, the blue color power is maximum (250 mW) at 1 m and it decreases as the
fiber length increases. This is because the pump power is depleted quickly in the beginning
of the fiber. Moreover, due to high absorption on the short wavelength side, the blue color
is absorbed by ytterbium ions as it travels further in the pump-depleted fiber. The red
color has minimum power at 1 m due to a lower gain but the absorbed power from the
blue color is delivered to the red color as the fiber length increases. From this figure, the
power at the two colors is equal with a value of 95 mW at the 7.5-m fiber length. As can
be seen, P1P2 is maximized at 5.5 m. Therefore, for a single stage YDFA, 5.5 m would be
the optimal fiber length. However, numerical modeling on the main amplifier reveals that
the 5.5 m is not an optimal fiber length for the preamplifier in a two-stage YDFA system.
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Figure 3.16: Simulation results to (a) variations of the preamplified two-color seed power
and ASE power as a function of preamplifier fiber length and (b) ASE power spectra from
a 7.5-m-long preamplifier. The two-color seed spectrum is that from Fig. 3.14(a).

This will be discussed in the modeling of the main amplifier.

Fig. 3.16(a) illustrates the simulation results to variations of the power of the pream-
plified two-color seed, forward-traveling and backward-traveling ASE fields, and total ASE
filed as a function of preamplifier fiber length. From this figure, the total signal power
decreases as the fiber length increases as a result of absorption of the blue color. The
absorbed power of the blue color is delivered to the red color and the ASE field. As
can be seen, the forward- and backward-traveling are both intensified as the fiber length
increases. Also, the forward- and backward-traveling ASE fields show almost the same
behavior. Comparing this figure with Fig. 3.11, the generated power from the backward
ASE or forward ASE has decreased by a factor of 25 from a 7.5-m-long preamplifier fiber.
From this figure, at a 7.5-m-long preamplifier fiber, the signal power of the two-color seed
spectrum has increased from 2.5 mW to 190 mW and the total ASE power is 12.5 mW.
Fig. 3.16(b) shows the power spectra of the forward- and backward-traveling ASE from a
7.5-m-long preamplifier. As can be seen, both modeled ASE spectra show almost the same
profile. From this figure, the ASE power is maximum at the wavelength 1070 nm which is
attributed to the gain maximum of the 7.5-m-long single-clad YDFA.
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3.4 Results of the modeling of the main amplifier

In this section, I will present the results to modeling of the two-color double-clad Yb:fiber
as a main amplifier using the LabVIEW program. The key fiber parameters used in the
modeling were given in Table 2.1. Also, the background absorption α of the fiber is 0.009
m−1 for all wavelengths, the fiber is divided into 1-mm-long segments, the time increment
δt between iterations is 2 µs, the effective spontaneous emission time τ is 0.8 ms. In the
modeling, the pump laser is a 976-nm multimode laser diode with an output power of
6 W. The coupling efficiency of the pump laser to the first fiber cladding obtained from
measurements is 60%. The propagation of the pump laser and two-color seed signal in the
fiber is in a counter-propagating configuration as was shown in Fig. 3.2.

The main frame of Fig. 3.17 illustrates the simulation results to transmission of the 3.6-
W launched pump power in the double-clad Yb:fiber as a function of fiber length without
seeding. As can be seen, the pump power is almost zero from a 10-m-long fiber indicating
a high power extraction efficiency can be achieved when the fiber is seeded. The spectrum
of the pump laser is shown in the inset graph.

Figure 3.17: Simulation results to pump power transmission as a function of main amplifier
fiber length. Inset graph shows the power spectrum of the 3.6-W multimode laser diode
used in the modeling.

Figs. 3.18(a) and 3.18(b) show, respectively, simulation results to the forward-traveling
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Figure 3.18: Simulation results to (a) forward-traveling and (b) backward-traveling ASE
spectra for different amplifier fiber lengths with a 3.6-W launched pump power without
seeding.

and backward-traveling ASE spectra for different amplifier fiber lengths with a 3.6-W
launched pump power without seeding. In the modeled ASE spectra, the spectral range of
the ASE is from 1000 nm to 1140 nm. This spectral range is divided into channels with a
1-nm bandwidth. From both figures, for short fiber lengths, the generated ASE is centered
around 1034 nm. As the fiber length increases the ASE spectra are gain pulled toward the
gain center at 1060 nm. From these figures, the backward-traveling ASE spectrum is more
powerful compared to the forward-traveling ASE.

Fig. 3.19 display the simulation to variations of the ASE power as a function of amplifier
fiber length related to the results shown in Fig. 3.18. From this figure, for fiber lengths
shorter than 1.5 m, the forward ASE and backward ASE have almost the same power. For
fiber lengths more than 1.5 m, the backward-ASE power continuously becomes larger than
the forward-ASE power. The forward-ASE power decreases for fiber lengths longer than
5.5 m as a result of pump depletion. From this figure, the forward-ASE power is 680 mW
and the backward-ASE power is 2060 mW from an 11-m-long amplifier fiber.

In the modeling of the two-stage two-color Yb:fiber amplifier system, the seed spectrum
to the main amplifier is the output spectrum from the preamplifier. The seed coupling ef-
ficiency from the preamplifier to the main amplifier is estimated to be ∼ 12%. In the
experimental setup, there are two notch filters and a Faraday isolator between the pream-
plifier and main amplifier. The notch filters are used to remove ASE between the two
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Figure 3.19: Simulation results to total power of the forward- and backward-traveling ASE
as a function of amplifier fiber length with 3.6-W launched pump power without seeding.

colors and the Faraday isolator is used to block backward traveling ASE from the main
amplifier to the preamplifier. The seed signal experiences a 50% loss after passing through
each of these optical components.

In the modeling of the two-stage two-color Yb:fiber amplifier system, the goal is to
find both the optimized preamplifier fiber length and the main amplifier fiber length. For
this, the preamplifier fiber length varies between 5.5 m and 10 m at each 0.5-m step and
different spectra are obtained. Fig. 3.20 illustrates the seed spectra to the main amplifier
selected from modeled 5.5-, 7.5-, and 9.5-m-long preamplifier fibers. The spectral range
of the two color seed signal is in the wavelengths 1025-1120 nm with a 0.5-nm resolution.
From this figure, the total power of the two-color seed spectrum after applying the 12.5%
reduction is 26, 23, and 20 mW from the modeled preamplifier fiber with a fiber length
5.5, 7.5, and 9.5 m respectively.

Fig. 3.21(a) illustrates the main amplifier output using the 7.5-m spectrum from the
preamplifier. From this figure, by increasing the fiber length up to 5 m, the amplifier
mostly increases the power of the blue color centered at 1044 nm. For fiber lengths above
5 m, the red color centered at 1105 nm picks up power while the blue color loses its power.
By increasing the fiber length to 15 m, the amplifier output is mostly at the red-color
wavelengths. Figs. 3.21(b) and (c) illustrate the forward-traveling and backward-traveling
ASE spectra respectively. From these figures, the ASE spectrum is centered at 1070 nm
and it becomes more powerful as the amplifier fiber length increases. The ASE spectrum
shows negligible power at the blue- and red- color wavelengths.
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Figure 3.20: Two-color power spectra from the modeled preamplifier used for modeling the
two-color main amplifier.

Figure 3.21: (a) Two-color power spectra from the modeled main amplifier seeded with
the output from a modeled 7.5-m-long preamplifier, (b) power spectra of modeled forward-
traveling ASE, and (c) power spectra of modeled backward-traveling ASE.

Fig. 3.22 depicts the variations of the amplified power of the blue and red colors as well
as their product as a function of amplifier fiber length from the modeled main amplifier
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Figure 3.22: Variations of the amplified power of the blue and red colors as well as their
product as a function of amplifier fiber length from the modeled main amplifier seeded by
the output from the 7.5-m-long preamplifier.

seeded by the output from the 7.5-m-long preamplifier. From this figure, the power of the
blue color is maximized to a value of 2.4 W from a 5.5-m-long amplifier fiber. The power
of the red color monotonically increases as the fiber length increases. From a 15-m-long
amplifier fiber, the power of the red color reaches to 2.4 W. The power of the two colors
is equal to a value of 1.3 W from a 10.75-m-long amplifier fiber. The product of power of
the two colors PbluePred is maximized from a 10.5-m-long amplifier fiber. At this amplifier
fiber length, the power of the amplified blue color is 1.44 W and the power of the amplified
red color is 1.23 W. The 10.5-m-long amplifier fiber is the optimized amplifier fiber length
in relate to the 7.5-m-long preamplifier fiber length useful for the MIR generation.

Fig. 3.23 depicts the variations of the power of the amplified two-color spectrum,
forward-traveling ASE, backward-traveling ASE and total ASE as a function of fiber length
from the modeled main amplifier seeded by the output from a 7.5-m-long preamplifier.
From this figure, the total power of the amplified two-color signal is maximized from a 7.5-
m-long amplifier fiber. At the 10.5-m-long fiber, the total output power of the two-color
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Figure 3.23: Variations of the power of the amplified two-color spectrum, forward-traveling
ASE, backward-traveling ASE and total ASE as a function of fiber length from the modeled
main amplifier seeded by the output from a 7.5-m-long preamplifier.

signal is 2.67 W and the power of the forward-, backward-, and total ASE is 26, 16, and
42 mW respectively.

Simulations have been carried out to find the maximized P1P2 from the main amplifier
for different preamplifier fiber lengths as was demonstrated for the 7.5-m-long preamplifier
fiber. Fig. 3.24 illustrate the simulation results to the maximized P1P2 from the main
amplifier as a function of preamplifier fiber length. From this figure, when the preamplifier
fiber length is 5.5 m, P1P2 is maximized from a 12.5-m-long main amplifier fiber. The
maximized P1P2 then increases as the preamplifier fiber length increases to 9.5 m where it
is at the peak maximum (10% above the 5.5-m result) from an 8.5-m-long main amplifier
fiber and afterwards it decreases by increasing the preamplifier length.

The final decision on the optimized fiber lengths should consider the gain narrowing
problem on the blue color. From Fig. 3.20, the bandwidth of the blue color (used for
seeding the main amplifier) decreases as the preamplifier fiber length increases to 9.5 m.
The gain narrowing on the blue color is because of the steep gain profile of the YDFA at the
blue color side. From this figure, the pronounced gain narrowing on the blue color becomes
problematic by increasing the preamplifier imposing a limitation on the pulse compression.
For this reason, increasing the preamplifier length from 5.5 m to 9.5 m in order to maximize
P1P2 from the main amplifier is at the expense of decreasing the spectral bandwidth of
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Figure 3.24: A 3D view of the variation of P1P2 from the main amplifier as a function of
preamplifier fiber length and main amplifier fiber length. (Published in Ref. [96].)

Figure 3.25: A 3D view of the variation of total ASE power corresponding to the optimized
P1P2 as a function of preamplifier fiber length and main amplifier fiber length.
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the blue color. From Fig. 3.24, in the midway, we find the 7.5-m-long preamplifier fiber
a good compromise between maximum power and maximum bandwidth of the blue color.
From this figure, the optimized fiber length of the main amplifier corresponding to the
7.5-m-long preamplifier is 10.5 m.

Fig. 3.25 illustrates the total ASE power generated from the main amplifier correspond-
ing to the optimized P1P2. The corresponding ASE from the main amplifier decreases as
the preamplifier fiber length increases because of the increased two-color seed power to the
main amplifier and also decreased main amplifier fiber length. From this figure, the total
ASE power decreases by 75% after increasing the preamplifier fiber length from 5.5 m to
9.5 m. The total ASE power including forward- and backward-traveling ASE is 42 mW
from the 10.5-m-long main amplifier fiber.

3.5 conclusion

In summary, the modeling was successful to find the optimum fiber length of the two-color
YDFAs in order to achieve two-color laser pulses with 1- a wavelength separation more
than 70 nm, 2- a combined average power of more than 2.7 W optimized for the MIR
generation, and 3) a sufficient bandwidth at each color for the subpicosecond durations.

I employed the LabVIEW simulation program that developed in this thesis for mod-
eling of the amplification of two-color spectra in the wavelength range 1020-1120 nm in a
two-stage YDFA system consisting of a single-clad single-mode Yb:fiber as of preamplifier
and a double-clad single-mode Yb:fiber as of main amplifier. In the first step, the modeling
results were justified with the measured output from previous low-power preamplifiers with
the fiber lengths of 2.0 m and 2.7 m pumped with 150-mW laser diodes from both ends
and seeded with a 3-mW two-color spectrum. Comparing the modeling and experimental
results, the simulation was successful in order to predict the amplified two-color spectra
and the total output average power of 23 mW. Also, an agreement was achieved on the
simulation results to the optimum preamplifier fiber length between seeding with an ex-
perimental two-color seed spectrum and with a flat-top two-color seed spectrum. At this
stage, the optimum fiber length was defined to have equal powers in the amplified colors.

In the experimental setup, the 23-mW output power of the two-color spectrum is re-
duced to 6 mW after passing through a notch filter and a Faraday isolator. The reduced
two-color power is less than the seed saturation power of the main amplifier by one order
of magnitude resulting to the generation of tremendous amount of ASE power after the
main amplifier. For this, the LabVIEW simulation was used to model a more powerful
preamplifier and a suitable length of the main amplifier.
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In the modeling and based on experimental constraints, the preamplifier was co-pumped
by 350-mW and counter-pumped by 500-mW from 986-nm single-mode laser diodes and
the main amplifier was counter-pumped by a 6-W, 975-nm, multi-mode laser diode (from
experiment, increasing the pump power in the preamplifier resulted in the ASE lasing
spikes). In the simulation, an experimental 2.5-mW two-color spectrum was used. The
short-wavelength color extended from 1030 nm to 1047 nm (peaked at 1043 nm) and the
long-wavelength color extended from 1100 nm to 1120 nm (peaked at 1106 nm). Comparing
the modeling and experimental results, the simulation was successful in order to predict
the amplified two-color spectra and the total output average power of 200 mW after an
optimized preamplifier fiber length. From modeling, the optimized preamplifier is 7.5
m long and delivers equal average powers on the output pulses. In the modeling, the
main amplifier is seeded with 23 mW. The reduced seed power is because of using two
notch filters and one Faraday isolator between the preamplifier and main amplifier in the
experimental setup. From modeling results, the main amplifier fiber length is optimized at
10.5 m resulting to a good compromise between maximum power and maximum bandwidth
of the blue color. This optimized two-color YDFA will find applications in the generation
of short-pulse mid-infrared radiation. From modeling, the combined average power on the
amplified two-color spectrum is 2.7 W. This result is confirmed by the result obtained from
measurements.
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Chapter 4

Tunable two-color ultrafast Yb:fiber
CPA and mid-infrared generation

This chapter is based on the following publication:

M. Hajialamdari and D. Strickland. Tunable mid-infrared source from an ultrafast two-
color Yb:fiber chirped-pulse amplifier. Opt. Lett., 37, 3570, 2012.

4.1 Tunable two-color Yb:fiber chirped pulse ampli-

fier

In this thesis, I dealt with a two-color, ultrafast Yb:fiber chirped pulse amplifier as well as
the generation of ultrashort MIR radiations by difference frequency mixing of the two-color
pulses.

Fiber amplifiers have a unique characteristic of mode confinement in the high power
regime which is hard to achieve from bulk laser gain media. The mode confinement is
a result of the fiber design and the high power is a result of the distributed gain over
a large fiber length. In recent years, ytterbium doped fiber amplifier systems have been
increasingly used to amplify high-repetition-rate short laser pulses [22] because of their
favorable properties such as high average output power, broad gain bandwidth, low cost,
and compact size. Two-color short-pulse YDFA systems have been developed to amplify
simultaneously two synchronized pulsed-laser beams of two different wavelengths [38–40].
The simultaneous amplification of the two colors in the same YDFA is advantageous. When
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amplified in separate amplifiers, the two-color laser pulses acquire random phases due to
fluctuations of the optical path imposed by the fluctuations of the ambient temperature
and mechanical stress on the fiber. This becomes problematic for the DFG-based MIR
generation where the two colors must have a stable phase difference. Thanks to the two-
color YDFA system for reducing this noise.

In this thesis, I improved the two-color Yb:fiber chirped pulse amplifier system of Ref.
[39] step by step, in order to suppress the ASE between the two colors and achieve a better-
balanced two-color spectrum with a watt-level average power. From the improved system,
I achieved more than 2.7 W average power at the two colors with a significantly reduced
ASE power after the main amplifier whereas the two colors were separated spectrally as
wide as 71 nm. In the first step, the two-color single-clad Yb:fiber in the preamplifier stage
was improved using the modeling results. The improved two-color preamplifier resulted
in an increased average power of ∼ 200 mW which was an improvement by one order
of magnitude, distributed equally on the two colors centered at 1038:1103 nm. In the
second step, the two-color Yb:fiber in the main amplifier stage was improved by replacing
the non polarization maintaining double-clad Yb:fiber with a polarization maintaining
type. Therefore, it became possible to adjust the polarization of the output two-color
pulses from the main amplifier with a s-polarized transmission grating pulse compressor.
Together with its longer length that was already determined by modeling, the new PM
double-clad Yb:fiber amplifier resulted in two-color ultrashort pulses with an increased
average power of 2.7 W after the amplification stage and a total average power of ∼ 1.5 W
after the two-color pulse compressor with a better-balanced two-color spectrum which was
an improvement by a factor of five. The tunable two-color ultrafast pulses was used for
the generation of tunable ultrashort MIR pulses using DFG technique in a GaSe crystal.

Before the improvements, this system was not widely tunable because the seed power
was not sufficient to overcome the ASE at the gain peak in the YDFA for a wide color sep-
aration. The tuning range of the MIR is limited on the long wavelength side by absorption
in the NLO crystal. For GaSe, this limit is ∼ 20 µm. On the short wavelength side, it
is limited by either the phase-matching bandwidth of the NLO crystal or, in this system,
the maximum separation of the two colors. The YDFA system when pumped at 980 nm,
has a gain profile in the wavelengths ∼ 1020 − 1120 nm with a gain maximum between
1030 nm and 1100 nm depending on the fiber length. In our two-color YDFA system, the
gain maximum is around ∼ 1070 nm. In the improved two-color YDFA system, the maxi-
mum separation of the two colors was limited by 71 nm because the average power of the
two-color pulses before the preamplifier was insufficient to suppress the ASE. For the low
average-power seed pulses with more than 71-nm wavelength separation, the ASE at the
gain peak took over the stored energy in the Yb:fiber amplifiers resulting in detrimental
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Figure 4.1: (a) Measured spectrum of a 1.1-mW two-color seed input to the preamplifier,
(b) measured spectrum (black line) and modeled spectrum (red line) after the 2.7-m-
long preamplifier fiber seeded with the two-color spectrum of the panel (a), (c) measured
spectrum of the 150-mW laser diode, (d) measured spectrum of the 500-mW laser diode,
and (e) simulation results to the variations of the average power of each color as a function
of fiber length. The modeling has been performed with the experimental two-color seed
spectrum and power spectra of the pump lasers shown in the panels (a), (c), and (d). The
pump coupling efficiency is 40%.

lasing spikes at high pump powers.

In order to investigate the performance of the system of Ref. [39], I replaced one of
the pump lasers and the focusing lenses to the fiber core. A coupling efficiency of 40%
was achieved for launching pump power into the fibers after replacing the focusing lenses.
Fig. 4.1(b) depicts the measured spectrum (black line) from the 2.7-m-long preamplifier
fiber after replacing the 150-mW 975-nm laser diode in the counter-pumping position by a
500-mW 986-nm laser diode. The fiber was co-pumped by a 150-mW 975-nm laser diode as
was in Ref. [39]. In this figure, the spectrum shown with the red line depicts the modeled
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preamplified spectrum. Figs. 4.1(a), (c), (d), and (e) illustrate, respectively, measured
spectrum of a 1.1-mW two-color seed input to the preamplifier, measured spectrum of
the 150-mW laser diode, measured spectrum of the 500-mW laser diode, and simulation
results of variations of the average power of each color as a function of fiber length. The
measured preamplified two-color spectrum had a 110-mW total average power and the
modeled two-color spectrum has a 102-mW total average power. From Fig. 4.1(b), the
110-mW average power is not distributed equally between the two colors. From Fig. 4.1(e),
the simulation shows an average power of 95 mW in the blue color and an average power of
7 mW in the red color. Also from this figure, it is obvious that the two colors would have
been amplified to the same power level if the amplifier length were increased above the 2.7
m. This was discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and I showed (from both experimental and
modeling results) that the preamplifier fiber length is ideally 7.5 m for the case that was
pumped from both ends by the 500-mW laser diodes.

Using the output from the preamplifier discussed above, Fig. 4.2(a) shows the measured
preamplified two-color spectrum after passing through a 1055-nm notch filter with a 55-nm
rejection bandwidth for removing the ASE and then passing through a Faraday isolator.
The seed spectrum had a total average power of 34 mW just before the main amplifier. Fig.
4.2(b) shows the measured (black line) and modeled (red line) two-color spectrum from
the main amplifier fiber seeded with the 34-mW two-color spectrum. The main amplifier
was a 9-m-long non-polarization maintaining double-double Yb:fiber counter-pumped by
a 5-W 975-nm laser diode as in Ref. [39]. Figs. 4.2(c), (d), and (e) illustrate, respectively,
measured spectrum of the 5-W laser diode, simulation results to the variations of the
average power of each color and the (forward + backward traveling ) ASE as a function
of fiber length, and the simulation results to the product of the power of the two colors
as a function of fiber length. The measured two-color spectrum after the main amplifier
had a 2.3-W total average power. The modeled two-color spectrum has a total average
power of 2.235 W distributed as of 1830 mW in the blue color, 290 mW in the red color,
and 115 mW in the ASE spectrum (from panel (d)). From Fig. 4.2(b), the 2.3-W average
power is not distributed equally between the two colors. From Fig. 4.2(e), the product of
the power of the two colors is maximized from an 11-m amplifier length where the total
average power decreases to 1.75 W distributed through 1060 mW in the blue color, 690
mW in the red color and 350 mW in the ASE spectrum.

In Section 3.3.2, from simulation and experimental results, an average power of 200
mW distributed equally on the two colors was obtained from the improved 7.5-m-long
preamplifier pumped from both ends by 500-mW 986-nm laser diodes. Also, in Section 3.4
from simulation results, an average power of 2.7 W distributed through 1.44 W in the blue
color and 1.23 W in the red color was obtained from the improved 10.5-m-long polarization
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Figure 4.2: (a) Measured spectrum of a 34-mW two-color seed before the main amplifier,
(b) measured spectrum (black line) and modeled spectrum (red line) after the 9-m-long
main amplifier fiber seeded with the two-color spectrum of the panel (a), (c) measured
spectrum of the 5-W laser diode, (d) simulation results to the variations of the average
power of each color and (forward + backward traveling) ASE as a function of fiber length,
and (e) simulation results to the product of the power of the two colors as a function of fiber
length. The modeling has been performed with the experimental two-color seed spectrum
and power spectra of the pump lasers shown in the panels (a) and (c). The pump coupling
efficiency is 50%.

maintaining amplifier counter-pumped by a 6-W 975-nm laser diode. From experimental
results, a total average power of more than 2.7 W was measured from the improved main
amplifier. The output of the improved amplifier after the pulse compressor is presented in
Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 in relate to the measured MIR spectra.
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Figure 4.3: Top-view layout of the experimental setup of the tunable two-color ultrafast
Yb:fiber chirped pulse amplifier. The rainbow mimics the infrared continuum in the wave-
lengths 950-1150 nm. In the two-color pulse compressor setup, the spectrum between the
two colors is an indication of the ASE spectrum.

4.2 Experimental setup of the tunable two-color ul-

trafast Yb:fiber chirped pulse amplifier

In this thesis, for the generation of tunable two-color ultrafast laser pulses, I used the
experimental setup from Ref. [39] and improved the preamplifier and amplifier stages.

Fig. 4.3 illustrates the top-view layout of the experimental setup of the tunable two-
color ultrafast Yb:fiber chirped pulse amplifier. To generate a continuum, the output
pulses from a polarized 200-fs, 50-MHz, 1030-nm Yb:fiber laser are launched into a 2-m-
long single-mode 1040-nm-zero-dispersion photonic crystal fiber after passing through a
λ/2 plate. In the launching system, two 10× microscope objective lenses are used and
the coupling efficiency is estimated 50%. To stretch the pulses, the PCF is fiber spliced
to a 100-m-long normal dispersion fiber. In the normal dispersion fiber, the laser pulses
acquire a positive chirp, that is the high-frequency components of the pulses travel slower
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than the low-frequency components. Using the refractive index of the pure fused silica, the
up-chirped laser pulses have a pulsewidth of 25 ps at the wavelength 1041 nm and 19 ps
at the wavelength 1103 nm after the fiber stretcher.

The output of the dispersion fiber is spliced to a fiber-attached Faraday isolator to
protect the Yb:fiber oscillator from backward traveling radiations. After the Faraday
isolator, the continuum is collimated by an AR-coated 11-mm focal length aspheric lens and
then it passes through another λ/2 plate for rotating its polarization in order to maximize
the throughput from the free space optics. The normal dispersion fiber partially preserves
the polarization of the continuum due to the fiber birefringence. The fiber birefringence
arises from the inherent mechanical stress in the fiber and from the coiled fiber. After
the fiber-attached Faraday isolator, the continuum extends from 950 nm to 1150 nm with
an average power of 27 mW. The spectrum of the continuum showed variations with the
input polarization of the pulses into the PCF. The variations were dramatic at the short-
wavelength side of the continuum.

Next, the continuum is sent toward a two-color pulse stretcher after reflecting off the
mirror (a). The two-color pulse stretcher comprises of three 1250 l/mm polarization trans-
mission gratings (Ibsen photonics, FSTG-PCG-1250-1064), four 30-cm focal-length 2.5-
cm-diameter focusing lenses forming two telescopes, four movable knife edges placed at the
focal plane of the telescopes, and two mirror-type retroreflectors. The purpose of using
the two-color pulse stretcher is twofold: stretching the pulses and slicing the continuum
into two colors. The grating size is 20 mm × 10 mm. The 20-mm grating width was not
enough if one would try to build the stretcher out of the two gratings for an 80-nm spectral
separation between the two colors.

After the mirror (a), the continuum is reflected toward the first grating of the two-color
pulse stretcher. The beam hits the first grating close to its lower side. From datasheet,
the transmission spectrum of the gratings shows more than 90% transmission for the wave-
lengths 1000-1100 nm for the TE polarization at the Littrow angle. The Littrow angle is
41.7 degrees at the wavelength 1064 nm. From this, the angle between the normal line to
the first grating and the incident beam is set roughly 42 degrees. After the first grating,
the refracted continuum travels toward the two lenses placed at a distance 23 cm from the
first grating. From the grating’s datasheet, the divergence angle of the spectrum is roughly
0.1 degrees/nm at the wavelength 1064 nm. At the 23-cm distance a spectral bandwidth
of ∼ 60 nm passed through each lens for each of the short-wavelength and long-wavelength
colors. Now, the continuum is divided into two colors traveling to the four knife edges.
Four movable knife edges placed at the focal plane of the telescope act like two perfect
notch filters. The central wavelength and bandwidth of each color are set by moving the
four knife edges. The distance between the two knife edges is adjusted a few millimeters
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to have a bandwidth of roughly 10 nm at each color passes through the knife edges. This
bandwidth is enough for the Fourier transform limited 200-fs pulses at the wavelengths
1041 nm and 1103 nm. After passing through the two last lenses, the two colors travel
toward the two last gratings. The two last gratings have a perpendicular orientation to
the first grating. The distance between the second lens and the second grating for the
1041-nm color was set at 45 mm and that for the 1103-nm color was set at 182 mm. From
calculations by using the cited distances, the pulsewidth of the two-color seed after the
pulse stretcher was increased by 47 ps for the 1041-nm pulses and by 39 ps for the 1103-nm
pulses from the grating pulse stretcher. After reflecting from the retroreflectors made up
of perpendicular mirrors, the two colors travel back to the first grating. The retroreflec-
tor mirrors are adjusted to have the reflected beam above the incident beam on the first
grating in order to pass above the mirror (a).

The two-color beam has to be collimated for the best coupling efficiency to the pream-
plifier fiber. For this, the beam size was measured in the near field and far field locations
and corrections were made by adjusting the collimating lens after the fiber-attached Fara-
day isolator and slightly changing the positions of the second lenses in the stretcher. Also,
the two-color beam has to be free of spatial chirp. For a beam with a spatial chirp, the
distribution of the frequency components of the pulse is not uniform but is dispersed across
the beam spot. This becomes problematic for uniformly focusing all the frequency compo-
nents of the two-color beam into the fiber core of the preamplifier fiber. The spatial chirp
on the two-color beam was tested by focusing the beam into a fiber-attached spectrometer.
By tweaking the beam to the left and right of the focusing lens of the connected fiber
to the spectrometer, the spectrum was tested in order to observe a uniformly decreasing
amplitude. The spatial chirp was removed from both of the short-wavelength color and
the long-wavelength color by slightly rotating the two last gratings in the two-color pulse
stretcher.

The two color seed spectrum had, typically, an average power of 2.5 mW after the pulse
stretcher as was shown in Fig. 3.14(a). By rotating the two first λ/2 waveplates, the total
average power and the power ratio between the two colors of the seed spectrum could be
changed.

Next, the stretched two-color pulses were directed toward the preamplifier by mirrors
(b) and (c). Now, the preamplifier is a 7.5-m-long single-mode single-clad Yb:fiber pumped
from both ends by 500-mW, 986-nm single-mode laser diodes. In order to prevent feedback
of the signals into the fiber cores, the preamplifier fiber was angle cleaved at 8 degrees from
both ends. The laser diodes from each side were collimated by an 11-mm focal length AR-
coated aspheric lens. In the input side, the seed signal and laser diode were focused into
the preamplifier fiber by a 6-mm focal length AR-coated aspheric lens for a tight focusing
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of the seed into the fiber core. In the output side, an 11-mm focal length AR-coated
aspheric lens was used. Two dichroic mirrors of the same type were used for the input seed
signal and output amplified signal in the preamplifier setup. From measurements, the seed
dichroic mirror had more than 98% reflection at the wavelength 1035 nm, 80% reflection
at the wavelength 1105 nm and 80% transmission at the wavelength 975 nm at the angle
35 degrees. The seed dichroic mirror had an optimum working condition at the angle 35
degrees. Two dichroic mirrors from each side were used for aiming each laser diode into the
fiber core. From measurements, the pump dichroic mirrors had more than 98% reflection
at 975 nm and 80% transmission for the wavelengths 1035-1105 nm at the angle 45 degrees.
The core diameter of the preamplifier fiber is 4 µm with a core numerical aperture of 0.2.
The estimated coupling efficiency of the laser diodes into the preamplifier fiber is roughly
50%. The nominal average power in the two colors after the preamplifier was 200 mW as
was shown in Fig. 3.14(b) for a co-pump power of 350 mW and a counter-pump power of
500 mW. Detrimental lasing spikes appeared at a co-pump power of 500 mW.

After the preamplifier, two holographic notch filters were used in series to remove the
ASE spectrum between the two colors. The central wavelength and rejection bandwidth
of the two notch filters are, respectively, 1065 nm and 45 nm for a normal incident beam.
However, these could be changed by varying the incident angle. Ideally, we needed a tunable
rejection bandwidth of between 57 nm and 71 nm for the MIR generation between 20 and
16 µm. By tuning the incident angles of the two notch filters, a tunable rejection bandwidth
of between 48 and 55 nm centered at 1073 nm was achieved. From measurements, each
notch filter had a 50% transmission for the wavelengths 1035-1110 nm. Next, the beam
passed though a Faraday isolator to block the radiations from the main amplifier back
to the preamplifier. A λ/2 waveplate was used before the Faraday isolator to rotate the
polarization into the p-state. A maximum transmission of 50% was achieved. The Faraday
isolator has a 90% transmission for a perfectly polarized light. However, after the non-
polarization maintaining preamplifier, the two-color pulses are partially polarized.

Next, the preamplified two-color pulses were injected into the main amplifier. Now, the
main amplifier is a 10.5-m-long polarization-maintaining single-mode double-clad Yb:fiber
counter-pumped by a 6-W, 975-nm multi-mode laser diode. In order to prevent feedback of
the signals into the fiber cores, the amplifier fiber was angle cleaved at 8 degrees from both
ends. The laser diode was collimated by an 11-mm focal length AR-coated aspheric lens
then it was focused into the inner cladding of the fiber by the same lens type. In the input
side, the seed signal was focused into the fiber core by a 6-mm focal length AR-coated
aspheric lens for a tight focusing. In the output side, the dichroic mirrors are the same
as that explained for the preamplifier. In the input side, there is no dichroic mirror but
just EO3 mirrors. The core diameter of the main amplifier fiber is roughly 6 µm with a
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core numerical aperture of 0.14. The numerical aperture of the inner cladding is 0.46. The
estimated coupling efficiency of the pump power into the inner cladding is roughly 60%.
The waveplate before the main amplifier was used to rotate the polarization of the input
two-color pulses with one of the slow or fast axes of the PM Yb:fiber amplifier. For this,
the output power after the amplifier was maximized by rotating the waveplate by the fact
that the reflection coefficient of the output dichroic mirror is polarization dependent. A
typical average power more than 2.7 W was achieved after the main amplifier. The ratio of
the average power of the two colors could be changed by rotating the first two waveplates
in the system.

Next, the amplified two-color pulses were sent toward the two-color pulse compressor
after passing through a λ/2 waveplate and from above the mirror (d). The waveplate was
used to maximize the throughput of the pulse compressor for the TE-polarized transmission
gratings. The two-color pulse compressor comprises of the same three gratings used in the
pulse stretcher. The first grating is oriented at the 42-degree Littrow angle. The incident
beam hits the first grating close to its upper side. The two-color spectrum are refracted
toward the other two gratings, one for the 1041-nm pulses and another one for the 1103-
nm pulses. The first grating is parallel with the other gratings. After reflecting from
the regular EO3 mirrors in the compressor arms, the two colors travel back to the first
grating. The mirrors are adjusted so that on the first grating from top to bottom, the
incident beam, the compressed 1041-nm pulses, and the compressed 1103-nm pulses are
located in a column. Again, the compressed two-color pulses are refracted back from the
first grating to the mirror (d). Now, the two-color beams turn around toward the setup
of the polarization beam splitter. With the 1041-nm color on top of the 1103-nm color,
the 1041-nm color passes above the mirror (e) and turns around in a triangle path by the
mirrors (f) and (g) toward the polarization beam splitter and then is reflected to the left
by the PBS. The 1103-nm color is reflected by the mirror (e) toward a 90-degree periscope.
After the periscope, the polarization of the 1103-nm color is rotated by 90 degrees and the
beam passes through the PBS. The PBS is oriented at the Brewster angle for the 1103-nm
color. The two colors are s-polarized after the two-color pulse compressor and now the
1103-nm color is p-polarized. The two color pulses were temporally overlapped by moving
the back mirror in the 1041-nm pulse compressor. A typical average power of 1400 mW
for the 1041-nm pulses and 100 mW for the 1103-nm pulses was achieved after the PBS. In
the pulse compressor, the distance between the first grating and the second grating for the
1041-nm pulses was optimized at 134 mm and that for the 1103-nm pulses was optimized
at 310 mm
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4.2.1 Pulse stretching, pulse compression, and excess negative
GDD on the 1041-nm pulses in the two-color Yb:fiber CPA

In the two-color grating pulse stretcher, the incident angle is at the Littrow angle 42
degrees, the diffracted angle θd is 39.2 degrees at the wavelength 1041 nm and is 45.2
degrees at the wavelength 1103 nm for the grating period of 1250 l/mm. Using the values
from the experimental setup: f = 30.0 cm, s1 = 22.9 cm for the distance between the first
grating and the first lenses, s2 = 4.5 cm for the distance between the second grating and
final lens for the 1041-nm pulses, s2 = 18.2 cm for the distance between the second grating
and the final lens for the 1103-nm pulses, and d = 1250 l/mm in Eq. 2.16, the GDD is
3.384 ps2 at the wavelength 1041 nm and is 2.823 ps2 at the wavelength 1103 nm after the
two-color grating pulse stretcher. The GDD is positive from the pulse stretcher indicating
a positive chirp is imposed on the stretched pulses. Using Eq. 2.11, from the grating pulse
stretcher, the pulse broadening ∆τ is 47 ps for the 1041-nm pulses with a 8-nm spectral
bandwidth and is 39 ps for the 1103-nm pulses with a 9-nm spectral bandwidth.

Ideally from the stretcher equation 2.16, as s1 and s2 decrease the GDD increases re-
sulting in a more pulse broadening. Thus, with a reduced pulse peak power, amplification
of the laser pulses in the YDFAs can be performed more safely. However, in the experi-
mental setup there were physical limitations with decreasing the s1 and s2 distances. For
the s1 distance, the first grating was at the closest distance to the first lenses such that
the two colors centered roughly at 1035 nm and 1105 nm passed through each lens indi-
vidually while the two lenses were side by side at a closest distance. For the s2 distance
of the short-wavelength pulses, it was at the minimum distance because the physical di-
mension of optical holders of the grating and the second lens did not allow us to bring
them closer. The s2 distance of the long-wavelength pulses was more than that of the
short-wavelength pulses because of limited space in the pulse compressor. With the s2

decreases the compressor length increases.

To further stretch the pulses, a fiber stretcher in the normal dispersion regime was
added to the system before the grating pulse stretcher. The pulse broadening and GDD
from the fiber are calculated as follows. From Eq. 2.13, the dispersion coefficient can be
readily calculated for the fibers by knowing the refractive index. The main material of
the fibers used in this thesis is silica and we assume that the refractive index of the fiber
stretcher and Yb:fibers can be described by the refractive index of fused silica which is
described by an empirical equation [84]

n = 1.4508554− 0.0031268λ2 − 0.0000381λ4 +
0.0030270

λ2 − 0.035
− 0.0000779

(λ2 − 0.035)2
+

0.0000018

(λ2 − 0.035)3
. (4.1)
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From Eqs. 2.13 and 4.1, the dispersion coefficient D is -31.976 ps/nm-km at 1041 nm
and is -21.385 ps/nm-km at 1103 nm. Substituting these D values in Eq. 2.12, for the
Fourier transform Gaussian pulses with a 200-fs pulsewidth, the pulse broadening after a
100-m-long fiber is 25 ps for the 1041-nm pulse and is 19 ps for the 1103-nm pulses (Using
Eq. 2.8 and ∆λ = λ2∆ν/c, the spectral bandwidth in terms of wavelength of the 200-fs
pulses is 8 nm for the 1041-nm pulses and is 9 nm for the 1103-nm pulses). Thus, the total
pulse broadening from the fiber stretcher and grating stretcher before sending the pulses
into the preamplifier Yb:fiber is 72 ps for the 1041-nm pulses and is 58 ps for the 1103-nm
pulses.

Now we obtain the total GDD in the system before compressing the pulses. From Eq.
2.15 and the calculated D values, the GDD for the 100-m fiber stretcher is 1.838 ps2 for
the 1041-nm pulses and is 1.380 ps2 for the 1103-nm pulses. The GDD values are positive
numbers indicating a positive chirp from normal dispersion fibers. In the two-color Yb:fiber
CPA system, the fiber length of the preamplifier was 7.5 m and the fiber length of the main
amplifier was 10.5 m. This adds a dispersion length of 18 m to the 100-m fiber stretcher.
Thus, the total GDD for the total 118-m fiber length is 2.169 ps2 for the 1041-nm pulses
and is 1.629 ps2 for the 1103-nm pulses. From these calculations, the total positive GDD
in the system including fiber stretcher, grating pulse stretcher, and Yb:fibers is 5.553 ps2

for the 1041-nm pulses and is 4.452 ps2 for the 1103-nm pulses. The total GDD values will
be used later to find the difference between the total positive GDD and the total negative
GDD in the system.

For the pulse compressor, from Eq. 2.17 and with the incident angle at the Littrow
angle θi = 42 degrees, the GDD is -1.796 ps2 for the compressor length L = 134 mm at
the wavelength 1041 nm and is -6.572 ps2 for the compressor length L = 310 mm at the
wavelength 1103 nm. From measurements, a 500-fs pulsewidth was achieved on both colors
after optimizing the pulse compressor lengths mentioned above. The GDD in the pulse
compressor is negative indicating a negative chirp imposed on the pulses.

Comparing the total positive GDD and the negative GDD values, there are an extra
negative GDD (-3.757 ps2) on the 1041-nm pulses and an extra positive GDD (2.12 ps2) on
the 1103-nm pulses before the pulse compressor. The negative GDD for the 1041-nm pulses
can partly be explained by the gain narrowing effect in the Yb:fiber amplifiers. The gain
spectrum of the Yb:fibers is sharp on the short wavelength side around the wavelength 1040
nm resulting in the gain narrowing at these wavelengths. With the narrowed bandwidth
1041-nm pulses, one needs to impose less amount of GDD for compressing the pulses to
the Fourier transform limit at the expense of an increased pulsewidth. From experimental
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results, the bandwidth of the 1041-nm pulses decreases approximately by a factor of 1/2
after amplification. Therefore, for a positive GDD of 5.553 ps2, a negative GDD of 2.777 ps2

is sufficient for compressing the pulses to the Fourier transform limit. Now, the pulsewidth
of the narrowed bandwidth 1041-nm pulses after compression should be around 400-fs.
From experiment, the pulsewidth of the 1041-nm pulses was around 500 fs. However,
considering the gain narrowing, there is still a negative 1-ps2 GDD in the system for the
1041-nm pulses before the pulse compressor. This may be related to an absorption-induced
refractive index change of the doped silica fiber. In fact, from the strong reabsorption
process for the wavelengths close to 1035 nm, the average power of the 1041-nm pulses
in both preamplifier and amplifier Yb:fibers decreases abruptly as the pulses propagate in
the long fibers (see Figs. 3.15 and 3.22). For this, obtaining the refractive index of the
Yb:fibers by the use of Kramers-kronig analysis in the operation regime with pump-probe
experiments may elucidate the problem.

Finally, the negative GDD on the 1041-nm pulses cannot be explained by the third
order dispersion in the fibers. To obtain the third order dispersion, the GDD is expanded
in a Taylor’s series up to the first order

GDD = GDD

∣∣∣∣
ω0

+
dGDD

dω

∣∣∣∣
ω0

∆ω (4.2)

where the second term describes the third order dispersion. From numerical calculations,
the third order dispersion from the 118-m fiber has a contribution to the GDD by an
amount of -0.0690 ps2 for the 8-nm bandwidth 1041-nm pulses and -0.0795 ps2 for the
9-nm bandwidth 1103-nm pulses.

4.2.2 The B-integral parameter in the Yb:fiber amplifiers

In the two-color Yb:fiber CPA, ultrashort two-color pulses were temporally stretched before
passing through Yb:fiber amplifiers. This is because ultrashort laser pulses have a large
peak intensity in the fiber core that nonlinear phenomena such as self phase modulation
become so important [31]. The peak intensity of the 200-fs, 50-MHz, laser pulses with
a 100-mW average power is 80 GW/cm2 in the preamplifier output with a 4-µm core
diameter. The peak intensity increases to 350 GW/cm2 for the amplified pulses with an
average power of 1 W in the main amplifier output with a 6-µm core diameter. For such
high intensity laser pulses, the refractive index changes by [61]

n = n0 + n2 I(t) (4.3)
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Figure 4.4: The variations of the cumulated B-integral parameter as a function of fiber
length in the preamplifier and main amplifier Yb:fibers. The variations of the average
power of the two colors as a function of fiber length are those illustrated in Fig. 3.15 for
the preamplifier and in Fig. 3.22 for the main amplifier.

where n0 is the zero-filed refractive index, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index coefficient,
and I is the time-dependent intensity of the laser pulses. Now, the refractive index of
the fiber becomes self modulated with the pulse intensity resulting in a nonlinear phase
function (for example, for the Gaussian pulses the phase function becomes self modulated
with the Gaussian function).

With the nonlinear phase function, there is a nonlinear frequency shift along the ultra-
short amplified laser pulses in the Yb:fiber amplifier. Such laser pulses are broadened in
a nonlinear fashion that makes it difficult to be recompressed to the initial pulsewidth by
the regular pulse compression techniques so that part of the pulse energy remains in the
pulse wings which is not much useful. For the SPM, the extent of nonlinearity is calculated
from a parameter called B-integral parameter [91]

B =
2π

λ

∫
n2 I dz. (4.4)

In order to have the laser pulses not much affected by the SPM effect, the cumulated
B-integral parameter should be < 1 [91]. This is achieved by stretching the laser pulses
to the extent that the propagating laser pulses in the Yb:fiber amplifiers satisfy the cited
criteria.
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Fig. 4.4 shows the results of calculations on the variations of the cumulated B-
parameter as a function of fiber length on the blue and red color pulses with the respective
central wavelengths of 1041 nm and 1103 nm in the two-color ultrafast Yb:fiber system,
in the plane-wave approximation and by assuming the pulsewidth remains constant in the
fibers. The pulsewidth of the two-color pulses is 1 nanosecond. These calculations have
been performed for the simulated average powers of the two-color pulses in the pream-
plifier and main amplifier Yb:fibers illustrated, respectively, in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.22.
The nonlinear refractive index coefficient is assumed to be constant along the Yb:fibers
with a value of 3.2 × 10−16 cm2/W for the fused silica [61]. From this figure, for the 1-ns
laser pulses the total B-integral parameter from the 7.5-m-long preamplifier and 10.5-long
amplifier fibers is 3.1 radians for the 1041-nm pulses and is 0.6 radians for the 1103-nm
pulses. From these crude calculations, with the 1041-nm pulses stretched to more than 3
ns pulses we obtain B ≤ 1. As was described earlier, the blue-color pulses were stretched
to a 72-ps pulsewidth and the red-color pulses were stretched to a 58-ps pulsewidth which
are clearly lower than the nanosecond scale mentioned above. From these calculations,
in order to increase the pulsewidths of the two-color pulses to the nanosecond scale, the
compressor length should have been increased to more than 5 m which was beyond the
available space in the experimental setup.

4.3 Experimental setup of the short-pulse MIR gen-

eration

For MIR generation, I used the experimental setup from Ref. [39]. Fig. 4.5 depicts the
schematic of the experimental setup for the ultrafast mid-infrared generation and detection
in this thesis. Synchronized s-polarized pump optical pulses (the short wavelength color or
blue color) and p-polarized signal optical pulses (the long wavelength color or red color)
were combined by a polarization beam splitter to travel as a single beam. The PBS is highly
reflective for the s-polarization beam and is highly transmissive for the p-polarization beam.
The combined beam was sent toward a periscope. After the periscope, the polarization
of the beam is rotated by 90 degrees. Now, the pump beam is p-polarized and the signal
beam is s-polarized. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. This orientation of the polarizations
is necessary for the angle phase matching because GaSe is a negative uniaxial crystal so
that its ordinary refractive index is larger than its extraordinary refractive index [63, 97].
Thus, the right-hand side of the phase matching equation 2.4 can take positive numbers
for a range of angles as the crystal is rotated whereas at the critical phase matching angle
it equals to the left hand-side of the equation. A 400-mm-focal-length focusing lens was
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the experimental setup for the ultrafast MIR generation and
detection.

used to focus the combined beam into a 1-mm-thick GaSe crystal. The GaSe crystal was
hold by a rotation stage by which the crystal could be rotated about its optic axis for the
azimuthal angle φ and perpendicular to the principal plane for the phase matching angle
θ. The azimuthal angle φ maximizes deff in Eq. 2.1 and is not important for the phase
matching [63, 98]. The focused beam in GaSe crystal was 1:1 imaged by a 50-mm-focal-
length spherical gold mirror placed at a ∼100-mm distance to the crystal with an angle
near to normal incidence. After reflection from a flat gold mirror, the image was formed
onto the entrance slit of a 50-grooves/mm monochromator for measuring the MIR spectra.
At the exit of the monochromator, a 1-mm-thick germanium filter was used to filter out
the pump and signal pulses and then the MIR radiation was detected by a liquid nitrogen
cooled HgCdTe (MCT) detector. For the measurement of the average power of the MIR
pulses, the detector with the filter at the place was placed exactly at the location of the
entrance slit of the monochromator. The weak output of the HgCdTe was preamplified by
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a battery-operated operational amplifier (op-amp) to a factor of 1000. A lock-in amplifier
was used to measure the output of the op-amp to improve the signal to noise ratio. The
lock-in amplifier was triggered by the chopping frequency from a ∼ 1-kHz chopper wheel.
Only one of the pump or signal beams is chopped (here the red color). This ensured us that
the lock-in amplifier only monitors the MIR output (when either pump or signal pulses
were blocked, a zero average voltage obtained from the lock-in amplifier). From datasheet,
the responsivity of the MCT+(op-amp) is maximum with a value of 152 mV/mW at the
wavelength 22 µm and it drops by ∼ 50% to the value of 75 mV/mW at the wavelength
18.5 µm. Considering the ∼ 35% transmission coefficient of the germanium filter at the
wavelength 18.5 µm, a conversion factor of 38 µW/mV is obtained at the wavelength 18.5
µm. This conversion factor has been decreased by a factor of four to a value of 9.3 µW/mV
for ultrashort laser pulses at the wavelength 18.5 µm to compensate the voltage jump at the
peak intensity of the ultrashort laser pulses. This conversion factor has given a reasonable
agreement with the calculated average power of the 18.5-µm ultrashort MIR pulses.

4.4 Phase matching angles in GaSe crystal

From experiments, the incident phase matching angle θp for the pump pulses measured
to the normal line (in air) was achieved at an angle roughly 35◦ for difference frequency
mixing of the blue color and red color pulses centered at the wavelength 1041 nm and
1103 nm respectively. From calculations, this corresponds to the in-crystal phase matching
angle θ = 12.0◦ for the type-I phase matching (eoo) and θ = 12.3◦ for the type-II phase
matching (eoe). For the calculations, Eqs. 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 are solved simultaneously. In
the equations, the λ-dependent ordinary refractive index is calculated from [97]

n2
o = 7.443 +

0.4050

λ2
+

0.0186

λ4
+

0.0061

λ6
+

3.1485λ2

λ2 − 2194
, (4.5)

and the principle value of the λ-dependent extraordinary refractive index is calculated
from [97]

n2
e = 5.760 +

0.3879

λ2
− 0.2288

λ4
+

0.1223

λ6
+

1.855λ2

λ2 − 1780
. (4.6)

Table 4.1 summarizes the calculated phase matching angles for the 1041-nm pump op-
tical pulses and for the 1103-nm signal optical pulses. From this Table, the in-air phase
matching angles θp and θs for the pump and signal are 35.32◦ and 35.47◦ in type-I phase
matching and 36.32◦ and 36.48◦ in type-II phase matching respectively. The in-air phase
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Table 4.1: Calculated phase matching angles for DFG with type-I and type-II configura-
tions in GaSe for the wavelengths λp = 1041 nm, λs = 1103 nm, and λi = 18.52 µm as
well as the calculated Fresnel transmission coefficient for the interacting fields.

Type λp (nm) λs (nm) λi (µm) np ns ni θp θs θi θ Tp Ts Ti
I 1041 1103 18.52 2.78115 2.79107 2.61931 35.32 35.47 33.00 12.00 84.19% 70.80% 74.33%
II 1041 1103 18.52 2.78026 2.79107 2.60224 36.32 36.48 33.66 12.30 84.58% 70.35% 85.69%

matching angles are calculated by using Snell’s equation, phase matching angles, and re-
fractive indices from Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6. The generated MIR radiation has an angle of 33.00◦

and 33.66◦ with respect to the normal line at the exit from the back surface of the crystal
in the type-I and type-II phase matching configurations respectively.

From experiments, the crystal was rotated roughly by minus one degree as the generated
MIR wavelength increased from 16.2 µm to 20.0 µm. For the 16.2-µm MIR radiation, the
wavelengths of the pump and signal pulses were 1038 nm and 1109 nm and for the 20-µm
MIR radiation, the wavelengths of the pump and signal pulses were 1045 nm and 1102 nm
respectively. This result is confirmed by calculations whereas θp decreases from 36◦ to 35◦

for the type-I phase matching and from 37◦ to 36◦ for the type-II phase matching for the
corresponding wavelengths cited above.

4.5 Results and discussion on the maximum average

power of the generated MIR pulses

A two-color ultrafast spectrum with the center wavelengths of 1041 nm and 1103 nm was
generated by the two-color ultrafast YDFA system. The two-color pulses were compressed
to an optimal value close to their Fourier transform limits after the two-color pulse com-
pressor. Then, the two color pulses were temporally overlapped by adjusting the delay line
in the two-color laser compressor. With an average power of 1350 mW in the 1041-nm blue
color pulses and an average power of 76 mW in the 1103-nm red color pulses, ultrashort
MIR pulses with an average power of 1.5 mW was achieved. This corresponds to a 2%
photon conversion efficiency with respect to the 1041-nm blue color pulses. The average
powers of the two color pulses were measured before the GaSe crystal. The FWHM of
the blue color and red color pulses were measured ∼ 500 fs. From measurements, the two
colors had an almost equal spectral bandwidth of ∼ 4 nm.

Figs. 4.6(a) and (b) show, respectively, the variations of the average power of the
1041-nm pump pulses and 1103-nm signal pulses, before the GaSe crystal, as a function of
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Figure 4.6: Variations of (a) P1, (b) P2, and (d) P1 × P2 as a function of launched pump
power into the main amplifier and (c) the variations of transmission of the input 1041-nm
blue color pulses from the 1-mm-thick GaSe crystal as a function of the average power of
the input pump pulses. P1 is the average power of the pump pulses and P2 is the average
power of the signal pulses.

launched optical power of the multi-mode 975-nm laser diode in the main amplifier. From
these figures, the maximum average power on the blue color is 1350 mW and on the red
color is 76 mW. The coupling efficiency of the pump laser to the inner fiber cladding has
been estimated 60%. From these figures, the 1041-nm blue color is in the unsaturated
regime and the 1103-nm red color is in the saturated regime. The maximum efficiency of
the system for conversion of the launched pump power to the two color power is almost 40%
and this is obtained at the maximum pump power. Fig. 4.6(d) depicts the variations of the
product of the average power of the two colors P1 P2 as a function of the launched pump
power into the main amplifier. From this figure, P1 P2 could be maximized by increasing
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the launched pump power above the 3.5 W. The pump laser power was not increased
further in order to avoid damaging the system. Fig. 4.6(c) illustrates the variations of
the transmission of the 1041-nm blue-color pulses (focused by the 400-mm focusing lens)
from the 1-mm-thick GaSe crystal as a function of the average power of the incident 1041-
nm pulses. The crystal angle was at the phase matching angle (∼ 12◦) for the difference
frequency mixing of the 1041-nm pump and 1103-nm signal pulses. The phase matching
angle measured between the incident beam and the normal line to the crystal surface was
roughly 35◦. From this figure, the transmission is constant within these average powers
of the blue color and there is no clear signature of the two photon absorption process. In
the case of the TPA to occur, we would expect to observe a decline from the constant
transmission line.

Also from Fig. 4.6(c), the average transmission coefficient of the 1041-nm pulses at
the phase matching angle ∼ 12◦ is 72.1%. Considering the back reflection from the back
surface of the GaSe crystal, the Fresnel transmission coefficient for the 1041-nm radiation
is calculated by taking the square root of the 72.1% giving us 84.91%.

Losses from the Fresnel reflection of the pump and signal radiations from the crystal
front surface at the phase matching angle decreases the transmitted pump and signal
powers into the GaSe crystal. As a result of that, the generated MIR power decreases.
Also the Fresnel reflection for the generated MIR radiation from the crystal back surface
at the phase matching angle decreases the transmitted MIR power from the GaSe crystal.
The transmission coefficient from the Fresnel’s equations for the s-polarized light is given
by [99]

Ts = 1−
∣∣∣∣ni cos θi − nt cos θt
ni cos θi + nt cos θt

∣∣∣∣2 , (4.7)

and for the p-polarized light is given by [99]

Tp = 1−
∣∣∣∣ni cos θt − nt cos θi
ni cos θt + nt cos θi

∣∣∣∣2 . (4.8)

where i and t denote the first and second optical media respectively. Table 4.1 summarizes
the calculated Fresnel transmission coefficients for the 1041-nm pump, 1103-nm signal,
and 18.5-µm MIR radiations for the type-I and type-II phase matching angles. From this
Table, the Fresnel transmission coefficient for the 1041-nm pump radiation at the type-II
phase matching angle is 84.58% which is very close to the measured transmission coefficient
84.91%. From Table 4.1, for the type-II phase matching, Ts is ∼ 70% for the 1103-nm signal
radiation and the Fresnel transmission coefficient at the MIR wavelength 18.5 µm is 86%
for the type-II phase matching which is larger than the 74% transmission coefficient for
the type-I phase matching.
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Figure 4.7: Measured autocorrelation pulse intensity as a function of time for the 200-fs
Yb:fiber laser pulses and the compressed 1041-nm blue color and 1103-nm red color pulses.
The spectra are scaled with the time scale of the 200-fs Yb:fiber laser pulses.

One of the most challenging steps to achieve powerful ultrafast MIR radiations was to
have optimally compressed two-color pulses at the same time. The output supercontinuum
from the photonic crystal fiber changed over the time which was dramatic on the 1041-nm
blue color side resulting in a dramatically altered pulsewidth after the pulse compressor.
The optimized pulsewidth showed very much sensitivity with temperature fluctuations and
air turbulence in the lab imposing the mechanical stress forces on the PCF. As a result,
the phase modulation in the PCF was affected resulting in an unstable supercontinuum.
In order to control the spectrum after the PCF, the polarization of the launched 200-
fs 1030-nm Yb:fiber laser pulses to the PCF had to be readjusted by rotating the first
λ/2 waveplate to fix the two color spectrum. The pulsewidth of the two-color spectrum
(especially on the blue color side) was very sensitive to the polarization of the input pulses
to the PCF. After rotating the first waveplate in the system, the other four λ/2 waveplates,
i.e., one before the two-color pulse stretcher, one between the preamplifier and Faraday
isolator, one between the Faraday isolator and the polarization maintaining amplifier, and
one between the amplifier and the pulse compressor had to be rotated to optimize the
two-color power. Meanwhile, the alignment of the two color system changed over the time
specially for the preamplifier. For this, most of optical components of the two-color YDFA
system needed to be tweaked many times over the course of experiments.

Fig. 4.7 illustrates the pulse intensity as a function of time for the 200-fs Yb:fiber laser
pulses, the compressed 1041-nm blue-color pulses and the compressed 1103-nm red-color
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pulses. The three temporal pulse profiles were measured using a real time intensity auto-
correlator with a few minutes time interval between each measurement for the alignment
of the optical pulses into the autocorrelator. This figure shows the results on the auto-
correlation measurements right after achieving the 1.5-mW MIR pulses with the two-color
spectrum shown in Fig. 4.8(a). From Fig. 4.7, the FWHM of the blue color and red color
pulses are minimized to an equal value of ∼ 500 fs. To achieve these ultrashort two-color
pulses with an almost equal pulsewidth, the two color spectrum was first optimized by
tweaking the waveplates to produce the most powerful second harmonic generation from
each color after the two-color pulse compressor. For the SHG generation, the two beams
were focused onto a BBO crystal by a 10-cm focal-length lens resulting in a green-color
light for the blue-color pulses and a yellow-color light for the red-color pulses at the time.
Then, the 1041-nm blue color pulses were recompressed by changing the compressor length
of the blue-color compressor resulting in an increased power on the SHG green light. The
tweaking of the waveplates and the compressor length were repeated until the powers of
the green light and the yellow light were maximized. Finally, the red-color pulses were re-
compressed by changing the compressor length of the red-color pulse compressor resulting
in an increased power on the SHG yellow-color light. The whole procedure was repeated
for several times until nearly Fourier transform limited two-color pulses measured from
the two-color spectra were achieved. The average power of the SHG green-color light was
more than 10 mW and that of the SHG yellow-color light was more than 1 mW. It was
possible to get more than ∼ 3 mW average power on the yellow-color light by optimizing
the two-color YDFA system. At the time, the FWHM of the red color pulses was ∼ 260 fs.
However, the blue-color pulses could not be recompressed to the nearly bandwidth limited
pulses. Now, the optimal length of the blue-color pulse compressor was 134 mm and the
optimal length of the red-color pulse compressor was 310 mm. The two-color stretcher has
two 30-cm focal-length lenses for stretching each color. The length between the first grating
and the first focusing lens was 23 cm, the length between the second lens and the second
grating was 45 mm for the 1041-nm blue color pulses and was 182 mm for the 1103-nm
red color pulses. Finally, the two color pulses were temporally overlapped by moving the
back mirror of the blue-color compressor. This was accomplished by producing the sum
frequency generation of the two color pulses in the BBO crystal.

Fig. 4.8(a) depicts the two-color ultrafast spectra centered at the wavelengths 1041 nm
and 1103 nm with the average powers corresponding to the four highest average powers
illustrated in Figs. 4.6(a) and (b). From this figure, the FWHM of the spectra of the two
colors are equally ∼ 4 nm. From the relation t = 0.441λ2/(c∆λ) [85], the ∼ 4-nm FWHM
is enough to generate 400-fs pulsewidth Fourier transform limited Gaussian pulses from
the 1041-nm blue color pulses.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Two-color ultrafast spectra used to measure the scalability of the average
power of the short-pulse MIR radiation. (b) Variations of the average power of the MIR
pulses as a function of P1 × P2.

Fig. 4.8(b) depicts the variations of the corresponding average power of the short-pulse
MIR radiation (centered at the wavelength 18.5 µm) generated by difference frequency
mixing of the two-color spectra shown in Fig. 4.8(a) as a function of the product of
the average powers of the two short-pulse colors, i.e. P1 × P2. From Fig. 4.8(b), the
maximum average power of the MIR pulses is 1.5 mW corresponding to the average powers
of P1 = 1350 mW and P2 = 76 mW of the incident pump pulses and signal pulses onto
the GaSe crystal respectively. The average power of the two color pulses were measured
before the GaSe crystal. From this figure, the average power of the MIR pulses scales up
linearly with P1 × P2. This is justified as follows.

The idler intensity Ii in the plane-wave fixed-field approximation (undepleted pump
power and fixed signal power) under perfectly phase matching condition is given by [61]

Ii =
8π2d2

eff

ε0c ni np ns λ2
i

Ip Is L
2, (4.9)

where Ip and Is are, respectively, the peak intensities of the pump and signal laser pulses
in the NLO crystal, deff is the effective 2nd-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, L is the
interaction length in the NLO crystal, ε0 is the permittivity of the free space, c is speed
of light in vacuum, ni, np, and ns are, respectively, the refractive indices of the GaSe
crystal at the phase matching angle for the idler, pump, and signal radiations, and λi is
the wavelength of the MIR pulses in vacuum. Now, we rewrite Eq. 4.9 in terms of the
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average power of the three fields

Pi = Tp Ts Ti
8π2d2

eff

ε0c ni np ns λ2
i A t f

Pp Ps L
2g, (4.10)

where we included the Fresnel transmission coefficients of Tp, Ts, and Ti, respectively, for
the incident pump and signal pulses to the GaSe crystal and the output MIR pulses from
the GaSe crystal. Considering the plane wave approximation, we also replaced the peak
intensity with the peak power divided by the beam area (Ipeak = Ppeak/A) and assumed
that the pump, signal and idler optical beams have the same beam area A in the NLO
crystal. We then replaced the peak power with the average power using (Ppeak = Pave/t f)
where t is the pulsewidth and f is the repetition frequency of the pulses. The pulsewidth
of the three interacting fields are not necessarily equal. For this, the factor g has been
included in the equation.

From Eq. 4.10, the average power of the MIR pulses scales up with the product of
the average powers of the pump and signal pulses Pp × Ps which agrees very well with the
results shown in Fig. 4.8(b). Thus, in this thesis, the two-color ultrafast YDFA system
was optimized for maximizing the Pp × Ps product as was explained in Sections 3.3 and
3.4.

The MIR power scales up by tight focusing the interacting pump and signal radiations.
This can be seen from Eq. 4.10 by the beam area A in the denominator. The tight focusing
is at the expense of decreasing the interaction length. This is because of the walk-off angle
between the o-beam and e-beam in the birefringent crystals. For the o-beam, the direction
of propagation of the wavevector and Poynting vector is parallel but for the e-beam they
are not. The walk-off angle ρ(θ) between the propagation direction of the e-beam and
o-beam is given by [100]

tan ρ =
1

2
[(
no

ne

)2 − 1] sin 2θ, (4.11)

where θ is the phase matching angle, no is the ordinary refractive index, and ne is the
principle value of the extraordinary refractive index. From this equation, for the type-II
phase matching angle of 12.3◦ in the GaSe crystal, the walk-off angle for the 1041-nm as
an e-beam is 3.60◦ (no = 2.79925 obtained from Eq. 4.5 and ne = 2.45318 obtained from
Eq. 4.6 at λ = 1041 nm). From this walk-off angle, the 1041-nm pump e-beam and the
1103-nm signal o-beam are separated by 63 µm on the back surface of the 1-mm-thick GaSe
crystal. At the first glance, this puts a 63-µm limit on the beam radius at the focusing
point on the crystal surface. Now, the beam diffraction angle comes into play by which the
two beams are not completely separated at the crystal back surface but they still partially
overlap. Therefore, one tries to optimize the beam spot size to make a balance with the
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walk-off angle to increase the efficiency of the DFG process. For this, two lenses with the
focal lengths of 40 cm and 1 m were tested. The highest MIR power was achieved with
the 40-cm lens.

The focused beam size is also limited by the threshold damage intensity of the crystal
surface and the threshold intensity of the two photon absorption process. Considering
the 7-GW/cm2 damage threshold intensity for the 70-ps pulses reported for the GaSe
crystal [72], for the 500-fs laser pulses, the damage threshold intensity is 1 TW/cm2 (in
fact the damage threshold fluence should not exceed 1 J/cm2 [72]). From this, for the 500-
fs 50-MHz 1350-mW laser pulses, the beam radius is ∼ 1.3 µm at the damage threshold
intensity. On the other hand, the TPA threshold intensity of the GaSe has been reported
as ∼ 100 MW/cm2 [72]. This puts a 130-µm limitation on the minimum beam radius
of the focused 1041-nm 500-fs pump pulses. Obviously, the TPA gives a larger critical
beam radius for the 1041-nm pump pulses. From plane-wave approximation, the beam
radius at the focusing point on the GaSe crystal is approximately calculated 100 µm after
focusing the pump pulses with an initial beam radius of ∼ 2.5 mm by the 40-cm focal-
length focusing lens. This beam radius is smaller than the TPA limit and as cited above
it was experimentally found to give a good balance between the minimum beam spot size
and the walk-off angle in the 1-mm-thick GaSe crystal with no evidence of the TPA.

After achieving phase matching, the crystal was rotated about its optic axis for maxi-
mizing the MIR output. In fact, this rotates the crystal into the azimuthal angle φ. The
detector response was maximized at angles approximately 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300.
The effective 2nd-order nonlinear optical susceptibility deff is a function of the azimuthal
angle φ for the type-I phase matching condition by [63]

deff = d22 cos θ sin 3φ, (4.12)

and for the type-II phase matching by [63]

deff = d22 cos2 θ cos 3φ, (4.13)

where d22 is equal to 54 pm/V and is the only non-zero second-order nonlinear optical
coefficient of GaSe and θ is the phase matching angle. From Eq. 4.12, for the type-I phase
matching, deff is maximized for the azimuthal angles of 30, 90, 150, 210, 270, and 330.
From Eq. 4.13, for the type-II phase matching, deff is maximized for the azimuthal angles
obtained experimentally and cited above.

Equation 4.11 has been used to estimate the average power of the MIR pulses for
Pp = 1350 mW and Ps = 76 mW in the type-II phase matching configuration. From
measurements, the average pulsewidth of the two color pulses is roughly 500 fs as discussed
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previously. The beam radius of the focused pump and signal radiations is assumed to be
100 µm. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that g = 1. The pulse repetition frequency
f is 50 MHz and the refractive indices and Fresnel coefficients are given in Table 4.1. For
the type-II phase matching, we obtain an average power of 0.8 mW for the ultrashort MIR
pulses at the wavelength 18.5 µm. The measured average power of the MIR pulses at the
wavelength 18.5 µm was 1.5 mW which has the same order of magnitude of the calculated
power.

Finally, I would like to discuss the group velocity walk-off (GVW) on the two color
pulses in the GaSe crystal. The GVW separates the two mixing pulses temporally [68].
This brings down the efficiency of MIR generation in long NLO crystals. The GVW in the
mixing crystal with a thickness of L is defined by [68]

GVW = L (v−1
p − v−1

s ), (4.14)

where vp and vs are the group velocities of the pump and signal pulses in the NLO crystal.
For an NLO crystal with a thickness L, it is required to have the GVW much shorter than
the pulse durations. The group velocity is given by [84]

v−1
g =

1

c

(
n− λdn

dλ

)
, (4.15)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, n is the index of refraction of the medium, and λ is
the wavelength. For the e-polarized 1041-nm blue-color pulses, ne was calculated from Eq.
2.5 at the phase matching angle 12.3◦ and Eq. 4.6 for the two wavelengths adjacent to the
1041 nm and then v−1

g was calculated from Eq. 4.15. For the o-polarized 1103-nm red-color
pulses, n was calculated from Eq. 4.5 for the two wavelengths adjacent to the 1103 nm
and then v−1

g was calculated from Eq. 4.15. From calculations, for the 1041-nm pulses we
obtain v−1

g = 9.74958 ps/mm and for the 1103-nm pulses we obtain v−1
g = 9.73967 ps/mm.

Thus, from Eq. 4.14, the GVW is calculated 10 fs for the 1041-nm pulses and 1103 nm for
traveling in a 1-mm-thick GaSe crystal. Obviously, the calculated GVW is much smaller
than the pulsewidth of the 500-fs two color pulses. In the tunable MIR experiments, the
delay time between the two color pulses was slightly altered to compensate the GVW in
the GaSe crystal for different pump and signal wavelengths.

4.6 Tunable ultrafast MIR generation

In order to explore the MIR tuning range, the tuning range of the two-color ultrafast YDFA
system was investigated. For this, the central wavelengths of the two-color seed pulses to
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Figure 4.9: (a-e) Experimental two-color ultrafast spectra, scaled with the peak of the
spectrum in the panel (e) (in the panels, can be seen the peak wavelength and average
power of each color). (f) Corresponding generated ultrafast MIR spectra, scaled with the
peak of the 20-µm spectrum. The color of the two-color spectrum matches with the color
of the corresponding MIR spectrum. The little bump on the right shoulder of the blue
color seen in panels (a) to (c) is the ASE which was not blocked in the pulse compressor.
(Published in Ref. [96].)

the preamplifier were changed and the amplified two-color spectrum was measured before
the MIR setup. The central wavelengths of the two-color seed were changed via adjusting
the opening of the four knife edges in the two-color pulse stretcher. Two notch filters
were used in series between the preamplifier and the main amplifier to block the ASE
generated by the preamplifier. The central wavelength and rejection bandwidth of the two
notch filters are, respectively, 1065 nm and 45 nm for a normal incident beam. However,
these can be changed by varying the incident angle. By tuning the incident angles of the
two notch filters, a tunable rejection bandwidth between 48 and 55 nm centered at 1073
nm was achieved. Having set the knife edges and notch filters, the five λ/2 waveplates
were adjusted to maximize the average power of the two color pulses and minimize the
pulsewidth of the two colors after the pulse compressor as explained above.

The blue color from the lower wavelength side and the red color from the upper wave-
length side were limited to 1038 nm and 1109 nm respectively. Any attempt to spectrally
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separate the two colors further apart was not successful due to insufficient seed power to
the preamplifier. Increasing the tuning range will require either a higher power seed or
another preamplifier. Because of the 20-µm cut-off absorption wavelength of GaSe, the
peak wavelengths at minimum color separation were 1046 nm and 1103 nm.

The two colors were temporally overlapped using the movable mirror in the blue-color
compressor arms. In the MIR setup, the two colors are made orthogonally polarized,
collinear, and focused into the 1-mm-thick GaSe crystal as explained earlier. Phase match-
ing was achieved by rotating the GaSe crystal perpendicular to the principal plane. The
crystal orientation at the phase matching angle is approximately 35◦. The crystal was
rotated by approximately 1 degree for the generation of the MIR wavelengths between 16
and 20 µm. The MIR spectra were measured by a 50 grooves/mm monochromator. The
monochromator was calibrated for the MIR wavelengths by the 1105-nm red-color pulses
through the detection of the first order to the 19th order of diffraction.

Figs. 4.9 shows the two-color spectra with a 2 nm resolution and corresponding MIR
spectra with a 0.01 µm resolution. From these figures, the peak MIR wavelengths agree
with the difference frequency of the peak wavelengths of the blue and red colors. Note
that, one convenient way to generate tunable MIR is to fix one of the mixing wavelengths
and change the other wavelength, however both colors are varied to optimize the product
of their power. From Fig. 4.9(f), it can be seen that the generated MIR at the central
wavelengths 16, 18, and 20 µm are very sharp at the peak wavelength when the blue color
is sharp at the peak wavelength. From this figure, the ratio of the MIR spectral weight at
19.0 µm to that at 17 µm is 1.45. This number agrees with 1.47 that is the ratio of P1P2

between the corresponding two-color spectra.

Based on measured MIR spectra, the MIR pulses have a picosecond pulse duration in
the wavelengths 16-20 µm. The FWHM of measured spectra of the MIR pulses increases
from 0.3 µm to 0.8 µm as the MIR wavelength increases from 16 µm to 20 µm. According to
Fourier transform theory and from Eq. 2.8, the FWHM of the MIR spectra corresponds to
a picosecond pulse duration assuming that the MIR pulses are perfectly Fourier-transform-
limited Gaussian pulses.

4.7 Conclusion

In summary, in this research, a tunable two-color ultrafast Yb:fiber chirped pulse amplifier
was developed. An average power of roughly 200 mW was achieved after the single-clad
YDFA co-pumped with 350 mW and counter-pumped with 500 mW using 986-nm single-
mode laser diodes and seeded with a 2.5-mW two-color spectrum centered at 1041 nm and
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1103 nm. The average power on the two-color spectrum was increased to more than 2.7
W by a polarization maintaining double-clad YDFA counter-pumped with a 6-W, 975-nm
laser diode. A maximum wavelength separation of 71 nm was achieved between the two
colors in the watt-level regime. Thanks to the preamplifier that decreased the amplified
spontaneous emission from the main amplifier noticeably. Any attempt to spectrally sep-
arate the two colors for more than 71 nm was not successful due to insufficient seed power
to the preamplifier resulting in the ASE lasing spikes in the main amplifier. Increasing
the wavelength separation will require either a higher power seed or another preamplifier.
The amplified two-color pulses were compressed to a 500-fs pulsewidth using a two-color
transmission grating pulse compressor.

A tunable DFG-based short-pulse MIR source was developed between 16 µm and 20 µm
by difference mixing of the two short-pulse colors with the peak wavelengths in the range
of 1038-1046 nm and 1103-1109 nm from the output of the two-color ultrafast YDFA sys-
tem. The MIR range from the short-wavelength side was limited to the 71-nm wavelength
separation limit between the two colors. The MIR range from the long-wavelength side was
limited to the 20-µm cut-off transparency range of the GaSe crystal. Based on measured
MIR spectra, the MIR pulses have a picosecond pulse duration in the wavelengths 16-20
µm. The FWHM of measured spectra of the MIR pulses increases from 0.3 µm to 0.8
µm as the MIR wavelength increases from 16 µm to 20 µm. According to Fourier trans-
form theory, the FWHM of the MIR spectra corresponds to a picosecond pulse duration
assuming that the MIR pulses are perfectly Fourier-transform-limited Gaussian pulses.

An average power of 1.5 mW was achieved at ∼18.5 µm corresponding to the difference
frequency of 500-fs two-color pulses with the peak wavelengths of 1041 nm and 1103 nm
and average powers of 1350 mW and 76 mW respectively. From theoretical calculations
based on the plane-wave fixed-field approximation, we obtain an average power of 0.8 mW
for the short-pulse MIR radiation at the wavelength 18.5 µm which agrees with the order
of magnitude of the measured 1.5-mW average power. From measurements with the 500-fs,
50-MHz, 1041-nm pulses with an estimated peak intensity up to 170 MW/cm2, there was
no evidence of the two photon absorption in the 1-mm GaSe crystal.

Finally, the positive-chirped short-wavelength pulses acquired a negative chirp before
the two-color pulse compressor which cannot be explained by third order dispersion of
the total fiber length in the system. The negative chirp was confirmed by the optimized
compressor length for the nearly bandwidth limited 500-fs, 1041-nm pulses. This may
originate from an absorption-induced refractive index change in the ytterbium doped fiber
amplifiers on the physical ground of the strong reabsorption process on short-wavelength
side of YDFA gain profile.
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Chapter 5

Concluding remarks

This thesis focused on the development of a tunable two-color ultrafast ytterbium doped
fiber amplifier system for the generation of tunable short-pulse mid-infrared radiation.
Ytterbium doped fiber amplifier is a suitable laser gain medium in the two-color laser
systems mainly because of its two superior properties: the large gain bandwidth and high
average output power. Moreover, YDFA is pumped by commercially available 975-nm laser
diodes because of its 975-nm peak absorption. In the two-color ultrafast YDFA system,
two-color pulses are amplified in the same YDFA simultaneously. This was found useful
for the elimination of thermo-mechanical noise on the phase difference between the two
laser pulses and therefore it was unnecessary to control the pulse jitter electronically.

In summary, in this research, a tunable two-color ultrafast Yb:fiber chirped pulse ampli-
fier was developed. An average power of roughly 200 mW was achieved after the 7.5-m-long
single-clad YDFA (preamplifier) co-pumped with 350 mW and counter-pumped with 500
mW using 986-nm single-mode laser diodes and seeded typically with a 2.5-mW two-color
spectrum centered at 1041 nm and 1103 nm. The average power on the two-color spectrum
was increased to more than 2.7 W by a 10.5-m-long polarization maintaining double-clad
YDFA (main amplifier) counter-pumped with a 6-W, 975-nm laser diode. A maximum
wavelength separation of 71 nm was achieved between the two colors in the watt-level
regime. This achievement was particularly made possible by optimizing the preamplifier
and main amplifier stages. With an increased output power from a powerful preampli-
fier, the ASE power decreased drastically from the main amplifier. Furthermore, with
the main amplifier which is now a polarization maintaining YDFA, the efficiency of the
polarization transmission grating pulse compressor increased. Any attempt to spectrally
separate the two colors for more than 71 nm was not successful due to insufficient seed
power to the preamplifier resulting in the ASE lasing spikes in the main amplifier. The
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amplified two-color pulses were compressed to a 500-fs pulsewidth using a two-color trans-
mission grating pulse compressor. Typical average powers of 1200 mW and 100 mW were
achieved, respectively, on the short wavelength and long wavelength pulses after the pulse
compressor.

Based on experimental facts, short-wavelength pulses acquired a negative chirp before
pulse compression which cannot be explained by third order dispersion of the total fiber
length in the system. The negative chirp was justified by the optimized compressor length
for the nearly bandwidth limited 500-fs, 1041-nm pulses. This may originate from an
absorption-induced refractive index change in the ytterbium doped fiber amplifiers on the
physical ground of the strong reabsorption process on the short-wavelength side of the
YDFA gain profile. For this, a future investigation on the refractive index change of the
Yb:fibers in the operation regime will help to elucidate this behavior.

A tunable DFG-based short-pulse MIR source was achieved between 16 µm and 20
µm by difference mixing of two collinear and orthogonally polarized short pulses in a 1-
mm-long GaSe crystal. The peak wavelengths of the pulses were tuned in the wavelength
ranges of 1038-1046 nm and 1103-1109 nm. The MIR range from the short-wavelength side
was limited to the 71-nm wavelength separation limit between the two colors and from the
long-wavelength side was limited to the 20-µm cut-off transparency range of the GaSe
crystal. Based on measured FWHM of MIR spectra, the MIR pulses had a picosecond
pulse duration in the wavelengths 16-20 µm assuming that the MIR pulses were perfectly
Fourier-transform-limited Gaussian pulses. The FWHM of measured spectra of the MIR
pulses increases from 0.3 µm to 0.8 µm as the MIR wavelength increases from 16 µm to
20 µm.

An average power of 1.5 mW was achieved at the MIR wavelength ∼18.5 µm by differ-
ence frequency of 500-fs two-color pulses with the peak wavelengths of 1041 nm and 1103
nm and average powers of 1350 mW and 76 mW respectively.

Closely linked to the experimental setup, the amplification of two-color laser pulses
was modeled in the YDFAs as a function of fiber length. For the modeling, the rate
and propagation equations for a two-level energy scheme in the cw regime were used and
a LabVIEW program was developed in order to numerically calculate the variations of
power of the two-color, ASE, and pump laser spectra at the output of the preamplifier
and main amplifier YDFAs as a function of fiber length. The modeling was successful to
find the optimum fiber length of the preamplifier and main amplifier in order to achieve
two-color laser pulses with (i) a wavelength separation more than 70 nm, (ii) a combined
average power of more than 2.7 W optimized for the MIR generation, and (iii) a sufficient
bandwidth at each color for the subpicosecond pulse duration. From the modeling, the
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output average power is 2.7 W, the P1 P2 is maximized, and the spectral bandwidth of the
short-wavelength color is roughly 4 nm. The 4-nm bandwidth is enough to achieve the
500-fs pulses at the wavelengths 1041 nm and 1103 nm. The modeled two-color spectra
and average power of the two color pulses after the Yb:fiber amplifiers agreed very well
with the experimental results.

The tunable two-color ultrafast Yb:fiber chirped pulse amplifier that was developed
in this thesis will find applications for example in pump-probe ultrafast spectroscopy,
short-pulse MIR generation as demonstrated in this thesis, and optical frequency combs
generation. The tunable short-pulse MIR radiation will find applications for example in
time-resolved MIR spectroscopy and remote gas detection. The 16-20 µm MIR range is in
the long wavelength side of the “molecular fingerprint” where few ultrafast laser sources
with a broad tunability range can be found within this part of spectrum. At the time of
writing of this thesis and to the best knowledge of the author, the 1.5-mW average power of
the short-pulse MIR radiation at the wavelength 18.5 µW is the maximum average power
that has been generated from applying DFG technique to two short pulses. The maximum
tunability range of the MIR pulses generated from the two-color ultrafast YDFA system in
this research is not as broad as that generated from two-color ultrafast Ti:sapphire lasers +
DFG, OPO + DFG, OPG, and OPA. However, for those applications required short-pulse
MIR radiation in the 16-20 µm, the two-color ultrafast YDFA is advantageous for its high
power, compactness, robustness, maintenance free, and lower cost.
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Appendix A

Ytterbium doped silica fiber, optical
properties, concentration quenching,
and lifetime quenching

In condensed matter, optical properties of solids are described in terms of outermost energy
levels of the constituent atoms. This is because, these energy levels have lower energies
compared to the core electronic shells and therefore they can resonate with low-energy
photons. For this, in Appendix A.1, I will describe the energy levels in the outermost
electronic shell of Yb+3 in silica fibers and, based on that, I will describe some of its
resultant absorption and emission properties in the near infrared region.

A large Yb3+ concentration and a long fluorescence lifetime are highly desired in
Yb:fiber amplifiers because they result to store a large amount of optical energy in the
fiber. A mechanism called “concentration quenching” is responsible for lowering the popu-
lation density of the excited Yb3+ ions and the fluorescence lifetime of Yb3+ in highly doped
Yb:fibers [14,15,101]. These will be explained in Appendices A.2 and A.3. With co-doping
the Yb:fibers with aluminum and phosphorus the concentration quenching effect can be
decreased resulting to an increased ytterbium concentration and to a long fluorescence
lifetime of ytterbium ions in the silica fibers [102]. This will be explained in Appendix A.3.
As we will see, two major types of concentration quenching are prohibited in Yb:fibers.
This has been simplified the modeling of the YDFA’s in this thesis. Furthermore, in the
modeling of the YDFA’s in this thesis, the fluorescence lifetime of the Yb:fiber is assumed
to be 0.8 ms. This will be justified under the subject of lifetime quenching.
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A.1 Electronic configuration and optical properties of

Yb3+ in the silica fiber

Lanthanoid series are fifteen chemical elements located in the first place of the third row
of transition elements in periodic table. Lanthanoids are most stable in the trivalent state
of ionization in condensed matter [14,15,103]. Ytterbium with an atomic number of 70 is
the fourteenth chemical element in the lanthanoid series. Lanthanoids are also well known
for filling the 4f orbitals. The 4f shell is not the outer shell but it lies inside the closed
shells of 5p66s2. Because of screening by core electrons, the two electrons in the atomic
orbital 6s2 are loosely bound to nucleus, therefore, they are the first two electrons which
are removed from ytterbium. The next electron will be removed from the f shell. Thus,
the electronic configuration of Yb3+ takes the form [Xe]4f 13 which is a reduced electronic
configuration of [Xe]4f 146s2 for the neutral ytterbium.

The 4f 13 electrons in Yb3+ are shielded by the 5p6 electrons from environment. This
5P 6 shielding has major consequences on the absorption/emission properties of Yb3+ con-
sidering the variation of host material. That is the absorption/emission spectra arising
from 4f − 4f transitions do not suffer very much from changing the host material. This
feature becomes attractive when similar gain profiles from Yb:fibers, in some extent, is
desired regardless of the host material composition. For example, Yb:fiber is co-doped
with materials such as aluminum and phosphorus for a better performance which will be
described in Appendices A.2 and A.3.

The infrared spectrum of Yb3+ is a result of transitions between the energy levels of
the 4f states. Spin-orbit (L− S) coupling, i.e. Russell-Saunders coupling, has been used
to explain the energy levels of the 4f electrons in lanthanoids [14, 15, 103]. From Hund’s
rule, for the thirteen electrons in the 4f shell of Yb3+, we find the total orbital momentum
quantum number L = 3 and the total spin quantum number S = 1/2. The total angular
momentum quantum number J lies between L+ S and |L− S| which only takes 7/2 and
5/2 for Yb3+. These two sates are 2F7/2 and 2F5/2 where 2 stands for 2S + 1 and F stands
for L = 3 in this notation. Moreover, from Hund’s third rule, for more than half-full shells
such as the 4f 13 shell for Yb3+, the ground state is the energy state with a larger total
angular momentum quantum number, that is 2F7/2 for Yb3+. This simple two-level energy
scheme prohibits the up-conversion and cross relaxation energy transfers as explained in
Appendix A.2.

For ytterbium doped crystals or glasses (silica fibers), the 2F7/2 and 2F5/2 states are
further split into stark levels through an interaction with local crystal fields. This crystal
field splitting is a consequence of breaking field symmetry in the environment of Yb3+.
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Figure A.1: Energy diagram of Yb3+ in silica fibers. The ground state 2F7/2 includes four
Stark levels and the excited state 2F5/2 includes three Stark levels. (Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [105]. c©1995 IEEE.)

Therefore, the symmetry of the crystal structure is a key factor to the number of Stark
levels. Moreover, the energy separation between the Stark levels depends on the local
crystalline field strength applied on the Yb3+ ions. For example, for a crystal electric field
with a cubic symmetry the ground state 2F7/2 splits into three Stark levels and the excited
state 2F5/2 splits into two Stark levels but for a local electric field with a rhombic symmetry
the number of Stark levels increases, respectively, to four and three as a result of lowering
the crystal field symmetry [104].

Fig. A.1 illustrates the ground state and excited state of Yb3+ in silica fibers [105].
As can be seen, the ground state has split into four Stark sub-levels and the excited state
has split into three Stark sub-levels. From this figure, those upward vertical lines show
major electronic transitions for absorption and those downward vertical lines show major
electronic transitions for emission.

At room temperature (kT ∼ 200 cm−1) and when there is no external excitation, the
stark sub-levels in the excited state 2F5/2 are almost empty because of their large energy
separations from the energy level (a) in the ground state manifold. For example, from
Boltzmann factor, i.e. e−E/kT , we obtain a factor of e−10260/208 = 3.8 × 10−22 for the
probability of occupation of the Stark sub-level (e) which is quite a negligible number.

The Stark sub-levels (f) and (g) are not stable. That is, when they are populated by
electronic transitions from the ground state through an absorption process they rapidly
decay to the stark sub-level (e). This process is a non-radiative decay and is supported
by creation of phonons resulting to the generation of heat in Yb:fibers. As a result, high
power Yb:fibers should be cooled appropriately. Moreover, because of this decay process,
peak emission lines happen for transitions between the Stark sub-level (e) and the four
Stark sub-levels in the 2F7/2 manifold. From Table A.1, these emission lines are 975, 1035,
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Table A.1: Absorption and emission peaks of Yb3+ in silica fibers corresponding to tran-
sitions shown in Fig. A.1.

Emission Peak Absorption Peak
Transition Wavelength (nm) Transition Wavelength (nm)

e → a 975 a → e 975
e → b 1035 a → f 909
e → c 1087 a → g 860
e → d 1140

1087, and 1140 nm.

The Boltzmann factor for the Stark sub-level (b) in the 2F7/2 manifold is ∼ 0.05 which
is obviously not a negligible number. For example, for a ytterbium concentration of 8×1025

m−3, the population of the sub-level (b) is 4× 1024 at room temperature. This causes an
electronic transition between the sub-levels (b) and (e) corresponding to an absorption at
1035 nm. This becomes the well-known re-absorption problem for Yb:fibers working at
wavelengths close to the 1035 nm. The problem becomes serious when there is not enough
pump power in the Yb:fiber to provide gain for the 1035 nm signals. Three peak absorption
lines happen for transition between the energy level (a) and the three Stark sub-levels in
the 2F5/2 manifold. From Table A.1, the three peak absorption lines are 975, 909, and 860
nm.

The silica fiber does not have any symmetry attributed to crystalline solids. This
type of solids are called amorphous solids or just glasses. Because of lack of crystalline
symmetry in amorphous solids, the local crystal field does not have any symmetry. For
this, the stark energy levels of Yb3+ ions in the silica fibers are not sharp any more but
they are broadened. From this line broadening and the fact that the Stark sub-levels are
separated by a small amount of energy (between 400 cm−1 and 800 cm−1), they overlap
which means that the ground state 2F7/2 and the excited state 2F5/2 become energy bands
in the Yb:fibers. For this reason, the absorption and emission spectra of Yb:fibers are
continuous.

A.2 Concentration quenching

Concentration quenching (reduction of concentration) is a depopulation mechanism of the
upper state energy level of a laser gain medium through undesired energy transfer pro-
cesses which lowers the quantum efficiency [15]. Two types of concentration quenching
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are “cooperative up-conversion” and “cross relaxation”. In the cooperative up-conversion,
for the two ions initially in the excited state, the energy is exchanged in a way that one
ion relaxes to the ground state and the other ion goes to an upper energy state. In the
cross relaxation, one ion is initially in the excited state and the other ion is in the ground
state. The energy is exchanged between the two ions in a way that both ions migrate to
an intermediate energy state. Noticing that the two mechanisms need three energy states,
fortunately, non of these mechanisms can happen for Yb:fibers because Yb3+ ions has just
two multiplet manifolds in the 900-1200 nm. However, the energy can be exchanged from
ions to ions in a “cooperative energy transfer” mechanism. This mechanism also does not
result to the concentration quenching in the Yb:fibers unless the energy transfer process
is terminated by a defect point in highly doped Yb:fibers. The highly doped Yb:fibers
usually refer to the ytterbium concentration more or less above 1025 m−3.

The concentration quenching in Yb:fibers may also happen from a mechanism called
“multi-phonon non-radiative relaxation”. The multi-phonon relaxation to the ground state
is undertaken through a chain of transitions by a number of phonons. For this happens, the
only assumption is the presence of thermally excited phonons originated from the silica
host. Another consequence of the multi-phonon non-radiative relaxation is a decreased
fluorescence lifetime which lowers the stored energy in the Yb:fibers.

A.3 Lifetime quenching from multi-phonon relaxation

The change in the fluorescence lifetime in terms of number of phonons and temperature
can been found rigorously [106, 107]. A simple approach to derive the same functionality
can be taken by the use of combinational theory as it follows.

The mean number of thermally excited phonons is given by Bose-Einstein population
number:

n =
1

ehν/kT−1
, (A.1)

where h is the Plank constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temper-
ature. For n phonons and g energy levels, we use a simple illustration by n dots and g-1
vertical lines [99]. For example, for three phonons and two energy levels, the phonons can
be distributed among the energy levels through these configurations: • • •|, • • |•, •| • •,
and | • •• where for a bullet before a vertical line means that the phonon is in the upper
state and vice versa. From the theory of combinations, the total number of combinations
of n+g-1 distinguishable objects is (n+g-1 )!. However, for n identical objects (bullets)
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and g-1 identical objects (lines), the total distinct combinations must be divided by n!
and (g-1 )!. Thus, the total distinct combinations is [99]

W (n, g) =
(n+ g − 1)!

n!(g − 1)!
(A.2)

For a two level system (g=2), the total distinct combinations becomes n+1. Because
phonons obey Bose-Einstein statistics, n is the Bose-Einstein population number. This
dependency has also been discussed in the context of Stokes Raman spectra where Raman
spectra exhibit temperature and frequency dependency through the n+1 factor [108,109].
For a multi-phonon relaxation process when p phonons are needed to cascadedly bridge
the energy gap (∆E) where for simplicity we assume that ∆E = phν, that is all phonons
have identical energy, and as a result of multiplication of probabilities, the number of
distinct combinations and consequently the non-radiative relaxation rate grows by a factor
of (n+ 1)p. Thus the non-radiative decay rate is given by [14,15,106,107]

1

τnr
=

1

τ0

(1 + n)p =
1

τ0

(1− e−hν/kT )−p, (A.3)

where 1/τ0 is the non-radiative decay rate at T = 0. Because 1/τ0 behaves as an exponential
function, Eq. A.3 is written into a phenomenological form [14,15,107]

1/τnr = Be−α∆E(1− e−hν/kT )−p (A.4)

In the silica glass the phonon energies are between 400 cm−1 and 1100 cm−1 [110]. The
largest probability for a multiphonon non-radiative transition corresponds to the smallest
number of phonons needed to bridge the gap, i.e. the 1100-cm−1 phonons. On the other
hand, we assume that fast transitions happen, compared to the fluorescence lifetime, among
the energy sub-levels in the upper and lower manifolds of Yb3+ such that only the lowest
energy state in each manifold is occupied. For a transition between the lowest-energy
states of the upper manifold and lower manifold in Yb3+, we have ∆E = 10260 cm−1 [105].
Thus, for hν = 1100 cm−1 we find p = 9 and , therefore, (1 − e−hν/kT )−p = 1.15 at room
temperature, i.e. at kT = 208 cm−1. For the silica host, it has been reported B = 1.4×1012

s−1 and α = 4.7 × 10−3 cm [14] therefore from Eq. A.4 we find 1/τnr = 1.8 × 10−9 s−1.
This value is tremendously smaller than 1/τr = 1000 s−1 that is the nominal fluorescence
decay rate of Yb3+ in silica fibers. As a result, the concentration quenching due to the
multi-phonon relaxation process in Yb:fibers is negligible. This conclusion has been used
in Chpt. 2.16 for casting the amplifier rate equations in Yb:fibers.
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However, the nonradiative quenching becomes important for highly doped Yb:fibers due
to formation of clustered ytterbium ions [14,15,101]. For example, the nonradiative decay
rate 1/τnr has been reported up to 170, 000 s−1 for the ytterbium concentration as high as
3.4 × 1027 m−3 in Yb:fibers [111]. When the ytterbium clusters are formed, chances are
within the clusters, some of excited Yb3+ ions give up their energies to defect points and
consequently the stored energy will be dissipated and also the Yb3+ upper state lifetime
decreases [101]. The decreased Yb3+ upper state lifetime is realized from 1/τ = 1/τr+1/τnr
where 1/τ is the quenched upper state decay rate, 1/τr is the radiative decay rate of the
non-quenched Yb3+, and 1/τnr is the non-radiative decay rate of the quencher channel.

To avoid the formation of the ytterbium clustering, silica fiber is usually co-doped with
other chemical elements to increase the level of solubility of Yb3+ in the silica host. On
the other hand, the co-dopant element will affect on the absorption/emission cross section
properties of Yb3+. Therefore, there is a trade off between increasing the concentration of
co-dopant elements and fluorescence properties of Yb:fibers.

Jetschke et al have reported 2.60 × 1026 m−3 for the ytterbium concentration with no
sign of lifetime quenching for the co-doped Yb:fibers with phosphorus and aluminum [102].
The authors have observed that the fluorescence lifetime at 1020 nm decreases from 830 µs
to 670 µs as the ytterbium concentration increased from 2.60 × 1026 m−3 to 4.86 × 1026

m−3 but for a ytterbium concentration below 2.60 × 1026 m−3, there was no indication of
significant changes in both fluorescence lifetime and fluorescence intensity.

In this thesis, the ytterbium concentration has been roughly 8× 1025 m−3 in both single-
clad and double-clad Yb:fibers. Furthermore, for the numerical modeling, the fluorescence
lifetime τ of the ytterbium ions is assumed to be equal to the theoretical value of 800 µs
and not effected by the concentration quenching effect.
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Appendix B

Saturation power of the seed signal
in the YDFA

From a laser amplifier, more power is usefully delivered to the output seed signal as the
input average power increases. The figure of merit of the input seed power is saturation
power [9]. Here, I have followed Ref. [14] to find an appropriate equation for the input
seed saturation power in Yb:fibers from an analytical approach. Then, the equation will be
used to calculate the numerical values of the input seed saturation power to the single-clad
and double-clad Yb:fibers used in this thesis.

We assume that the ASE field does not build up in the beginning of the fiber noticeably.
This simplifies Eq. 2.52 to

dN2

dt
= −N2

τ
− Γp

Ahc

Pump∑
i

λi
[
(σi

e + σi
a)N2 − σi

aNt

]
(uP p+

i + vP p−
i ) (B.1)

− Γs

Ahc

Seed∑
j

λj
[
(σj

e + σj
a)N2 − σj

aNt

]
P s
j .

We also assume that the pump laser and the seed signal are single wavelength laser
sources at the wavelengths λp and λs respectively, therefore, the sum operators are removed
from Eq. B.1. We also replace uP p+

i +vP p−
i with P p for a total pump power from both fiber

ends. Furthermore, we assume that the system is in steady state. As soon as ytterbium
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ions in Yb:fiber are irradiated by the pump and seed lasers, the upper state population
density increases by absorbing the pump and seed photons and thereafter it decreases by
the spontaneous emission and stimulated emission processes. This will continue until the
rates of population and depopulation of the upper state become equal. At this time, the
system is in the steady state regime, therefore dN2

dt
= 0. Using the above assumptions, Eq.

B.1 is simplified to

− N2

τ
− [(σpe + σpa)N2 − σpaNt]

ΓpλpPp
Ahc

− [(σse + σsa)N2 − σsaNt]
ΓsλsPs
Ahc

= 0. (B.2)

From Eq. B.2, N2 is given by

N2 =
Γpλpτσ

p
a

Ahc
Pp + Γsλsτσs

a

Ahc
Ps

1 + Γpλpτ(σp
a+σp

e )

Ahc
Pp + Γsλsτ(σs

a+σs
e)

Ahc
Ps
Nt. (B.3)

From Eq. 2.59 and assuming the fiber attenuation is negligible in the beginning of the
fiber, the propagation of the seed signal in the the fiber core is governed by

dPs
dz

= Γs [(σse + σsa)N2 − σsaNt]Ps. (B.4)

From Eq. B.4, the saturation gain coefficient at the seed wavelength λs is written as

g = Γs [(σsa + σse)N2 − σsaNt] . (B.5)

After substituting Eq. B.3 in Eq. B.5, the saturation gain coefficient is given by

g =

[
Γpλpτ

Ahc
(σ

s
e

σs
a
σpa − σpe)Pp − 1

]
Γsσ

s
aNt

1 + Γp λpτ(σp
a+σp

e )

Ahc
Pp + Γs λsτ(σs

a+σs
e)

Ahc
Ps
. (B.6)

From Eq. B.6, the threshold pump power is obtained for g > 0 and is given by

P th
p =

Ahc
Γpλpτ

σs
e

σs
a
σpa − σpe

, (B.7)

where P th
p is the total threshold pump power. For Yb:fibers, the maximum absorption

takes place at the wavelength 975 nm (see Fig. 2.1) where we have

σpa = σpe . (B.8)
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Using Eq. B.8, Eqs. B.7 is simplified to

P th
p =

(
Ahc

Γpλpτσ
p
a

)
1

σs
e

σs
a
− 1

. (B.9)

From Eq. B.6, the pump saturation power P sat
p at the wavelength 975 nm is defined by

P sat
p =

Ahc

2Γp λpτσ
p
a
, (B.10)

Using Eqs. B.9 and B.10, Eq. B.6 is rewritten as

g =

(
Pp

P th
p
− 1
)

Γsσ
s
aNt

1 + Pp

P sat
p

+ Ps

P sat
0,s

, (B.11)

where, P sat
0,s is zero-pump seed saturation power for Pp = 0 and is defined by

P sat
0,s =

Ahc

Γs λsτ(σsa + σse)
. (B.12)

Now, Eq. B.11 is written as

g =

(
Pp

P th
p
− 1
)

Γsσ
s
aNt

1 + Pp

P sat
p

1

1 + Ps

P sat
0,s (1+

Pp

Psat
p

)

. (B.13)

The core area A for the single-clad Yb:fiber with a 4-µm core diameter is 1.26× 10−11

m2 and for the double-clad Yb:fiber with a 6-µm core diameter is 2.83× 10−11 m2. Using
these values as well as Γp for the SC and DC Yb:fibers from Table 2.1 and invoking the
emission and absorption cross sections of the seed signal from Fig. 2.6 and σpa = 2.6×10−24

m2 for λp = 975 nm, from Eq. B.9, the threshold pump power for the single-clad Yb:fiber
pumped from both ends is 50 µW at 1035 nm and 2.2 µW at 1105 nm; for the single-clad
Yb:fiber pumped from one end, these values are multiplied by 2 and the threshold pump
power for the double-clad is 80 mW at 1035 nm and is 3.5 mW at 1105 nm. From Eq. B.10,
the saturation pump power for the SC-YDFA pumped from one end is 0.744 mW and for
the SC-YDFA pumped from both ends is 0.372 mW and for the DC-YDFA pumped from
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one end is 603 mW. Therefore, the saturation pump power is larger than the threshold
pump power approximately by one order of magnitude for the two types of the Yb:fiber.

In practice, the pump power is very large at the beginning of the fiber and it exceeds
the saturation pump power. Thus, with a pump power Pp � P sat

p , the seed saturation
gain coefficient given by Eq. B.13 after some algebra is simplified to

g =
ΓsNt

2
(σse − σsa)

1 + Ps

P sat
0,s (1+

Pp

Psat
p

)

=
gss

1 + Ps

P sat
0,s (1+

Pp

Psat
p

)

. (B.14)

The seed saturation power is defined as the seed power that the gain coefficient g drops
to half of the small signal gain coefficient gss. Thus, from Eq. B.14, the seed saturation
power is given by

P sat
s = P sat

0,s (1 +
Pp
P sat
p

). (B.15)

Using Eq. B.12, Fig. B.1 depicts P sat
0,s as a function of wavelength for the single-clad

and double-clad Yb:fibers used in this thesis. As can be seen the minimum saturation
power takes place at the wavelengths close to 1030 nm. From this figure, the saturation
power P sat

0,s for the SC-YDFA is 6 mW at 1035 nm and 23 mW at 1105 nm and for the
DC-YDFA is 14 mW at 1035 nm and 51 mW at 1105 nm.

Figure B.1: The zero-pump seed saturation power P0,sat in the Yb:fibers.
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Table B.1: Zero-pump seed saturation power P0,sat at the selective seed wavelengths 1035,
1041, 1103, and 1105 nm for the single-clad and double-clad Yb:fibers used in this thesis.

1035 nm 1041 nm 1103 nm 1105 nm
(Single-clad YDFA); P0,sat (mW) 6 7 22 23
(Double-clad YDFA); P0,sat (mW) 14 16 50 51

From Eq. B.14, the seed saturation power P sat
s in the presence of pump laser increases

linearly with the pump power. Recalling the pump saturation power, P sat
p for the SC-

YDFA is 0.744 mW and for the DC-YDFA is 0.6 W, thus, the seed saturation power P sat
s

increases by a factor of 337 for the SC-YDFA with a launched pump power of 250 mW and
by a factor of 7 for the DC-YDFA with a launched pump power of 3.6 W. The increased
seed saturation powers are valid for a constant pump power, however, the pump power
decreases from both absorption process and from the amplification process of the seed
signal. Therefore, as the pump power decreases, the seed saturation power decreases to
the P sat

0,s . This will happen in the beginning of the Yb:fibers. Thus, the P sat
0,s is a good

estimate for the seed saturation power in the YDFA’s for pumping with the 975-nm laser
diodes due to the large pump absorption.

Table B.1 summarizes the zero-pump seed saturation power P0,sat at the selective seed
wavelengths 1035, 1041, 1103, and 1105 nm for the single-clad and double-clad Yb:fibers
used in this thesis. From this table, the seed saturation power to the main amplifier is 16
mW at 1041 nm and is 50 mW at 1103 nm. From experimental results, these seed powers
have been found to extract power efficiently from the main amplifier with a suppressed
ASE at the output.
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